
WEBVTT

1
00:00:03.000 --> 00:00:03.330
Alright.

2
00:00:04.589 --> 00:00:08.700
Ali Punjani: So I believe what we're going to do next, as we

3
00:00:10.110 --> 00:00:11.490
Ali Punjani: As we return from

4
00:00:12.540 --> 00:00:21.600
Ali Punjani: Lunch before lunch we had started processing a new data set. And
we had also been discussing ab initio reconstruction to the classification in
the context of our

5
00:00:22.110 --> 00:00:39.180
Ali Punjani: ATP molecules, particularly two piece triple A plus unfold days
that was shown to be in two confirmations before we left for lunch. We had
started off in our unfold days projects. Everyone should have started off,
according to these instructions that we were following before

6
00:00:40.320 --> 00:00:41.730
Ali Punjani: To refinements one

7
00:00:41.760 --> 00:00:46.950
Ali Punjani: For the inactive some metrics six foot symmetric state of the
structure

8
00:00:48.210 --> 00:00:51.360 Ali Punjani: And one for the active state of
the structure

9
00:00:52.560 --> 00:00:59.460
Ali Punjani: Which is asymmetric. And what we're going to do now is just
briefly look at those two refinements and see what we got. So, and one of
them.

10
00:01:00.600 --> 00:01:06.600
Ali Punjani: In my case for everyone was falling on practical, you would have
done this in your own project and for everyone at home, you can just watch

11
00:01:07.020 --> 00:01:14.490
Ali Punjani: What I'm doing this refinement, we started from one of the



classes of this three classes. I'm going to show reconstruction. That was the
class that had a symmetric structure.

12
00:01:15.360 --> 00:01:25.500
Ali Punjani: And that refinement with symmetry and forest. If you're a call
the parameter that we set was to enforce see six symmetry. When we enforce
symmetry and refinement each of the particles is used

13
00:01:26.010 --> 00:01:41.010 Ali Punjani: Multiple times during the
reconstruction of the structure and each particle counts for that many times
as much signal content. And so I see success tree means that each particle
counts six times I get six times as much information about the structure from
the same article data.

14
00:01:42.180 --> 00:01:51.060
Ali Punjani: So in that process in our refinement that we did, we look at the
overview tab will see the last iteration plots that we want to inspect

15
00:01:51.450 --> 00:01:57.960
Ali Punjani: In order to understand the quality of the structure a resolution
and its characteristics. So slices through the structure show that

16
00:01:58.440 --> 00:02:02.520
Ali Punjani: We definitely have some interesting details. Some helical
pitches starting to be visible.

17
00:02:03.450 --> 00:02:17.490 Ali Punjani: And in free space, everything
looks as it should. This is the mask that had been used from dynamic masking
during this refinement and our final resolution structure that we got was
about 4.2 4.1 extremes.

18
00:02:18.060 --> 00:02:29.790
Ali Punjani: Which is great with the symmetry and forced. That's a good
resolution and we can look at our orientation distribution plan, we see that
we have lots and lots of side views and a smattering of top and bottom views
for the symmetric structure.

19
00:02:30.900 --> 00:02:45.480
Ali Punjani: In our posterior precision plot which, as I mentioned before, is
a different way of looking at the same information about viewing directions,
we can see that every part of free spaces sample that least something like
900 times, which is great.

20
00:02:46.620 --> 00:02:53.580
Ali Punjani: And means that we can, we hope that the reconstruction is



actually a good quality. So we to actually inspect what we can go ahead and
download

21 00:02:54.150 --> 00:03:02.130
Ali Punjani: The results right here and will download the sharpened map since
be factor sharpening was automatically applied so just download in a couple
of seconds.

22
00:03:02.700 --> 00:03:11.100
Ali Punjani: In the meantime, we can look at the inactive structure, which
was resolved, as we can see the 4.5 X rooms is essentially lower resolution,
but

23
00:03:11.520 --> 00:03:20.880
Ali Punjani: In this case, a fully asymmetric version of the protein that has
that second molecule blurred out here and shows us the active version of the
enzyme.

24
00:03:21.840 --> 00:03:30.120
Ali Punjani: In this case, we see the dynamic mask actually include some of
that floppy second structure and we get to a final resolution about 4.5 x
terms.

25
00:03:32.340 --> 00:03:42.960
Ali Punjani: Again, the viewing distribution as we expected has a wide band
of views around the ring and then smattering of top and bottom views less
than the other case.

26 00:03:44.490 --> 00:03:49.560
Ali Punjani: And now we see in this in this plot of just distribution.

27
00:03:51.510 --> 00:03:58.110
Ali Punjani: posterior distribution that here our decisions, a little bit
worse because we don't have many top or bottom views we have

28
00:03:59.280 --> 00:04:03.000
Ali Punjani: Not as many measurements as any other case for all the
directions.

29
00:04:04.110 --> 00:04:04.500
Ali Punjani: So,

30
00:04:07.140 --> 00:04:12.630
Ali Punjani: Also, download the sharper map for the second case, and I'll
open the first one so everyone can see what it looks like.



31
00:04:19.650 --> 00:04:27.060
Saara Virani: Just a point of clarification, can you please clarify between
the inactive and active states which ones you're referring to.

32
00:04:28.290 --> 00:04:29.430
Saara Virani: Like, which one is which.

33
00:04:30.060 --> 00:04:32.640
Ali Punjani: Sure. So the inactive state is the state where

34
00:04:33.030 --> 00:04:47.550 Ali Punjani: The molecules by itself a single
molecule and it's fully symmetric. That's the inactive state the active state
is the one where the molecule has a second molecule attached to it in the
process of unfolding that second molecule and it's asymmetric

35
00:04:51.480 --> 00:04:58.500
Ali Punjani: OK, so now we're looking at the reconstruction of our symmetric
volume at a 4.1412 X and resolution.

36
00:04:59.010 --> 00:05:07.470
Ali Punjani: Where we wouldn't hope to see, we wouldn't expect to see side
chain detail, but we would see he'll go pitch and other and the overall
secondary structure of a protein.

37
00:05:07.770 --> 00:05:14.970
Ali Punjani: So without century force we can clearly see all that here in a
symmetric six fold in sixfold symmetric inactive version of the structure

38
00:05:16.680 --> 00:05:20.490
Ali Punjani: At the same time, I can also open up the active version of the
structure

39
00:05:23.250 --> 00:05:24.540 Ali Punjani: And we can see the difference.

40
00:05:33.120 --> 00:05:46.380
Ali Punjani: Now we can see that in the active state the symmetry is clearly
broken. Some of the sub units has split apart in this ring to form a sort of
like split washer type of configuration.

41
00:05:47.670 --> 00:05:57.030
Ali Punjani: Broken the symmetry and this cloud of dust is actually a second
molecule that's totally blurred out because it's so flexible unflappably
attached



42
00:05:57.930 --> 00:06:08.610
Ali Punjani: But inside of this main structure there is actually density and
according to the original publication with that stat I won't be able to find
it right now. But there's actually density corresponding to

43
00:06:09.420 --> 00:06:18.810
Ali Punjani: The part of the protein that's being unfolded the substrate.
Substrate and you can see inside here, there is the sort of key local

44
00:06:21.420 --> 00:06:31.140 Ali Punjani: Shape that's been taken on as the
symmetry is broken and that's part of this sort of unfolding mechanism to
pull the thread of the second protein unfolded.

45
00:06:33.210 --> 00:06:37.710
Ali Punjani: So that's exactly what we hope to achieve by separating these
two confirmations and refining them separately.

46
00:06:40.050 --> 00:06:45.300
Saara Virani: For examining these structures. Did you download the map or the
map underscore sharp out I

47
00:06:45.360 --> 00:06:52.530
Ali Punjani: Always downloaded the map underscore sharp and that's the
version that corresponds to having the original reconstruction sharpened

48
00:06:52.980 --> 00:07:04.020
Ali Punjani: By the be factor those estimated from the screen a plot
automatically. Like I said earlier, when you're doing this with your own
structure is it's definitely a good idea to redo the sharpening with a
different view factor try a few be factors.

49
00:07:05.130 --> 00:07:08.400 Ali Punjani: And and she was the one that
creates the best visual quality.

50
00:07:11.490 --> 00:07:19.620
Ali Punjani: Okay, so that's everything we wanted to see in this data set,
what I want to do next is just go through some of the advanced parameters of
ab initio reconstruction and explain what they do.

51
00:07:20.070 --> 00:07:28.860
Ali Punjani: So that's also complete and for that process. I will clone this
admission reconstruction job and just talk through some of the parameters so

52



00:07:31.260 --> 00:07:34.530
Ali Punjani: Actually, before I do that, I will go back to the slides.

53
00:07:37.080 --> 00:07:46.230
Ali Punjani: And talk a little bit about admonition reconstruction for a more
theoretical medical perspective, we saw yesterday that what ab initio
reconstruction does is use a stochastic optimization algorithm.

54
00:07:48.210 --> 00:07:48.510
Sorry.

55
00:07:54.510 --> 00:07:55.440
Ali Punjani: Do you still see my screen.

56 00:07:58.170 --> 00:07:59.610
Saara Virani: Yes, yes.

57
00:07:59.670 --> 00:08:00.030
Yes.

58
00:08:01.260 --> 00:08:03.450
Ali Punjani: Strangely, my monitors turned itself off.

59
00:08:11.520 --> 00:08:20.280
Ali Punjani: Just give me a moment. There we go. Okay, so, um, yes, we saw
yesterday that I've been assured reconstruction implements a stochastic
optimization method.

60
00:08:20.790 --> 00:08:29.160
Ali Punjani: And that stochastic optimization method allows us to explore the
space of structure is to find the correct structure and that's simple enough
to understand in the

61
00:08:29.520 --> 00:08:36.360
Ali Punjani: Homogeneous case where we're just looking for a single 3D
structure that best explains the data and the heterogeneous case however

62
00:08:36.840 --> 00:08:41.910
Ali Punjani: There are a few extra considerations that go into the algorithm
design and how it works. I won't get into too many details there. But

63
00:08:42.420 --> 00:08:52.290 Ali Punjani: The main conceptual notion is that
when we're dealing with heterogeneity, not only are we trying to solve this
sort of non convex optimization problem where we are looking for.



64
00:08:52.860 --> 00:09:02.280
Ali Punjani: Correct structures in terms of the alignment of the particles
and the overall density shape. We're also trying to explore the space of
confirmation or variability and

65
00:09:03.540 --> 00:09:10.110
Ali Punjani: Those additional classes that were looking to solve them that
confrontational heterogeneity adds a level of

66
00:09:10.710 --> 00:09:20.070
Ali Punjani: Difficulty to the optimization problem nada con vaccine. It
creates more local optima more ways for the algorithm to solve resolve
different results or get stuck in different local optima

67
00:09:20.460 --> 00:09:26.520
Ali Punjani: You can think of the simplest case where you have three classes
one one results, maybe to have three different confirmations.

68
00:09:27.060 --> 00:09:34.080 Ali Punjani: And equally valid result will be
to swap any two of them and create a different version of the result that is
otherwise identical in terms of its

69
00:09:34.800 --> 00:09:43.560
Ali Punjani: Significance. But mathematically, different. And similarly, you
could take any of the structures and rotate them and that would create
another valid version of the result. But at different version.

70
00:09:44.160 --> 00:09:49.410
Ali Punjani: Or there. If there are actually multiple clusters, you might
find only two out of five or three out of five or

71
00:09:49.830 --> 00:09:57.540
Ali Punjani: If you may even if there are five clusters and you ask for five
classes the optimization may get stuck at a point where it has found three of
those clusters and the other two.

72
00:09:58.170 --> 00:10:04.440
Ali Punjani: The particles are absorbed into the first three classes and came
along to be separated. So there are many different ways for the algorithm to

73 00:10:06.270 --> 00:10:16.890
Ali Punjani: Resolve different results. And a lot of that comes down
conceptually to this concept of exploration versus exploitation. This is a
common theme in



74
00:10:17.610 --> 00:10:24.690
Ali Punjani: optimization methods for this kind of problem, especially for
any kind of clustering or search or learning type of problem.

75
00:10:25.680 --> 00:10:35.100
Ali Punjani: There is a notion that one. The algorithm is running and trying
to find different confirmations. At some point, and it's optimization. Let's
say it's found two different

76
00:10:36.000 --> 00:10:40.200
Ali Punjani: Ish structures that aren't perfectly resolved yet they're not.
They don't have high resolution details.

77
00:10:40.740 --> 00:10:50.520
Ali Punjani: And they're just at the beginning of optimization. It has a
choice to either exploit what it has found so far and just hone in on those
two classes and separate the particles on that difference

78
00:10:51.900 --> 00:10:58.770
Ali Punjani: Or further explore and try to see what other structures, there
may be similar to those two classes or let them evolve further without

79
00:10:59.160 --> 00:11:05.160
Ali Punjani: Getting too confident about the classification of particles.
This is similar to what we were discussing previously the 2D classification

80
00:11:05.520 --> 00:11:15.720
Ali Punjani: About how the confidence, the level of confidence, we have about
classification determines what we end up finding in terms of the diversity of
classes. And the same is true for adventure reconstruction.

81
00:11:17.610 --> 00:11:27.000
Ali Punjani: There. So in general, the algorithm will do something we can
somewhat modulate the exploration versus exploitation trade off.

82
00:11:27.780 --> 00:11:31.950
Ali Punjani: By using something that increased work we call a class
similarity score and it is

83
00:11:32.610 --> 00:11:43.170 Ali Punjani: In terms of the actual optimize
optimization method. There are a few like mathematical parameters that could
be changed. We've kind of squashed those all into one parameter that has a
somewhat interpretive will value.



84
00:11:44.190 --> 00:11:46.530
Ali Punjani: So I'll switch back over to Christ and show that

85
00:11:48.270 --> 00:11:56.340
Ali Punjani: In our ab initio reconstruction. We have a number of classes
that we want to find we can optionally choose to use a subset of the data at
this point not look at the entire data set.

86
00:11:57.390 --> 00:12:07.590
Ali Punjani: A minimum or maximum resolution, we talked about yesterday. If
you're working with very small particles or very symmetric particles, you
probably want a higher maximum resolution value like a smaller number higher
resolution.

87
00:12:09.630 --> 00:12:18.390
Ali Punjani: And the parameter that I'm looking for is called the class
similarity score. This is actually not an advanced parameter, I believe.

88
00:12:19.770 --> 00:12:37.620
Ali Punjani: If you turn off the advanced parameters which you'll see it's
still here class similarity and that parameter controls this time. Unlike 2D
classification. This time it's a number between zero and one, zero tells the
algorithm that it is supposed to explore as much as possible.

89
00:12:39.060 --> 00:12:42.420
Ali Punjani: Try to find structures that are very different from each other.

90
00:12:43.530 --> 00:12:50.460
Ali Punjani: Or in the worst case, if it can't do that to find one structure
that grabs all the particles and the other classes with very few particles.

91
00:12:52.710 --> 00:13:03.570
Ali Punjani: So that's useful for looking for different very different
changes different molecules that may be present with some sample or totally
different structures where we don't expect there to be any similarity between
them.

92
00:13:04.650 --> 00:13:11.490 Ali Punjani: On the other hand, at a value of
one. This parameter tells the algorithm to exploit its

93
00:13:12.210 --> 00:13:19.800
Ali Punjani: Knowledge at the beginning, more rather than exploring and try
to find structures that are similar to each other.



94
00:13:20.340 --> 00:13:29.850
Ali Punjani: But are exploring the confirmation or landscape of a single
molecule. So let's say you're looking at, for example, in the case of the ATP
molecule that has a central stock that rotates that I showed yesterday.

95
00:13:30.780 --> 00:13:38.370
Ali Punjani: We may want to increase this value so that we're forcing the
algorithm to look for more similar structures that are closer more closely
related to each other.

96
00:13:38.760 --> 00:13:42.390
Ali Punjani: At the end of the day, the algorithm is not forced to do that.
You can still find very different things.

97
00:13:42.780 --> 00:13:47.040 Ali Punjani: But this parameter controls a sort
of guidance that we're giving the algorithm in terms of what we're looking
for.

98
00:13:47.490 --> 00:13:57.960
Ali Punjani: By default it's set 2.1 and that generally works quite well. In
most cases, but sometimes if you're looking for a specific kind of result or
trying to tease out some other interesting kind of heterogeneity, you may
want to play with this parameter

99
00:13:59.460 --> 00:14:02.430
Ali Punjani: Coming back to other advanced parameters and atmosphere
instructions.

100
00:14:04.710 --> 00:14:05.580
Ali Punjani: Beyond

101
00:14:09.510 --> 00:14:20.130
Ali Punjani: There are a lot of parameters here that are advanced and most of
them. I wouldn't recommend playing with. I mean, you can try just for
exploration sake, but it's hard to provide an intuitive or

102
00:14:21.180 --> 00:14:24.120
Ali Punjani: Nation that actually captures something that's worth knowing.

103
00:14:26.070 --> 00:14:32.310 Ali Punjani: Symmetry can be enforced during a
miniature reconstruction, as I mentioned yesterday, it's not recommended to
do so.

104



00:14:33.090 --> 00:14:43.920
Ali Punjani: You should always try to do an admission reconstruction and see
one first and ensure that the structure, you get is actually symmetric and
then enforced that symmetry during refinements not during admonition
reconstruction.

105
00:14:45.930 --> 00:14:46.620
Ali Punjani: And

106
00:14:49.770 --> 00:14:52.140
Ali Punjani: Yeah, that's the all the rest of the parameters are really

107
00:14:52.890 --> 00:15:02.250
Ali Punjani: very advanced parameters are things that really shouldn't be
changed, so I won't explain any others. But there are a few more points that
I want to cover in terms of what I'm going to share reconstruction doesn't
how to interpret or think about its results.

108
00:15:03.720 --> 00:15:10.470 Ali Punjani: One in very important concepts
that we should always keep in mind is that have an issue reconstruction
cannot fix

109
00:15:10.920 --> 00:15:22.560
Ali Punjani: The problem of missing viewing directions which we've discussed
a few times now the orientation distribution problem. If your data doesn't
have enough or any views from certain directions.

110
00:15:23.760 --> 00:15:37.890
Ali Punjani: It is impossible for having issue reconstruction to recover the
correct result that data that information isn't in the data and we don't have
any prior information coming in from an input model or an initial model so
ammunition reconstruction cancel the right structure.

111
00:15:39.240 --> 00:15:43.560
Ali Punjani: And you can always tell this is the case, by looking at the
orientation just regions coming out of ab initio reconstruction.

112
00:15:44.130 --> 00:15:48.660 Ali Punjani: If they show all the particles
pointing in the same direction, you know that this result cannot be trusted.

113
00:15:49.470 --> 00:15:59.580
Ali Punjani: It's only one avenue sure reconstruction recovers a structure
that has an orientation distribution plot or directional plot that does have
enough coverage that you can trust the structure



114
00:16:01.170 --> 00:16:07.590
Ali Punjani: What, in terms of the number of classes to use. There are two
points there one if you end up asking for too few classes.

115
00:16:07.950 --> 00:16:14.100
Ali Punjani: And have an issue reconstruction is generally not dangerous will
just end up not solving the heterogeneity and you'll get an initial model or

116
00:16:14.370 --> 00:16:20.190
Ali Punjani: Structure. That's the average of all the different confirmations
that are present. Sometimes that's not a bad thing if you have

117
00:16:20.820 --> 00:16:33.300 Ali Punjani: Small confrontational changes and
you can go to refined me get higher position structure of the parts that are
concerned, and then start teasing heterogeneity with other methods, but if
you're looking for wide confirmation will changes that can be a bad thing.

118
00:16:34.470 --> 00:16:37.230
Ali Punjani: In the opposite case when you ask for too many classes.

119
00:16:38.310 --> 00:16:41.370
Ali Punjani: There are two things that might happen. The best case scenario
is that

120
00:16:41.880 --> 00:16:50.220
Ali Punjani: Initial reconstruction ends up finding one or more classes that
are actually populated with lots of particles different confirmations and the
remainder of the classes are empty.

121
00:16:50.970 --> 00:16:57.810
Ali Punjani: That would be great. The more likely thing or not necessarily
more likely, but I think that can sometimes happen is that instead of

122
00:16:58.410 --> 00:17:09.060 Ali Punjani: Creating a bunch of empty classes.
I'm going to show reconstruction will separate one class into multiple
classes, not based on confirmation, but based on viewing direction I
mentioned this yesterday as well.

123
00:17:09.690 --> 00:17:15.210
Ali Punjani: And in that case, what you'll find is that some of the classes
still look like a protein, but only from one direction.

124
00:17:15.960 --> 00:17:24.900



Ali Punjani: And the orientation distribution has just one directional views.
And so now, instead of all the top inside in front of us going together to
make one 3D structure.

125
00:17:25.260 --> 00:17:32.190
Ali Punjani: Or multiple 3D structures of different confirmations all the top
of us end up in one class outside of us, other than one class and all the
front using another class.

126
00:17:32.730 --> 00:17:42.180 Ali Punjani: And that's unfortunately something
that is a problem in that case, changing that class similarity score can help
a little bit to force all the particles to be very unsure about their
classification at the beginning.

127
00:17:42.630 --> 00:17:49.470
Ali Punjani: And try to get them to kind of all come together into the same
class, but it's not. It's also can be fixed by just asked him for fewer
classes.

128
00:17:51.180 --> 00:17:57.960
Ali Punjani: Another note about having a shoe reconstruction. It is a
stochastic algorithm, meaning that it's random. Every time you run it, it can
give you a different result.

129
00:17:58.440 --> 00:18:02.880
Ali Punjani: And you can run it multiple times. And each time you run it by
default, it'll use of different random seed.

130
00:18:03.330 --> 00:18:14.760 Ali Punjani: And produce different results. So
that's a way to check for reproducibility of your structure that
reproducibility doesn't necessarily mean that the structure is correct if for
example you have missing values are some of the problem, but it's a good idea
to check

131
00:18:15.810 --> 00:18:23.790
Ali Punjani: And finally, as we mentioned already symmetry can cause issues
if it is enforced by locking administrators reconstruction into a local
optimum that's incorrect.

132
00:18:25.170 --> 00:18:29.280
Ali Punjani: So that's everything I wanted to say about ab initio
reconstruction that we've already seen how it works on the status.

133
00:18:32.190 --> 00:18:40.950
Ali Punjani: And we talked about. I'm going to share reconstruction events



parameters. So I think there are there any questions at this point I can take
those otherwise. Move on to the next type of processing.

134
00:18:41.880 --> 00:18:50.910 Saara Virani: Perfect. Yes, we do have a few
questions. So first just going back a little bit to the theoretical
foundations of what ab initio reconstruction is actually doing.

135
00:18:51.990 --> 00:19:02.520
Saara Virani: Can you remind us what exactly is an ab initio class is it when
you have multiple ab initio classes are they multiple probable structures
that are coming out from the same data.

136
00:19:02.790 --> 00:19:10.020
Saara Virani: Or are we actually splitting the data into what we think are
multiple confirmations based on their electron density

137
00:19:10.770 --> 00:19:11.220
Ali Punjani: Great question.

138
00:19:12.900 --> 00:19:20.640
Ali Punjani: It's definitely the second one we are not solving. We're not
trying to resolve multiple possible structures from the same data.

139
00:19:21.210 --> 00:19:26.280
Ali Punjani: What we are trying to do the actual mathematical model the
underlying basis for the whole method.

140
00:19:26.880 --> 00:19:34.170 Ali Punjani: The model says that we have k or
case number of classes K different 3D densities. They're all unknown, but
they're all separate

141
00:19:35.010 --> 00:19:41.490
Ali Punjani: And each particle image that we observed comes from one of those
density structures, not all of them just one of them.

142
00:19:42.090 --> 00:19:51.030
Ali Punjani: And so when we're doing inference in this problem. What we're
trying to ask is, okay, given this model where we don't know the 3D
structures and we don't know the assignment of the particles.

143
00:19:51.720 --> 00:20:05.700
Ali Punjani: What can we say what can we infer about what are the three
structures that explain the data separately and what are the assignments of
particles to each class. So the output of ab initio reconstruction. If you



notice, is

144
00:20:07.020 --> 00:20:07.980
Ali Punjani: More of a

145
00:20:10.620 --> 00:20:18.840 Ali Punjani: Different outputs for each class.
So there's one output that says particles all classes and that's just a
convenience output in case you want to use all the particles for something
downstream.

146
00:20:19.470 --> 00:20:32.070
Ali Punjani: But otherwise, the particles themselves are split up in the
output into the different classes so particles that fell into classes zero
with the highest probability at the end of the optimization come out in the
last in this particles Class Zero output.

147
00:20:33.210 --> 00:20:46.380
Ali Punjani: Volume cluster. Likewise, is the 3D structure resolved for class
number zero likewise particles class one or the particles that went into
volume into the second class or volume class one.

148
00:20:47.310 --> 00:20:57.270
Ali Punjani: And these particles are destroying subset. So each particle at
the end of the day is put into one been realistically, like I said, All
classification in Christ work is probabilistic

149
00:20:57.780 --> 00:21:11.460
Ali Punjani: So every particle. We're assessing it as having some probability
of having come from each of the classes, but generally speaking at the end of
an optimization like this, the probabilities of part of being one class or
the other will be quite distinct and that's how we separate

150
00:21:12.870 --> 00:21:13.350
Saara Virani: Thank you.

151
00:21:15.090 --> 00:21:22.380
Saara Virani: We've initialized. This ab initio or rather this atmosphere
reconstruction is. Oh, sorry. No.

152
00:21:23.640 --> 00:21:25.500
Saara Virani: We'll come to that question a little bit later.

153
00:21:27.180 --> 00:21:36.600
Saara Virani: In general, we know for example that in ab initio



reconstruction, even with a symmetric protein. We're not actually imposing
symmetry during admonition reconstruction.

154
00:21:37.230 --> 00:21:49.380 Saara Virani: In general, in the data
processing if we aren't sure about the symmetry of the given protein or
complex, how can we find that out. Is there a computational way to do so.

155
00:21:51.720 --> 00:22:08.640
Ali Punjani: There may be competition always so far it's done entirely
manually by by looking at the refined structure without any symmetry enforced
and seeing that it clearly has repeated subunits of the same structure and
then trying to do a refinement with the symmetry enforced.

156
00:22:10.230 --> 00:22:16.800
Ali Punjani: At the end of the day, has a symmetry enforced structure has to
be symmetric. When it comes out of a refinement.

157
00:22:17.400 --> 00:22:26.790
Ali Punjani: And so if there was anything interesting about the structure
that wasn't symmetric. Like, for example, let's say you had a overall
symmetric particle, where one of the sub sub units was a little bit
different.

158
00:22:27.990 --> 00:22:32.490 Ali Punjani: In this in the sea. One
refinement, it's possible to see that difference

159
00:22:34.290 --> 00:22:40.170
Ali Punjani: In the symmetric refinement, it's impossible to see that
difference because the structure that comes out has to be symmetric. At the
end of the day.

160
00:22:40.740 --> 00:22:47.100
Ali Punjani: So you're making a trade off if there was some pseudo cemetery,
some symmetry breaking, or losing that information when you enforce the
cemetery.

161
00:22:47.730 --> 00:23:01.980
Ali Punjani: On the other hand, when you enforce the symmetry, you get that
many times more statistical power to resolve the structure that is conserved
around the symmetry. So for example, in the case of the proteasome or this
six volts much your structure that we solve today.

162
00:23:03.030 --> 00:23:14.730 Ali Punjani: We enforce the symmetry taking
knowing that fact that we are going to enforce the symmetry in the structure
we get at the end of the day is going to be symmetric. But every particle



accounts six times more than it did before, in terms of signal.

163
00:23:15.750 --> 00:23:25.560
Ali Punjani: If there was some symmetry breaking that we wanted to observe,
we shouldn't have enforced the symmetry. So at the end of the day it's a it's
a trade off in your biological context. How sure are you that the

164
00:23:26.190 --> 00:23:30.720
Ali Punjani: Structure is symmetric and how interested are you in symmetry
breaking that may have occurred.

165
00:23:32.490 --> 00:23:37.320
Saara Virani: Thanks, going back to parameters that we can enforce in ab
initio reconstruction.

166
00:23:38.160 --> 00:23:55.770 Saara Virani: For proteins that are encased in
a my cell would you consider changing the class similarity to a higher value.
I'm assuming we're dealing with the case where we don't have further
heterogeneity. We're going. I'm not sure what exactly the case would look
like there but

167
00:23:56.820 --> 00:24:00.660
Saara Virani: Let's say they're all slightly different from each other, but
we have a myself present

168
00:24:01.710 --> 00:24:05.490
Ali Punjani: Next, that case. I'm not sure I would do anything different with
respect to the myself.

169
00:24:06.810 --> 00:24:11.220
Ali Punjani: It is notable that in a lot of membrane proteins. And we'll see
this a little later on with 3D variability

170
00:24:12.270 --> 00:24:19.890
Ali Punjani: The myself self presents a huge amount of heterogeneity. So the
myself may come in different shapes, sizes, twisting and bending.

171
00:24:20.430 --> 00:24:28.830 Ali Punjani: And the position of a protein
within the myself or now notice what have you, if it's a nano this rotation
of the April lipo protein around around the target molecule.

172
00:24:29.280 --> 00:24:35.670
Ali Punjani: All of those sources of heterogeneity are often quite large and
depending on the confirmation will change you're looking for May swamp.



173
00:24:36.270 --> 00:24:44.640
Ali Punjani: The confrontational change signal from the protein itself.
That's something that can be handled in other ways. For example, 3D
variability using mask. We'll talk about that later.

174
00:24:45.150 --> 00:24:50.940
Ali Punjani: But there isn't anything particularly special. I would say that
you have to do in miniature reconstruction. If you are seeing

175
00:24:51.600 --> 00:24:58.320
Ali Punjani: confrontational differences that are just in the myself and you
want to force the algorithm to look for smaller changes that may be in the
protein.

176
00:24:58.590 --> 00:25:05.400 Ali Punjani: You can of course increase that
score, but it's not it's not generically true that that will always actually
do better with one of my sources present

177
00:25:07.170 --> 00:25:22.350
Saara Virani: Thanks, and on a more practical note. Um, can you walk us
through again the differences and when you would use heterogeneous
refinement, which we've said is like 3D classification and other programs
versus I've initio reconstruction.

178
00:25:23.520 --> 00:25:23.760
Sure.

179
00:25:25.020 --> 00:25:25.350
Ali Punjani: So,

180
00:25:28.830 --> 00:25:35.760
Ali Punjani: I guess the this straightforward answer is that you often will
want to use both. If you're looking to resolve heterogeneity.

181
00:25:36.300 --> 00:25:45.180
Ali Punjani: You should first take your whole particle stack after to the
classification and use ab initio reconstruction. Try it with 1235 classes.

182
00:25:45.570 --> 00:25:51.540 Ali Punjani: And see what you get if ab initio
reconstruction is able to resolve a confrontational change or multiple states
that you

183
00:25:52.230 --> 00:26:00.480



Ali Punjani: Believe are real. It's always worth taking the outputs of an ab
initio reconstruction and putting them directly into a heterogeneous
refinement.

184
00:26:01.080 --> 00:26:13.410
Ali Punjani: That will allow the in kit so ammunition reconstruction is
working at of course resolution and it's doing a special type of algorithm to
search, but that doesn't mean it's very good at refining structures or at

185
00:26:14.730 --> 00:26:21.930
Ali Punjani: Detecting subtle confirmation changes or it may also have some
inaccuracy or just random noise in the classification of particles.

186
00:26:22.230 --> 00:26:27.660
Ali Punjani: So to once you have initial models that are good for all the
different states that you're looking for some subset of those

187
00:26:28.320 --> 00:26:35.790 Ali Punjani: Putting those into a heterogeneous
refinement allows the heterogeneous refinement, which can work at higher
resolutions than ab initio reconstruction to further

188
00:26:36.420 --> 00:26:44.190
Ali Punjani: refine the assignment of particles, there may be a few particles
that are in the wrong class after having a sure reconstruction or so on
heterogeneous refinement will be able to

189
00:26:45.090 --> 00:26:52.650
Ali Punjani: Improve the structures themselves by refining them to higher
resolutions and make sure that the classification of every particle is
correct.

190
00:26:53.700 --> 00:27:02.400
Ali Punjani: So it's definitely worth doing that. On the other hand, if you
do have an issue reconstruction that you don't find any significant
confrontational changes, it's still worth doing heterogeneous refinement
because

191
00:27:02.760 --> 00:27:07.680 Ali Punjani: There may be confirmation of
differences within the single homogeneous what you think is a homogeneous set
of particles.

192
00:27:08.280 --> 00:27:14.880
Ali Punjani: That are actually small subtle confirmation of changes and
heterogeneous will find that can detect those whereas ab initio
reconstruction may not be able to



193
00:27:15.480 --> 00:27:24.060
Ali Punjani: And so it's still worthwhile, even when you only find a single
class revenue reconstruction to do heterogeneous refinements starting from
multiple copies of the same initial volume.

194
00:27:25.350 --> 00:27:29.280
Ali Punjani: To sort out and try to find smaller confirmation on changes, if
they exist.

195
00:27:32.340 --> 00:27:45.120
Saara Virani: And finally, how can we know something about the quality of our
ab initio classes, apart from looking at the viewing direction distribution.
I think you're touched on this a little bit already but perhaps you can
recap.

196
00:27:48.780 --> 00:27:53.850 Ali Punjani: I guess there's two main metrics.
I mean, qualitatively, you can look at the maps and kind of turn in spite
their quality.

197
00:27:54.750 --> 00:28:01.080
Ali Punjani: And the other thing to look at is the number of particles that
went into each class very small classes with few particles generally won't

198
00:28:02.040 --> 00:28:09.570
Ali Punjani: Go very much further than what they didn't have initial
reconstruction. Unfortunately, the, like I said, I will share construction
doesn't do anything like resolution estimation

199
00:28:09.990 --> 00:28:18.960
Ali Punjani: At this stage, it's not really possible to do that, since we're
not, we can't do two independent simultaneous have initial reconstructions
and have them actually come up with the same result.

200
00:28:19.920 --> 00:28:24.060
Ali Punjani: So we don't have a way to measure the resolution of the
reconstruction instead

201
00:28:24.870 --> 00:28:32.730 Ali Punjani: The resolution that we're
considering is fixed as a parameter. And so there isn't really another way to
absolutely verify the quality of having a show reconstruction, other than

202
00:28:33.090 --> 00:28:40.830
Ali Punjani: Going forward, and doing a refinement and getting a resolution
estimate which isn't too bad. I mean, in Christ work, you can always just do



that in a few minutes later. No, no, that

203
00:28:41.910 --> 00:28:43.560
Ali Punjani: But that's generally what what is required.

204
00:28:44.880 --> 00:28:45.690
Saara Virani: Okay, thanks.

205
00:28:47.730 --> 00:28:51.960
Ali Punjani: Great. So I'm going to switch back to our slides at this point.

206
00:28:57.360 --> 00:29:05.910
Ali Punjani: Okay, the next topic we're going to start talking about is some
more advanced techniques for doing high resolution refinement.

207
00:29:08.280 --> 00:29:14.760 Ali Punjani: Specifically, we're going to be
talking about CTF refinement of two kinds, these methods for CTF refinement
are

208
00:29:15.810 --> 00:29:26.250
Ali Punjani: Have been developed relatively recently by a number of groups.
Originally, the two kinds of photographer and then talk about specifically
one is we're finding that the focus of individual particles.

209
00:29:27.180 --> 00:29:36.990
Ali Punjani: So that means after we've done a refinement of a 3D structure,
we can take that three structure estimate that we have and compare it against
the experimental data.

210
00:29:37.800 --> 00:29:49.260
Ali Punjani: Up to this point if we use patch CTF, for example, our CTF
estimates are entirely based on the images alone, looking at those tone
rings. But if we know what the structure is supposed to look like.

211
00:29:50.400 --> 00:30:02.010 Ali Punjani: We can always take that reference
structure projected in the direction that we know this image is looking
applied various different see ETFs different D focus values and see which one
matches the experimental image best

212
00:30:03.690 --> 00:30:16.380
Ali Punjani: That's what CTF refining is all about. It's about refining the
CTF estimates based on the 3D structure that we've already computed at this
point. So it's something that's done towards the end of a project after all
the pre processing and everything else.



213
00:30:18.390 --> 00:30:24.960
Ali Punjani: Refining that the focus of an individual particle is something
that is can be very important and

214
00:30:25.560 --> 00:30:35.970
Ali Punjani: Especially for higher resolution and more rigid proteins, it can
make a world of difference because it can directly account for the position
of each particle within the ice. So with patch CTF

215
00:30:36.390 --> 00:30:41.190 Ali Punjani: We're only able to estimate a D
focus landscape so different parts of the ice can have a different view focus
value.

216
00:30:41.700 --> 00:30:51.480
Ali Punjani: But at one position to particles can't be at different heights
in the eyes, according to the patch CTF model. But when we refine individual,
the focus parameters we can have

217
00:30:52.110 --> 00:31:02.790
Ali Punjani: Each individual particle having a different position in the ice
and if the particles big enough. And there's enough signal in the images we
can actually do that quite well and that can yield significant resolution
about quality improvements.

218
00:31:04.500 --> 00:31:09.420
Ali Punjani: Likewise, there's a second kind of CTF refinement that we can
consider doing

219
00:31:10.080 --> 00:31:17.460
Ali Punjani: And this approach that these sort of higher order aberrations
that we may want to correct those are including things like that. We heard
about an our first days lecture.

220 00:31:17.880 --> 00:31:27.960
Ali Punjani: Being tilt coma higher vibrations like true foil tetra Boyle are
all standard optical phenomenon that are known for electron beams are optical
beams.

221
00:31:28.410 --> 00:31:37.080
Ali Punjani: That describe the advancement, or the phase difference in
different parts of the distracted beam coming off of the sample.

222
00:31:37.710 --> 00:31:44.790
Ali Punjani: They're caused by various iterations and microscope. For
example, being tilted. The most common one of the beam itself is arriving at



the sample.

223
00:31:45.150 --> 00:31:54.780
Ali Punjani: At an angle relative to the optical access then diffraction
going in one direction will be different than direction going in a different
direction and that causes the CTF model to be

224
00:31:56.190 --> 00:32:06.990 Ali Punjani: Different. Different than just a D
focus and stigmatism parameter that we previously previously were estimating
each higher order operation has its own parameter sets. We won't go too much
into detail on that.

225
00:32:07.560 --> 00:32:15.090
Ali Punjani: This whole notion of correcting and showing that correcting
higher reparations is actually beneficial for single particle analysis was

226
00:32:15.690 --> 00:32:25.890
Ali Punjani: Originally pioneered by didn't have at all. That's a great paper
to read for this topic and it talks about all the different aberration types
and how they can how their amounts can be estimated from the data.

227
00:32:26.520 --> 00:32:38.010
Ali Punjani: During the CTF refinement itself involves looking at all the
particles comparing them once again to the reference structures that we have
got so far in the refinement and computing, what would be an optimal

228
00:32:39.540 --> 00:32:52.800 Ali Punjani: set of parameters for each type of
higher order aberration to correct the presence of those aberrations that we
see in the reconstructed result again doing higher order average in
production for high for larger rigid

229
00:32:54.060 --> 00:33:04.530
Ali Punjani: And high signal to noise ratio images for large proteins works
very well for other things sometimes not so much. It depends very much on the
data context. However, it's always worth trying. It can't hurt as well.

230
00:33:04.950 --> 00:33:10.740
Ali Punjani: If there isn't enough signal in the data, then a lot of this
refinement ends up listening to the noise and actually making the results
worse.

231
00:33:11.640 --> 00:33:17.040
Ali Punjani: So what we recommend is that at the end of every refinement. You
can also try another copy of that refinement with



232
00:33:17.580 --> 00:33:24.960 Ali Punjani: CTF refinement enabled and I'll
talk about how that's actually done in Christ Berg and in some cases that may
yield a nice improvement.

233
00:33:25.950 --> 00:33:32.130
Ali Punjani: These methods, along with everything else. We've talked about
are all important for getting very, very high resolution reconstructions.

234
00:33:32.850 --> 00:33:45.540
Ali Punjani: So this little video on the right. That is great to look at is a
1.65 x from reconstruction from empire 1000 10,200 which is an April ferrets
and data set a buffer 10 is a well known.

235
00:33:46.320 --> 00:33:57.900
Ali Punjani: test sample for single particle criteria. It's very simple, from
a structural perspective and that it has a high symmetry. That's okta hydro
and it has. It's very rigid very

236
00:33:59.070 --> 00:34:06.390
Ali Punjani: Easy to make or not easy, but it's possible to make very good
samples out of it, very thin ice and all kinds of other characteristics that
we would like

237 00:34:07.650 --> 00:34:16.050
Ali Punjani: And it's easy to pick. It's circular, etc. It's just great in
every way in terms of a benchmark data set for high resolution studies not
terribly representative of

238
00:34:16.530 --> 00:34:25.170
Ali Punjani: What most people are trying to study in practice, but a great
benchmark and for these kind of proteins, it is possible to get very high
resolution reconstructions. What's important to keep in mind in those cases.

239
00:34:25.800 --> 00:34:32.490
Ali Punjani: Is that every stage of data processing contributes to that
overall resolution a slight difference in motion correction a slight
difference in

240
00:34:32.880 --> 00:34:46.020
Ali Punjani: CTF estimation particle picking purifying your data set to
declassification all those changes can yield small incremental improvements
in the final resolution for these kinds of data sets that depending on what
you're working on.

241
00:34:47.280 --> 00:34:54.240 Ali Punjani: The value to you, between getting



a 1.78 from a construction and a 1.6 Engstrom reconstruction may not be a lot

242
00:34:54.720 --> 00:35:05.460
Ali Punjani: Or even between two extremes and 1.7 and depending on exactly
what you're looking for that may or may not be extremely valuable. So it's,
it's up to each person to see how far they want to chase this high resolution
possibility.

243
00:35:06.750 --> 00:35:16.020
Ali Punjani: It does generally take for other samples, besides the simplest
ones quite a bit of processing and playing around and data collection tweaks
and so on to get super high resolution reconstructions.

244
00:35:17.100 --> 00:35:24.690
Ali Punjani: So coming to what we're going to try to do in practice what we
started before lunch at least all the practical participants should have done
so far.

245
00:35:25.020 --> 00:35:29.880
Ali Punjani: Is to import a set of April 1 and particles from the same empire
10,200 data set.

246 00:35:30.750 --> 00:35:45.480
Ali Punjani: That does it actually has something like 400,000 particles that
end up going to a very high resolution reconstruction refinement were
actually willing to use a subset of 20,000 particles that that we've prepared
in advance and everyone has imported and started processing.

247
00:35:47.280 --> 00:35:53.640
Ali Punjani: For that I'm going to talk about refinements, and some of the
advanced parameters we actually cover most the advanced parameters and if I'm
already

248
00:35:54.120 --> 00:36:03.780
Ali Punjani: But I'll talk about a few more that we haven't touched yet. And
then we'll see how to do seat CTF refinement as a standalone process and the
iceberg and then CTF refinement on the fly as part of

249
00:36:04.230 --> 00:36:09.810
Ali Punjani: 3D structure for him to make it very straightforward and easy to
apply will also talk a little bit about exposure groups.

250
00:36:11.340 --> 00:36:19.200 Ali Punjani: So, in your case, but project
earlier before lunch, you should have created a workspace. Sorry.

251



00:36:20.280 --> 00:36:30.360
Ali Punjani: Called April fair 10 or whatever you want to call it. And there
you should have imported the data imported a volume for an initial model and
then run to refine the jobs. I'm just going to show the results of my own
instance

252
00:36:32.130 --> 00:36:38.760
Ali Punjani: Okay, so the to refine the jobs that we started and this is now
using the instructions that are listed here.

253
00:36:39.810 --> 00:36:40.740
For April Farrington

254
00:36:42.390 --> 00:36:49.740
Ali Punjani: The to refine the jobs that we ran are different in a simple
way. In, in, that's one of them doesn't use city of refinement and the other
one does.

255
00:36:50.580 --> 00:36:56.220
Ali Punjani: The first one, first of all, as you mentioned that these
particles. Originally, the processing price working these patch CTF
estimation

256 00:36:56.580 --> 00:37:02.790
Ali Punjani: Which meant that each particle had actually it's only focus
value based on the D focus landscape from patch CTF

257
00:37:03.390 --> 00:37:13.290
Ali Punjani: And it turns out that that's already a very good CTF estimate.
So with those city assessments we were getting extremely high resolution
results already and the difference after doing CTF refinement was

258
00:37:13.950 --> 00:37:24.180
Ali Punjani: Minimal especially for the smaller subset of particles. So
instead what I did when preparing these particles. Isn't that I fixed them
all to have a constant D focus across every micro graph.

259
00:37:24.870 --> 00:37:30.450
Ali Punjani: So that's similar to the assumptions of other older techniques
for CTF estimation, where the image is assumed to be flat.

260
00:37:30.840 --> 00:37:42.480 Ali Punjani: So starting with that as our
baseline doing a refinement of these 20,000 April fairs and particles, which
obviously are extremely high quality and a very good sample gets us to a
refined the resolution of 2.3 answers.



261
00:37:44.310 --> 00:37:45.750
Ali Punjani: That's obviously already. Very good.

262
00:37:46.950 --> 00:37:53.910
Ali Punjani: But we can go further and the way we can go further is by doing
seats here for five. So the second job that everyone has run

263
00:37:55.410 --> 00:38:06.270
Ali Punjani: Implements or uses CTF refinement during 3D reconstruction and
that reaches and resolution of 1.9 X firms after city of refinement. So
that's pretty big jump from

264
00:38:07.020 --> 00:38:14.220
Ali Punjani: Correcting for these to focus on other higher order aberrations
to get actually get into what's happening there. I'm going to talk about the
two

265
00:38:14.550 --> 00:38:19.860 Ali Punjani: Standalone job types in Christ
broke. You can create these by going to the job builder. So you don't need to
actually run them.

266
00:38:20.340 --> 00:38:27.420
Ali Punjani: Go to the job over and look first each amplifying the jobs and
you'll see that there are two. There's a local CTF refinement job and a
global CTF refinement job.

267
00:38:27.810 --> 00:38:39.930
Ali Punjani: And they implemented two kinds of CTF refinement that I
mentioned, one of them being the, the focus of every particle. So that's
local and the second one being higher order aberrations that can only be seen
in aggregate across the data set.

268
00:38:41.820 --> 00:38:50.880
Ali Punjani: So the local CTF refinement job. What it does is it takes in
particles and a 3D structure. In fact, to half maps from a 3D structure.

269
00:38:51.390 --> 00:39:06.870 Ali Punjani: And then it uses those two half
maps to compare for every particle image the projection from this 3D
structure against that individual particle image and it compared does that
comparison again at a bunch of different CTF simulated CTF values.

270
00:39:08.670 --> 00:39:12.360
Ali Punjani: What we get is that for each particle, we compute one of these
landscape type



271
00:39:14.130 --> 00:39:24.900
Ali Punjani: Diagrams, so let's look at this one minute less for a particular
single particle and the values on the x axis are sorry for the mash up of a
numbers, but the values on the x axis are

272
00:39:25.410 --> 00:39:44.010
Ali Punjani: The relative D focus compared to the current estimate of a
difficult. So if the, if we previously thought that this particle is that,
let's say, two microns. You focus then each of these points on the x axis is
plus or minus in extremes from that initial D focus estimate

273
00:39:45.570 --> 00:39:53.970 Ali Punjani: The line that we're measuring here
is the log probability for level of discrepancy between the

274
00:39:55.320 --> 00:40:07.410
Ali Punjani: Particles CTF sorry the between the experimental image and the
simulated projection at these different the focus values. What we should see
is that at some point this curve takes on a minimum

275
00:40:08.520 --> 00:40:23.070
Ali Punjani: And it may not be at a D focus change of zero. That difference
that position where the discrepancy the matchup between the experimental
image and the projection is best where it's minimized. That's actually the

276
00:40:24.690 --> 00:40:36.810
Ali Punjani: Optimized per particle D focus that we wanted to find all along.
So if you look at these curves, you see that sometimes it's a little bit more
than zero, sometimes it's a little bit less, and each particle gets its own
individual refined D focus value.

277
00:40:38.520 --> 00:40:43.440 Ali Punjani: Together. Those are aggregated
there's lots of employment here. Those are aggregated into this histogram and
we can see that

278
00:40:44.280 --> 00:40:57.960
Ali Punjani: Lots of particles have an updated D focus as much as plus or
minus 500 rooms away from where we thought the particle was. And that's
actually literally tracking the height of the particle in the ice.

279
00:40:59.340 --> 00:41:06.480
Ali Punjani: If the ice was only 1000 Engstrom stick, then we're looking at
particles moving from like particles at one surface or the other surface of
the ice.

280



00:41:08.100 --> 00:41:08.880
Ali Punjani: Or anywhere in between.

281
00:41:10.530 --> 00:41:17.070
Ali Punjani: We could. This can also, this is also capturing the fact that
the ice may not be flat. So our model in so far. Previous

282
00:41:18.000 --> 00:41:24.330 Ali Punjani: To focus on is that we plugged in
here. We're all flat all the particles have the same you focus, but if the
ice was tilted, then we would see

283
00:41:24.660 --> 00:41:28.590
Ali Punjani: The individual, the focus of every particle shift to match that
tilted plane and so on.

284
00:41:29.370 --> 00:41:34.680
Ali Punjani: So that's what is happening in this local Jeff on the job, the
global CTF refinement job. On the other hand,

285
00:41:35.190 --> 00:41:43.290
Ali Punjani: Is also taking in the three volume to half maps and all the
particles. AGAIN, COMPARING every particle image to the three structure.

286
00:41:43.830 --> 00:41:49.230
Ali Punjani: But instead of looking for individual particle D focus changes,
it is looking for systematic

287
00:41:50.190 --> 00:42:05.610 Ali Punjani: aberrations that are present when
comparing the experimental images to the projection of the structure and
those aberrations are. I won't get into the details of how you can tell that
they come from a certain kind of electronic be migration or electron beam.

288
00:42:07.770 --> 00:42:19.920
Ali Punjani: Phase Shift issue, but each of them corresponds to a certain
kind of phenomenon in the electron beam. So there are four different kinds of
iterations that we can estimate and correct or incorrect word been told.

289
00:42:21.210 --> 00:42:23.670
Ali Punjani: And Truffaut which are both odd.

290
00:42:25.020 --> 00:42:26.760
Ali Punjani: First and third order aberrations.

291



00:42:28.710 --> 00:42:30.270
Ali Punjani: We can also correct for

292
00:42:31.650 --> 00:42:38.130
Ali Punjani: Spherical aberration, we can re estimate the spherical
aberration and correct for tetra for eligible for the order of operations.

293
00:42:38.880 --> 00:42:46.170 Ali Punjani: So this does not agree example, it
doesn't end up having actually too much aberration left to correct but in
other data sets. You can see very strong

294
00:42:46.860 --> 00:43:00.540
Ali Punjani: Aberrations if I just go publicize here very strong aberrations
that and approving these patterns that what are called certain key
polynomials that account for the phase shift in different parts of the
detractors

295
00:43:02.220 --> 00:43:08.760
Ali Punjani: So once those are corrected resolutions can reach much higher.
What's interesting is that in Christ spark.

296
00:43:09.270 --> 00:43:15.510
Ali Punjani: Instead of having these just be standalone jobs that you can run
and then have to take the particles from these and we run and refinements
using those

297
00:43:15.930 --> 00:43:24.720
Ali Punjani: One time updated to focus and CTF parameters instead within the
refinement job this refinement new job, which we which other practical
placements I've run

298 00:43:25.230 --> 00:43:35.520
Ali Punjani: We have options to turn on particle D focus optimization and per
group CTF refinement within the refinement cycle. And that means that in this
job.

299
00:43:36.720 --> 00:43:40.200
Ali Punjani: If we look back a few iterations at iteration five, for example.

300
00:43:42.660 --> 00:43:51.450
Ali Punjani: We, we are actually doing the same city or five minutes at this
point in this refinement cycle. So at iteration five we start refining the
CTF

301
00:43:53.160 --> 00:43:58.740



Ali Punjani: The default values are updated that stigmatism and other higher
order aberrations are estimated and corrected.

302
00:44:00.030 --> 00:44:03.840
Ali Punjani: And then we do another round of refinement to update the angles
and poses of other particles.

303
00:44:05.070 --> 00:44:11.970
Ali Punjani: And then we we estimate all the D focus values and update them
again. What you see here is that in the first time that it was done.

304 00:44:13.110 --> 00:44:19.140
Ali Punjani: Particles moved quite a bit in there, D focus values up to 500 X
rooms. The second time it was done.

305
00:44:21.030 --> 00:44:25.020
Ali Punjani: Particles moved by a smaller amount, but still some amount of

306
00:44:28.230 --> 00:44:38.160
Ali Punjani: Some amount of change in their D focus and these small changes
are due to the change in the 3D structure that updates that every iteration
and the change of the angles of the particles that are also being refined

307
00:44:38.490 --> 00:44:45.690
Ali Punjani: So during the refining all of them can sometimes give us lady
improve results. And at the end of the day, though the result of this
refinement job.

308
00:44:46.470 --> 00:44:55.830
Ali Punjani: Is a fully optimized CTF refined higher resolution 3D structure.
And as I showed before, in this case with just these 20,000 articles, we can
get to 1.9 Engstrom resolution.

309
00:44:58.620 --> 00:45:10.710 Ali Punjani: So that is everything will CTF
refinement and to higher resolution data. The last thing I want to talk. What
is exposure groups. A lot of times with very high rate image collection.

310
00:45:11.190 --> 00:45:20.640
Ali Punjani: A strategy that's used is that images are collected by shifting
the beam to multiple positions different holes at the same stage position for
the sample. And what that means is that in every

311
00:45:21.030 --> 00:45:31.200
Ali Punjani: Position of the beam shift the beam aberrations can be different
and so data set needs to be cut up into those sections each section being one



set of images collected at the same

312
00:45:31.590 --> 00:45:40.440
Ali Punjani: Game position and then CTF refinement for those needs to be done
all separately. And I won't go into the details of how to do that. But we
have a long and very detailed guide.

313
00:45:41.040 --> 00:45:50.730 Ali Punjani: At Chris burke.com slash docs in
the tutorial section for CTF refinement. It covers everything I talked about
for local and global CTF refinement, as well as a section on how to

314
00:45:53.040 --> 00:46:02.220
Ali Punjani: Cut up exposure your data set into exposure groups, if it was
collected in a manner that I described and then refined the city of
parameters of each, each of those separate

315
00:46:03.450 --> 00:46:08.100
Ali Punjani: That's pretty straightforward. And there's a utility job that
that makes it even easier to do in practice.

316
00:46:10.050 --> 00:46:10.290
Okay.

317
00:46:11.910 --> 00:46:16.410
Ali Punjani: I think this is not a natural point for any questions, if there
are any from the proceedings sections.

318
00:46:16.980 --> 00:46:33.390 Saara Virani: Yes, perfect. So overall I think
the flavor of questions regarding CTF refinement start off with when exactly
in my data processing workflow. Should I even be considering doing CTF
refinement. What do I already have to have in order for this to be useful.

319
00:46:34.410 --> 00:46:35.040
Ali Punjani: Great question.

320
00:46:36.300 --> 00:46:37.860
Ali Punjani: I think the answer is actually pretty simple.

321
00:46:38.910 --> 00:46:43.680
Ali Punjani: You can start considering doing CTF refinement anytime you're
doing a refinement of a structure.

322
00:46:44.880 --> 00:46:51.060



Ali Punjani: When you're actually at the point of doing a homogeneous 3D
refinements. So that means you've already separated your particle stalking
two different confirmations.

323
00:46:51.390 --> 00:46:55.950
Ali Punjani: Classified everything as much as you can worry, maybe not as
much as you can. But you're at a point where you're doing a refinement.

324
00:46:56.790 --> 00:47:02.940
Ali Punjani: You can always do that. We're finding without CTF refinement and
you can do that structure refinement with see Tiffany, like I said,

325
00:47:03.360 --> 00:47:08.970
Ali Punjani: It's not safe to assume that see Jeff will find that will always
create an increase in resolution or improve the map.

326
00:47:09.540 --> 00:47:14.910
Ali Punjani: It is totally possible for it to make things worse if any of the
assumptions behind CTF a fireman or broken

327
00:47:15.810 --> 00:47:21.720
Ali Punjani: Earlier, when I showed the case study example of the nav channel
protein that's a great example I unfortunately can't show you the

328
00:47:22.230 --> 00:47:29.730
Ali Punjani: Refinery job that I haven't ready to show, but it's a great
example where if you use the refinement. If you use the D focus estimates
from past CTF

329
00:47:30.270 --> 00:47:37.560 Ali Punjani: You get the results I showed, if
you try to do D focus refinement or any kind of CTF refinement, it actually
makes the results worse.

330
00:47:37.920 --> 00:47:45.570
Ali Punjani: Because the protein is flexible and the muscles disordered and
it's a small protein in difficult conditions.

331
00:47:46.230 --> 00:47:54.000
Ali Punjani: Which means that the reference structure when we're doing CTF
refinement never matches the particles very well either the experimental
particle is in a different

332
00:47:54.390 --> 00:48:05.160
Ali Punjani: Bending position or the myself as in a different configuration



or something else is off that makes those two not match up and it throws off
this d focus for five minutes each. I find me completely to the point where
there's let's get worse.

333
00:48:07.230 --> 00:48:12.360
Ali Punjani: So in general, it's always better to try refinement without and
try refined it with CHF performance.

334
00:48:14.220 --> 00:48:30.570 Saara Virani: Great. Um, we in our tutorial
here have done CTF refinement within refinement. If I'm using standalone CTF
refinement jobs. On the other hand, but they need to be done in a certain
order IE first to local and then global

335
00:48:30.960 --> 00:48:31.800
It's a good question.

336
00:48:33.780 --> 00:48:37.740
Ali Punjani: In theory, that could matter. Yes, because the

337
00:48:39.180 --> 00:48:45.300
Ali Punjani: Optimizing the local and global CTF parameters has some
interplay where if you change one of them. It could change the optimal value
for the other one.

338
00:48:48.450 --> 00:49:03.960
Ali Punjani: We haven't seen that matter too much, but I would say it's best
to do local CTF upon first on because the focus is a much more noticeable
change than the aberration correction, a lot of cases. So it's better to get
the D focus as right as possible and then try to optimize the operations.

339
00:49:05.640 --> 00:49:08.400 Ali Punjani: In general though, unless you're
doing something really strange.

340
00:49:09.570 --> 00:49:13.620
Ali Punjani: It's better to just use the versions of this refinement that are
built into refined job.

341
00:49:15.840 --> 00:49:31.800
Saara Virani: Okay. Some more questions regarding when CTF refinement might
be useful or might make a difference based on your actual data set. So is
there any relationship with the size of the particle where you would expect
to see more or less of an improvement by using CTF refinement.

342
00:49:32.640 --> 00:49:36.330



Ali Punjani: Absolutely. Um, the relationship is actually to do with the
signal to noise ratio overall

343
00:49:37.410 --> 00:49:46.050
Ali Punjani: And the size of the particle often is a major contributor to the
signal to noise ratio if you consider a case where you have ice of a certain
thickness and a certain amount of electron dose.

344
00:49:46.620 --> 00:49:55.260 Ali Punjani: The smaller your particle, the
less of the electronic distractions happening in the protein versus the ice
and the less signal you're creating by that electronic diffraction.

345
00:49:55.830 --> 00:50:10.080
Ali Punjani: Due to the protein versus noise in the detector. So with
everything else being equal to particle size exactly modulates the signal to
noise ratio. When you have a large particle, there's lots of signal, you can
easily detect the difference between a particle that has a deep focus of

346
00:50:11.100 --> 00:50:21.930
Ali Punjani: 10,000 Mike extremes versus 10,001 extremes. Maybe not that
precisely, but you can easily tell the difference between a particle that's
moving a little bit up and down within the ice. If it's large and rigid

347
00:50:22.440 --> 00:50:36.660 Ali Punjani: If it's not, if it's small and
your ISIS thick. Then there's not really much hope, however, with small
particles in thin ice, it is still possible to get an improvement from CTF
refinement, because the thinner the ice. The Veritas to signal to noise ratio
will be

348
00:50:39.210 --> 00:50:54.420
michael schmid: One question at anyone at any of these stages are you running
into the problem of the, the focus difference or treating that he focused
difference between the top and the bottom of a very large molecule as David
discussed yesterday.

349
00:50:54.780 --> 00:51:04.020
Ali Punjani: That's a great question. No so far none of the methods we've
presented deviate from the infinitely thin sample assumption in the sense
that

350
00:51:05.190 --> 00:51:13.020
Ali Punjani: All of our reconstruction techniques and the math involved
assume that an individual particle is infinitely thin

351
00:51:15.030 --> 00:51:16.110



Ali Punjani: Relative to

352
00:51:17.130 --> 00:51:26.490
Ali Punjani: Like the small angle scattering assumptions for the electron
beam. So we are not considering the fact that the top of the particle in the
bottom of the article or different D focus

353
00:51:27.330 --> 00:51:38.640
Ali Punjani: That is something that could become important for very large
particles or at in other cases like lower energy microscopes, but at 300 K
before the kind of standard size of particles that most people are dealing
with.

354
00:51:39.660 --> 00:51:44.970
Ali Punjani: It has not yet been shown accepted extremely high resolutions to
be an important factor.

355
00:51:49.800 --> 00:51:50.820
Saara Virani: Related Lee.

356
00:51:52.260 --> 00:51:57.420
Saara Virani: Is there a certain resolution threshold at which it makes sense
to do CTF refinement.

357
00:51:57.690 --> 00:52:09.870 Saara Virani: Like let's say you've already
refined a structure to three and a half NX drones, or perhaps it's in more of
the four to five Engstrom range. Is there any sort of consideration there for
whether or not it makes sense to run CTF refinement.

358
00:52:10.260 --> 00:52:21.840
Ali Punjani: Know if the quality of the data is good then even from four or
five x from suited for finding can start to make a difference. And if the
higher resolution you already are at the more confidence you have in the
quality of the data. So the more

359
00:52:22.890 --> 00:52:32.910
Ali Punjani: From a prior belief sense, you would expect to see Jeff refined
meant to help. But again, I would say that in practice all these questions or
not we should be asking you should just try it and I will answer the question
definitively

360
00:52:34.290 --> 00:52:38.460
Saara Virani: Great. A couple more questions regarding exposure groups.

361



00:52:39.060 --> 00:52:46.380 Saara Virani: If my data was collected with
beam image shift would running CTF refinement during homogeneous refinement,
as we've done here.

362
00:52:46.590 --> 00:53:00.990
Saara Virani: Be a bad idea before splitting into exposure groups should I
first split into groups into exposure groups and then run standalone CTF
refinements. And then we combine them again for a homogeneous refinement and
a related question is

363
00:53:02.190 --> 00:53:13.230
Saara Virani: Dealing with homogeneous versus heterogeneous data should be
actually doing CTF refinement on every single different class of structures
or should you be doing it at the same time. Great.

364
00:53:13.770 --> 00:53:22.950
Ali Punjani: I'll try to answer them both. So with exposure groups. If you
haven't yet split your data into exposure groups, then you shouldn't try to
do

365
00:53:23.400 --> 00:53:31.680 Ali Punjani: Global CTF refinement, which is
aberration correction since the aberrations in the beam are going to be
different in each case and putting all the data together is going to make a
mess of things.

366
00:53:32.250 --> 00:53:40.140
Ali Punjani: You can do local CTF refinement perfectly fine, regardless of
the exposure group since the DEA focus doesn't have this

367
00:53:40.560 --> 00:53:44.610
Ali Punjani: Notion of being different in terms of how it needs to be treated
between the exposure groups.

368
00:53:45.570 --> 00:53:52.380
Ali Punjani: All types of CTF refinement aberration correction global CDN for
find out whether its standalone or inside of the refinement job respect the
exposure groups.

369
00:53:52.920 --> 00:54:04.980
Ali Punjani: And so if you do split up your data into explorer groups. You
don't have to run exposure CTF refinement separately, you can just throw all
that into a refinement job turn on the high order aberration correction and
let it be.

370 00:54:06.450 --> 00:54:16.290
Ali Punjani: To think that answers the first question. The second question in



terms of heterogeneity, yes, you should always do CTF refinement separate P
after classifying as much heterogeneity as you possibly can.

371
00:54:16.680 --> 00:54:24.780
Ali Punjani: Because as I mentioned a few times the basic assumption of CTF
refinement is that the experimental image actually contains exactly the same.

372
00:54:25.320 --> 00:54:31.140
Ali Punjani: Thing as what's in your reference structure to a very high
resolution. So if you have heterogeneity of any kind.

373
00:54:31.500 --> 00:54:36.600
Ali Punjani: That's going to break the assumptions of CTF refinement and make
it not be able to detect the right CTF value.

374
00:54:37.080 --> 00:54:45.090
Ali Punjani: So you should split your data into as many different
confirmations as you can possibly find and then refined each of them
separately with different with CHF refinement been done individually.

375 00:54:47.190 --> 00:55:00.900
Ali Punjani: And this is a this is conjecture. At this point, not definitely
proven, but I believe that that's the case, even for small confirmation or
changes, like for example the open and closed version of an ion channel are
different enough that CTF refinement will fail if you put them together.

376
00:55:02.940 --> 00:55:07.230
Saara Virani: Great, thank you. I think that's all of our questions on CTF
refining. Excellent.

377
00:55:11.400 --> 00:55:11.670
Ali Punjani: Just

378
00:55:12.750 --> 00:55:17.760
Ali Punjani: How are we doing terms of time before the next scheduled break
point or anything.

379
00:55:18.390 --> 00:55:22.260
Saara Virani: The next scheduled break is in approximately 20 minutes. Okay,
perfect.

380
00:55:23.040 --> 00:55:26.850
Ali Punjani: So what we're going to do next is move on to some interesting

381



00:55:27.870 --> 00:55:35.940 Ali Punjani: New kinds of refinement methods to
deal with particular kinds of data. The next one is a particular favorite in
mind we're in every processing.

382
00:55:36.870 --> 00:55:43.530
Ali Punjani: Subset of data from empire 10,288. This is a GPC our protein
data set.

383
00:55:44.460 --> 00:55:56.880
Ali Punjani: Originally in our plan. We were going to actually start the raw
movies and do the whole data processing, but due to how much time we had
today and the change in plans. We're now going to start with particles that
have already been picked and classified and extracted and everything.

384
00:55:58.230 --> 00:56:05.280
Ali Punjani: Not classified, but just picked and extracted and curated some
degree and those particles. We are going to important to cry spark and then

385
00:56:05.760 --> 00:56:10.320
Ali Punjani: Do some 2D classification do an ab initio reconstruction and
then do two kinds of refinement.

386
00:56:10.740 --> 00:56:15.450 Ali Punjani: Our standard refining that we've
been using so far and a new type of refinement that I'm going to be
explaining in some detail.

387
00:56:15.960 --> 00:56:25.650
Ali Punjani: Called non uniform refinement. Now, unfortunately, it's
plausible that these refinements won't actually finished by the time we
finished talking about how it all works. So we might have to come back a
little later to look at the results.

388
00:56:26.040 --> 00:56:34.080
Ali Punjani: Where I can show you what what they look like with a version of
this that's already finished but let's just dive right into Christ spark
import the data and get our processing going

389
00:56:35.490 --> 00:56:39.450
Ali Punjani: So in your own project please. Create a new workspace.

390
00:56:41.070 --> 00:56:42.600
Ali Punjani: You can call it 20 PCR.

391
00:56:44.730 --> 00:56:47.160



Ali Punjani: And in that workspace. Create a new

392
00:56:48.720 --> 00:56:52.020 Ali Punjani: Job, which is an import results
group job again.

393
00:56:53.130 --> 00:56:57.390
Ali Punjani: So once again, we're importing a Christ Burke results. So it's
just a single file that we have to point to

394
00:56:57.960 --> 00:57:03.450
Ali Punjani: And as I mentioned before, this job can be used to import any
kind of work result into another press Parkinson's.

395
00:57:03.930 --> 00:57:08.430
Ali Punjani: The only caveat is that the data that you're importing has to be
inside of the project directory

396
00:57:09.390 --> 00:57:16.740
Ali Punjani: Where you are importing it and that's on purpose because we want
to make sure the project directories remain fully self consistent and self
contained

397
00:57:17.280 --> 00:57:27.060
Ali Punjani: So in our case, we've taken care of that by creating some
helpful siblings. So if you go to the slush scratch slash training slash
projects directory

398
00:57:27.840 --> 00:57:37.020 Ali Punjani: You'll see a bunch of project
directories and one of them will have the same number as your project number
minus project six and so I'm going to choose project six here.

399
00:57:37.890 --> 00:57:47.130
Ali Punjani: And inside of my project, I will see a slack workshop data
folder. That's actually assembling to slash scratch slash training slash
slash slash workshop down

400
00:57:48.450 --> 00:57:54.270
Ali Punjani: Entering that directory. And so I'm still inside of my project
folder, but inside of the workshop data folder.

401
00:57:55.620 --> 00:58:00.330
Ali Punjani: I'm going to now go ahead and open up the G PCR folders test
that number to



402
00:58:02.040 --> 00:58:04.950
Ali Punjani: Open the particles directory and find a CSV file.

403
00:58:06.180 --> 00:58:20.130 Ali Punjani: And that single file contains all
the metadata information about where all the other files are and lets me load
in this result right back into Christ bark single seamlessly so selecting
that I can now queue that job and let it import my particles.

404
00:58:22.710 --> 00:58:28.320
Ali Punjani: Just another note as we import this part of these particles,
you'll see that the job reports where it's important from

405
00:58:28.860 --> 00:58:35.040
Ali Punjani: And it also reports, what kind of results. It was able to find.
So it's found one particle CTF result problems particles.

406
00:58:35.640 --> 00:58:42.960
Ali Punjani: And particle blob blobs refer to the actual raw data and disk.
So it's found raw data, and it's found CTS and that's all we need at this
point.

407
00:58:43.530 --> 00:58:51.420
Ali Punjani: The next thing we're going to do is create a 2D class if
vacation john taking all of our particles 120 3000 and plopping them into our

408 00:58:51.990 --> 00:58:59.310
Ali Punjani: 2D classification, we'll just run that with default parameters
and you can go ahead and launch that I'll switch over to my own instance
where I've already done so.

409
00:59:00.360 --> 00:59:01.590
Ali Punjani: This 2D classification

410
00:59:02.700 --> 00:59:09.900
Ali Punjani: In my case, took under 10 minutes so we'll just let this run
behind the scenes. And we'll come back to select some good classes but

411
00:59:10.350 --> 00:59:20.820
Ali Punjani: What we can do to save some time later, is create the chain of
jobs that we want to run right now. So going back to your project where you
have your to declassification job now launched

412
00:59:22.440 --> 00:59:30.000
Ali Punjani: You can open up that job. And you'll see that as particles in



class average outputs. What we'll do is go to the job builder and create a
new select to the job.

413
00:59:33.000 --> 00:59:38.850 Ali Punjani: Connect the particles and the
class averages from our Treaty classification to that and cue that job.

414
00:59:39.660 --> 00:59:49.590
Ali Punjani: That job now is going to be waiting because its parent is not
finished yet. So it's going to be reading. But then we can take the output of
that select to the job and plugging into an admonition reconstruction, Joe.

415
00:59:54.750 --> 00:59:59.160
Ali Punjani: And again, here we're going to use default parameters a single
class and just queue that job as well.

416
00:59:59.790 --> 01:00:07.950
Ali Punjani: This is an example of what I mentioned yesterday that it's
possible to construct an entire workflow of processing steps, without having
actually finished all the pre processing.

417
01:00:08.580 --> 01:00:22.800 Ali Punjani: Now this ab initio reconstruction
job. We're going to take its output and feed it to a homogeneous refinements
new so we want the particles, since there's only one class, we can use
protocols, our classes and the volume and with all default parameters.

418
01:00:25.950 --> 01:00:26.820
Ali Punjani: And finally,

419
01:00:28.170 --> 01:00:30.360
Ali Punjani: Now we will create a non uniform refinement.

420
01:00:32.850 --> 01:00:37.470
Ali Punjani: That's a new job type. It looks almost exactly the same as a
regular fine, but it has a bunch of extra parameters.

421
01:00:37.920 --> 01:00:46.410
Ali Punjani: And it does something different, which I'll talk about for this
one, we're going to take the outputs of ab initio reconstruction. Again, not
ours first refinement, but the admonition reconstruction.

422
01:00:46.890 --> 01:00:54.090
Ali Punjani: All the particles on the first and the volume and again default
parameters and we can do that as well.



423 01:00:54.900 --> 01:01:04.950
Ali Punjani: So this is what you should see in your project. Now you're a
practical participant and accept that you're 30 plus job should actually be
running. I didn't actually start mind to not use up resources that were
allocated to others.

424
01:01:05.730 --> 01:01:10.260
Ali Punjani: And the other jobs in your change should be ready to go. As soon
as this classification is finished.

425
01:01:11.100 --> 01:01:20.520
Ali Punjani: So we'll come back to this to select them to the classes and let
the rest of the processing. Go on. But I'll just show you what things look
like in this other workspace where I've already completed that same
processing.

426
01:01:21.960 --> 01:01:30.690
Ali Punjani: So our 2D classification job yields some 2D classes. If we zoom
in here, we can see that there are some great side of us where we can see
directly the

427
01:01:31.350 --> 01:01:43.080 Ali Punjani: Secondary structure down to heal
us transmit ring. He sees in our GPC are complex from different a lot of side
views that are maybe slightly different directions, but not very different
from each other.

428
01:01:45.240 --> 01:01:53.040
Ali Punjani: And a few other types of us some front views, very few in the
way of top views, but everything kind of looks like a particle, there are
some of these year

429
01:01:53.580 --> 01:01:59.460
Ali Punjani: Things that look like maybe two particles that are on top of
each other. We probably want to exclude those. Here's another example of
that.

430
01:02:00.570 --> 01:02:04.050
Ali Punjani: And then there's some things that are Miss pics like that's not
really a particle

431
01:02:05.550 --> 01:02:11.160
Ali Punjani: Not sure if that's a particle. And so the classes are a little
more dirty and and the data sets. We've worked with so far.

432
01:02:11.550 --> 01:02:19.740 Ali Punjani: And cleaning this up, actually, is



really important if you're suppressing this data from scratch, as we are
private case where you might do multiple rounds of to the classification

433
01:02:20.190 --> 01:02:28.260
Ali Punjani: Even do an ab initio reconstruction with multiple classes just
to see whether you get some junk classes, you can throw away and use all the
strategies that we talked about to clean up this particle size.

434
01:02:29.700 --> 01:02:39.000
Ali Punjani: If you're aiming to get a single high resolution reconstruction.
So far, we don't really have any indication, or suspect that there are
confrontational states that we really want to investigate at this point.

435
01:02:39.360 --> 01:02:43.860
Ali Punjani: So we're not worried about that right now. We'll find out later
that that that was actually not a good assumption but

436
01:02:44.970 --> 01:02:50.400 Ali Punjani: So far, we don't really detect
anything that hints that there are multiple confrontational states that we're
looking at.

437
01:02:51.840 --> 01:03:01.650
Ali Punjani: So we can let all that run and our ministry reconstruction
should recover an overall structure of the GPS complex, you can see that the
during distribution is not great.

438
01:03:02.100 --> 01:03:10.410
Ali Punjani: There is a wide band of different views, but there's a huge
number of particles that are all kind of this sort of front view. According
to this orientation.

439
01:03:11.130 --> 01:03:20.670
Ali Punjani: And that's not a bad thing, since they do have a lots of
diversity in terms of their angles, but it's not a perfect orientation
distribution. It's good best

440
01:03:21.990 --> 01:03:29.550
Ali Punjani: Okay. So coming back to our slides. What I'm going to do, as
long as the practical participants are able to follow these instructions and
start off those jobs.

441
01:03:30.060 --> 01:03:38.610
Ali Punjani: And that can be happening in the background. I will start
talking about non-uniform or five minutes what it's sort of purposes,
conceptually, how it works, how it really works under the hood and



442
01:03:39.810 --> 01:03:45.810
Ali Punjani: What kind of results you can get out of it, it's a it's an
algorithm that has become very popular. It's used in many

443
01:03:46.320 --> 01:04:02.790
Ali Punjani: It has been used in many high profile memory protein structures,
even some of the latest coronavirus structures of the spike protein in
general it is a technique that by the way I would recommend anyone's
interested, read the paper that we have right now. And by archive 19 from
Fineman

444
01:04:04.590 --> 01:04:17.100
Ali Punjani: In general, the purpose of the method and the results that we
were able to get show us that accounting for spatially varying rigidity order
disorder and other structural properties across a protein.

445
01:04:17.850 --> 01:04:27.060 Ali Punjani: can significantly improve particle
alignments. And therefore, the resolution and map quality that we can get it
turns out that although this is a general principle.

446
01:04:28.440 --> 01:04:36.150
Ali Punjani: Experimentally, we see that the cases where this is most true is
where there is lots of specialty varying rigidity order and disorder.

447
01:04:36.690 --> 01:04:48.180
Ali Punjani: And the best example that are membrane proteins, when there is a
myself, man. Oh, disk or floppy fabs attached or any other weird scenario
non-uniform are fine. We can often make a big difference.

448
01:04:49.980 --> 01:04:53.400
Ali Punjani: I'm going to dive in a little bit into the motivation behind the
method and exactly

449
01:04:54.510 --> 01:04:57.090
Ali Punjani: Why we came up with her why it works.

450
01:05:00.750 --> 01:05:08.130 Ali Punjani: And it's actually been available
in Christ park for versions of it have been available in Christ work for
about two years now, and we just wanted to go around to reading the paper.

451
01:05:09.120 --> 01:05:19.980
Ali Punjani: So what non uniform refinement is based on is that the
hypothesis and observation that in a standard refinement, the way that we've
looked at refinements so far.



452
01:05:20.790 --> 01:05:27.960
Ali Punjani: One of the key principles that I talked about a little bit
earlier was regularization, which is the process of making sure that we don't
overfit

453
01:05:28.770 --> 01:05:38.880
Ali Punjani: And that all of our estimation of different things, whether it's
the 3D structure or the alignments of the particles or whatever it is that
we're estimating even CTF refinement is driven by real signal and not by
noise.

454
01:05:39.930 --> 01:05:54.030 Ali Punjani: As soon as we get into a territory
where things like particle alignments are driven by noise, they can all over
iterations of refinement start to accumulate error that self enforces it
itself, reinforces itself.

455
01:05:55.140 --> 01:06:01.860
Ali Punjani: And overtakes the real structure of the protein in driving those
alignments destroying the our ability to resolve the structural protein.

456
01:06:02.460 --> 01:06:08.250
Ali Punjani: We don't see thanks to the methods that I talked about earlier,
like the gold standard FMC technique and using the super regularization

457
01:06:08.670 --> 01:06:17.580
Ali Punjani: We don't see overfitting in such a drastic way anymore these
days, but it turns out, and what we were able to discover and show with this
project is that

458
01:06:18.090 --> 01:06:33.600 Ali Punjani: In many cases, there is still
detrimental overfitting that is happening are underfitting which is the
opposite of overfitting that ruins the alignments of particles and ruins, our
ability to resolve high resolution structure that we otherwise could have
gotten from the same condition.

459
01:06:35.070 --> 01:06:38.310
Ali Punjani: So coming to that point in a standard refinement.

460
01:06:39.450 --> 01:06:48.210
Ali Punjani: Our regularization technique and effect all the operations that
we do are grounded in the free basis, it's very natural. If you're a
crystallography, or any other kind of structural biologist to think of

461
01:06:48.690 --> 01:06:57.930



Ali Punjani: A protein structure and atomic structure of any kind in it's
real space form where you have electron density or whatever it is a column
potential whatnot atomic coordinates.

462
01:06:59.190 --> 01:07:11.340 Ali Punjani: in real space and then you have
the dual of that related by the Free Transform, which are the structure
factors or literally each three components representing a spatial plane wave

463
01:07:12.480 --> 01:07:12.840
Ali Punjani: Of

464
01:07:13.890 --> 01:07:23.280
Ali Punjani: Density a spatial frequency of increasing and decreasing
electron density together, adding up all of these plane waves.

465
01:07:24.210 --> 01:07:32.340
Ali Punjani: Makes up this density structure, literally, we can. We are what
we're doing for a transform, we are changing the basis in which we represent
the three structure.

466
01:07:32.820 --> 01:07:43.950
Ali Punjani: Instead of representing it as a bunch of foxholes independent,
each one with an electron density, we're representing it as a bunch of
electron density waves that when added together and make up this 3D
structure.

467
01:07:46.320 --> 01:07:53.340 Ali Punjani: And in free space, lots of things
become trivial. First of all, we get the for a slice here that connects in
free space.

468
01:07:53.700 --> 01:08:01.890
Ali Punjani: The Free Transform of 3D structure to the Free Transform have a
2D projection image that we actually collected the microscope. So that's
really good CTF correction is also

469
01:08:02.970 --> 01:08:14.130
Ali Punjani: True really straightforward in free space because the CTF is a
multiplicative operator and free space whereas in real space the CTF would be
much more complicated and difficult to work with.

470
01:08:15.000 --> 01:08:21.270
Ali Punjani: And we also get the ability to do 2D to 3D back projection, so
we can reconstruct 3D structures infrared space very easily.

471



01:08:21.750 --> 01:08:29.490
Ali Punjani: And we can measure the free show correlation, which we talked
about earlier by just isolating shells of free components that correspond to

472
01:08:29.940 --> 01:08:45.810 Ali Punjani: Plane waves of the same frequency
in different directions and comparing those between maps. And that's the
basis for how we do regularization in regular standard refinement. But the
problem or one one property of this idea is that

473
01:08:46.830 --> 01:08:58.110
Ali Punjani: Each of these three components which we regularize using FSU or
whatnot. Each of these four components represents a plane wave of electron
density that goes across the entire molecule.

474
01:08:58.800 --> 01:09:08.100
Ali Punjani: And is totally homogeneous in terms of what it looks like from
one end of the molecule to the other. So when you do operations in for a
space like regularization

475
01:09:09.330 --> 01:09:15.060
Ali Punjani: They are almost always going to be spatially uniform operations.

476
01:09:16.140 --> 01:09:24.000
Ali Punjani: Simple operations in for a space are especially uniform
operations in real space. And that's actually the whole problem that we're
trying to get around.

477
01:09:24.540 --> 01:09:31.650
Ali Punjani: The key intuition in non uniform refinement is that
regularization in the free space basis just doesn't make too much sense.

478
01:09:32.130 --> 01:09:42.030
Ali Punjani: When you have a real life molecule that has lots of problems. So
this is an example of a trip a one ion channel empire 1024 a regular standard
refinements.

479
01:09:42.510 --> 01:09:47.130
Ali Punjani: Result, and it's colored by local resolution value, just to give
a sense of the different regions.

480
01:09:47.490 --> 01:09:54.270
Ali Punjani: And the threshold when we were looking at the map is set
relatively low so that we can see all the different parts of it. Even the low
density parts.



481
01:09:54.930 --> 01:10:02.790
Ali Punjani: What we see there is that there are some very distinct different
regions, there's a sort of core region that's in red. That's sort of rigid
and well ordered

482
01:10:03.480 --> 01:10:09.090 Ali Punjani: There is a myself to children
myself light blue very disordered and only resolve the latter lowest
resolution.

483
01:10:09.480 --> 01:10:18.180
Ali Punjani: And that's where the membrane that where the person would be in
a membrane. There's also a totally flexible floppy tail that is completely
washed out and just turns into this dust.

484
01:10:20.010 --> 01:10:29.820
Ali Punjani: All of these regions are examples of places are examples of
different parts of the structure that have different properties. But when we
do regularization and free space we're explicitly assuming

485
01:10:30.150 --> 01:10:35.730
Ali Punjani: That the structure is the same in terms of its properties that
we are regular rising across it special extent.

486
01:10:36.540 --> 01:10:42.450
Ali Punjani: And that's exactly what is the problem. So in non uniform. We're
finding what we did is to simply change the regularization operator.

487
01:10:42.990 --> 01:10:50.940 Ali Punjani: In a refinement. Everything else
is the same same gold standard split same resolution estimation. Same way of
doing alignment and so on. Branch inbound everything

488
01:10:51.390 --> 01:11:06.720
Ali Punjani: But regularization instead of happening in free space should
happen in a different basis that is adaptive over space and frequencies in
different parts of the structure can be represented in regularized in
different ways. When we are talking about.

489
01:11:07.770 --> 01:11:08.400
A refinement.

490
01:11:10.410 --> 01:11:16.890
Ali Punjani: How that's actually done or the hood. If anybody's really
interested, I would recommend reading the paper. We tried. We spent a lot of
time writing out the math and making it very clear.



491
01:11:17.370 --> 01:11:25.350
Ali Punjani: How the technique works. It's actually pretty neat. In that we
were able to formalize this whole idea into a notional cross validation
optimization. So

492
01:11:25.830 --> 01:11:30.030 Ali Punjani: Instead of just kind of taking an
ad hoc approach and saying, well, we know we want to kind of

493
01:11:30.900 --> 01:11:38.670
Ali Punjani: Look at different regions of the particle and try to isolate,
which ones are different from each other instead of that we decided to come
up with a sort of formal framework from which we could derive

494
01:11:39.150 --> 01:11:46.830
Ali Punjani: An optimal regularization that would give us the correct the
properties that we were looking for without any tuning or creation of masks
or

495
01:11:47.670 --> 01:11:58.050
Ali Punjani: Parameters to choose. And it turned out we were able to do that
in a pretty nice formulation, where we set up a problem as one where we have
to optimize parameters of our regularization operator.

496
01:11:59.130 --> 01:12:03.270
Ali Punjani: And to do that we compare the two half maps it within a
refinement.

497
01:12:04.650 --> 01:12:13.980 Ali Punjani: And I'm skipping over some detail
here, but we compare the two half maps and refinement we filter. One of them
and compared to the other. And then we filter the other one in compared to
the first independently.

498
01:12:14.610 --> 01:12:27.690
Ali Punjani: And by doing so we can tell what kind of filtering spatially
adaptive filtering would correctly. Keep the information in each part of the
protein that's actually relevant for alignment of particles and remove all
the noise and overfitting.

499
01:12:28.770 --> 01:12:35.310
Ali Punjani: And what that looks like in practice is something like this. So
if you do a reconstruction without any regularization at all.

500
01:12:35.670 --> 01:12:42.480
Ali Punjani: You end up with a result that is very noisy. So all the solvent



has tons of noise. This is a slice through a membrane protein, by the way. So
you can see this cloud.

501
01:12:42.870 --> 01:12:51.930 Ali Punjani: Of density that is a slice through
the actual myself in this case. And then there's protein density, where you
can see sort of side chain details and slices through alpha helix. These and
whatnot.

502
01:12:53.190 --> 01:13:01.770
Ali Punjani: Without any regularization, the structure, there's noise
everywhere and in the solvent and the myself in the protein and different
parts are all treated the same.

503
01:13:02.580 --> 01:13:07.680
Ali Punjani: Similarly in uniform regularization, which is based on the
common techniques that we mentioned before FFC

504
01:13:08.160 --> 01:13:14.010
Ali Punjani: All parts of the structure treated the same. So we remove some
noise from everywhere that was common commonly present across the board.

505
01:13:14.370 --> 01:13:21.870
Ali Punjani: But there's still lots of noise left in the background, lots of
noise left in the membrane myself, only the protein structure looks a little
bit cleaner than before.

506 01:13:22.350 --> 01:13:32.550
Ali Punjani: With spatially adaptive cross validation optimal regularization
and non informal fireman, what ends up happening is that, again, without any
masks without any tuning or hand setting parameters.

507
01:13:33.210 --> 01:13:38.310
Ali Punjani: Were able to realize the algorithm is able to tell that the
solvent shouldn't have any information at all.

508
01:13:39.720 --> 01:13:46.410
Ali Punjani: The my cell is so disordered that it shouldn't have any details
either just this general sort of shape.

509
01:13:47.010 --> 01:13:51.390
Ali Punjani: And the protein density should remain perfectly intact with all
of its high resolution detailed present

510
01:13:52.380 --> 01:13:58.530
Ali Punjani: And that is actually the crux of non-uniform refinement doing



this kind of regularization at every iteration of refinement.

511
01:13:58.980 --> 01:14:10.740 Ali Punjani: In a way that doesn't break the
gold standard split and they're a bunch of other details to make sure it
doesn't cause overfitting of its own that can be read in the paper yield some
really dramatic improvements in the resolution were able to get for memory
proteins.

512
01:14:12.540 --> 01:14:21.690
Ali Punjani: So this is an example from our paper this this was always
actually published in the original structural study where they use not in
from the final before we were able to write our

513
01:14:22.170 --> 01:14:29.760
Ali Punjani: Paper up but it's an astonishing case of an improvement due to
this algorithm, the protein itself is a plasma glucose transporter.

514
01:14:30.120 --> 01:14:35.610
Ali Punjani: PFC RT. I don't know too much about biology. I know it's somehow
involved in chloroquine resistance.

515
01:14:36.330 --> 01:14:47.910 Ali Punjani: For malaria, and it's a small
membrane protein quite small, like the entire membrane proteins actually
fully inside of the membrane. And there's a fab bound. That's one fab
attached to the protein. So, very small.

516
01:14:49.500 --> 01:14:57.870
Ali Punjani: And it was very difficult to purify and handle, apparently,
which is why there's only snowmen articles that were available, something
like 17 or 17,000 particles, I believe.

517
01:14:58.980 --> 01:15:07.710
Ali Punjani: Without non-uniform refined and using just standard refinement
techniques in whichever way they're they're implemented yields only a seven
Engstrom reconstruction in this case we

518
01:15:09.810 --> 01:15:17.280
Ali Punjani: Use only have seven days from reconstruction this case using the
exact same data and everything else exactly the same same initial model same
everything else. No tuning or masks.

519
01:15:18.210 --> 01:15:26.970 Ali Punjani: non-uniform refinement yields a
result at 3.6 rooms and that's a huge jump, where basically the structure
goes from being not really intelligible to



520
01:15:27.840 --> 01:15:36.180
Ali Punjani: Perfect sites in detail, great for building model and obviously
this is an extremely dramatic example, you should expect this this kind of
thing to happen in every case. I mean, it's worth trying. But

521
01:15:37.200 --> 01:15:43.560
Ali Punjani: What was true in this protein in this case is that the muscle
density relative to the protein was very large

522
01:15:44.280 --> 01:15:48.030
Ali Punjani: The total amount of mass in the disorder regions of the
structure which is the muscle.

523
01:15:48.510 --> 01:16:00.390
Ali Punjani: Were very large compared to the protein itself and that meant
that in a uniform refinement of the effects we were talking about with very
strong and particle alignments. We're all becoming systematically wrong
because of Miss regularization

524 01:16:02.070 --> 01:16:11.010
Ali Punjani: What happens between uniform and Anya from a five and the actual
real reason for the change is that the particle alignments become much
better. Once we start recognizing the structure properly.

525
01:16:11.520 --> 01:16:18.960
Ali Punjani: And we can see that here, these histograms, show us the
difference in pose angle between the regular refinement and the non uniform
refinement.

526
01:16:20.880 --> 01:16:24.780
Ali Punjani: And you can see that on average, many of the particles change
their posed by something like

527
01:16:25.320 --> 01:16:31.800
Ali Punjani: between six and 20 degrees, which is a huge amount of postings,
obviously, and for such a small particle that makes a lot of sense when

528
01:16:32.190 --> 01:16:38.070
Ali Punjani: The structure references incorrect and things aren't going well.
It's very easy to get the orientation of the particle completely wrong.

529
01:16:38.940 --> 01:16:52.200 Ali Punjani: But with non uniform refinement
that problem goes away and both shifts and rotations are made much more
accurate resolving all this extra detail. So just show some videos for fun.
The difference. Before, and after. Right.



530
01:16:54.330 --> 01:16:54.810
Before

531
01:16:55.950 --> 01:17:00.780
Ali Punjani: That's that was after. And these are also the same. Sorry. You
shouldn't look so fast.

532
01:17:01.860 --> 01:17:11.460
Ali Punjani: Before and after electron density maps meshes around alcohol
season beta sheets were obviously. But in this case, the difference is, night
and day.

533
01:17:12.180 --> 01:17:17.520
Ali Punjani: This is another example, also from the paper and this is another
example. We talked about previously the nav 1.7 channel.

534
01:17:18.090 --> 01:17:30.780 Ali Punjani: In this case, the protein is
larger and the relative amount of mass in the muscle is less, but there are
two fabs that we've seen earlier are very flop Lee attached and the overall
structure also has a lot of flexibility.

535
01:17:31.230 --> 01:17:35.790
Ali Punjani: And in this case, this is another case where are you from, or
find that makes a difference between

536
01:17:36.420 --> 01:17:49.860
Ali Punjani: Overall resolution of 3.4 down to 3.1 extremes and the
improvement in the map quality is also quite significant. I'll show these
videos first before and after. On the right hand side and some detail views
before and after. On the right hand side.

537
01:17:51.240 --> 01:17:55.950
Ali Punjani: And these are the a couple of few keyless ease

538
01:17:57.000 --> 01:18:07.380 Ali Punjani: Before and black after in purple,
where you can see that the side chain resolution ability to resolve Road
America confirmations of side chains and even results from side to side
chains like on the left.

539
01:18:07.890 --> 01:18:15.000
Ali Punjani: Or that couldn't be resolved before is greatly improved so
that's non-uniform refinement and the next thing we want to do is

540



01:18:15.540 --> 01:18:27.750
Ali Punjani: Probably by now, our two PCR protein hasn't finished processing
for most practical purposes, participants, but in the interest of time, what
I'm going to do is just explain the the jobs and what we've done here.

541
01:18:28.980 --> 01:18:41.730
Ali Punjani: And the difference in the map quality and the difference in the
resolution here. So this up, sir, I was a good example where we saw that we
can see that in this example we did a single admonition reconstruction
started with as an initial model for both types of refinement.

542
01:18:43.110 --> 01:18:47.730 Ali Punjani: And the standard refinement made
it to 3.8 ish extremes.

543
01:18:49.140 --> 01:18:58.890
Ali Punjani: This was an example where the masking difference between the
very least mask and a tiger mask was also chromatic but this this uniform
refined only made it's a 3.8 extremes.

544
01:18:59.700 --> 01:19:05.430
Ali Punjani: And you can see in a slices of the 3D density that there's lots
of structure in the middle that really doesn't make a lot of sense.

545
01:19:06.090 --> 01:19:19.770
Ali Punjani: And that actually is all overfitting are underfitting or
spurious density that is not actually intelligible not really testable from
the signal in the data. And that's what's causing the misalignment of many of
the particles.

546
01:19:21.450 --> 01:19:35.580 Ali Punjani: non uniform. We're finding all the
other hand has a density map that the where the myself is very much more
smooth and the overall resolution reaches 3.4 extremes, which is obviously a
big jump and the FCC curve is overall higher as well.

547
01:19:37.260 --> 01:19:41.370
Ali Punjani: We can see also the orientation distributions again just verify
what we saw from the ammunition reconstruction.

548
01:19:42.000 --> 01:19:54.510
Ali Punjani: Not very good. And you can see from the posterior this second
plot that there are regions. Some regions have a precision up to 1800. These
units are actually not something that you can transfer from one data center.
Another they're really

549
01:19:55.680 --> 01:20:05.940



Ali Punjani: An arbitrary unit access but you can relatively tell the
difference between different orientations or different positions in free
space. So some parts have a highly samples for a space and some parts are
much less

550
01:20:06.690 --> 01:20:10.440 Ali Punjani: But it turns out that's not such a
big deal for this pretty and we still get a 3.4 x from results.

551
01:20:10.950 --> 01:20:15.360
Ali Punjani: Only from 300 so these particles. I should have said our subset
of the full data set.

552
01:20:15.840 --> 01:20:28.140
Ali Punjani: The full data set has some three 400,000 particles that make it
into the five minute it gets to around three extremes or 2.9 extremes. So
far, we've only used a subset of 300 movies out of the full 2500 movies in
the data set.

553
01:20:29.520 --> 01:20:32.160
Ali Punjani: And so these first hundred thousand particles are just from that
small subset

554
01:20:33.450 --> 01:20:38.520
Ali Punjani: So what I'm going to do is actually show the difference between
these maps will try to open them both up

555
01:20:39.690 --> 01:20:45.060
Ali Punjani: It'll just take a few seconds to download and this one I'm going
to open the sharpen map in both cases.

556
01:20:46.680 --> 01:20:47.160 Ali Punjani: And

557
01:20:48.480 --> 01:20:48.750
Let's

558
01:21:00.480 --> 01:21:05.370
Ali Punjani: Just give me a moment. Great. So the first one that is opening
up his

559
01:21:15.300 --> 01:21:23.580
Ali Punjani: First time it's opening up his job number 44 which is a non from
the final I'll try to also open up

560



01:21:28.230 --> 01:21:28.980
Ali Punjani: The other one

561
01:21:56.940 --> 01:21:57.240
Three.

562
01:21:59.520 --> 01:22:14.640
Ali Punjani: Okay, so in these two reconstructions. The yellow is which I'll
show. First is the uniform refinement of the structure. Again, this is with a
small subset of the data. So we don't expect a refined it to be perfect.
Anyway, but we can see that

563
01:22:15.750 --> 01:22:19.080
Ali Punjani: There's lots of density and structure in the muscle. It's not
really

564
01:22:20.700 --> 01:22:22.560
Ali Punjani: ordered structure. It's all just

565
01:22:24.390 --> 01:22:31.020 Ali Punjani: Noise and that's exactly what the
problem ends up being that not only the myself but in various other areas of
a protein.

566
01:22:31.770 --> 01:22:43.530
Ali Punjani: You can see also all kinds of excess density that really
shouldn't be there have lower thresholds parts of the structure are being
Miss regularized so that's a standard profile. And that's what our
transmitter enhances look like here.

567
01:22:49.680 --> 01:22:50.040
So,

568
01:22:51.600 --> 01:22:54.240
Ali Punjani: On the other hand, we look at our non uniform refinement.

569
01:22:55.710 --> 01:22:56.880
Ali Punjani: Let's see that now.

570
01:22:58.440 --> 01:23:03.840
Ali Punjani: The overall we construction quality. So my great because it's a
small subset of particles, but

571
01:23:05.220 --> 01:23:06.360



Ali Punjani: When we compare them.

572
01:23:08.490 --> 01:23:20.280 Ali Punjani: Let's say we're looking at some
regions of the structure that are we'll find out actually later that the
trends membrane domain here is highly flexible and that's why it's washed out
especially with a small number of articles.

573
01:23:21.600 --> 01:23:31.560
Ali Punjani: But we compare these two at a similar density, we see that the
non-uniform refinement has been able to resolve sufficiently substantially
more detail in many parts of the structure

574
01:23:33.240 --> 01:23:34.560
Ali Punjani: Than the standard refinement.

575
01:23:36.930 --> 01:23:42.060
Ali Punjani: So practical participants can feel free to go ahead and also
make that comparison and down with the two maps and see them.

576
01:23:42.810 --> 01:23:53.940
Ali Punjani: Often with 94 to five minute will find a substantial improvement
in the overall resolution of the structure. But it's important to remember
also that FFC measurements are naturally a global resolution measure

577 01:23:54.660 --> 01:24:00.060
Ali Punjani: And that's how we do validation. So when we see an overall
improvement and the resolution of the average structure.

578
01:24:00.540 --> 01:24:07.710
Ali Punjani: It could mean that some parts of the structure have improved a
lot and other parts of stayed the same, or gotten worse. And that's actually
what happens in non-uniform refinement.

579
01:24:08.430 --> 01:24:18.240
Ali Punjani: Some parts of the structure in terms of their map quality and
resolution can improve very dramatically and other parts may stay the same or
get worse than the overall resolution improvement is what we see in the FSU

580
01:24:21.210 --> 01:24:30.030
Ali Punjani: Okay, I think that's everything I wanted to say about the GPC
our results and money from the family. So I think it's a good time for any
further questions.

581
01:24:31.800 --> 01:24:44.580 Saara Virani: Sure, we can ask our non uniform
or five questions, and I think we have a scheduled break. So first off, can



we use non uniform or five minutes with the outputs from homogeneous
refinement.

582
01:24:45.420 --> 01:24:50.610
Ali Punjani: Yes, non uniform or find them, actually, as I mentioned, does
everything that a regular fireman does

583
01:24:51.000 --> 01:24:57.090
Ali Punjani: So you don't need to start it with an already refined model,
which is why I showed here that you can just go from ab initio straight to 90
informal assignment.

584
01:24:57.720 --> 01:25:04.710
Ali Punjani: Money from the farm and does the full global post search and
everything that a standard refinement. Does the main difference is how the
regularization has done.

585
01:25:06.630 --> 01:25:17.310 Ali Punjani: And so it is possible to start 95
with any input of an initial model and particles. They don't already have to
be aligned, but you can take the output of a standard refinement and continue
an audience and

586
01:25:19.230 --> 01:25:27.000
Saara Virani: Similarly, can we apply non uniform refinement after a
heterogeneous refinements. So where we have multiple classes.

587
01:25:27.180 --> 01:25:32.910
Ali Punjani: Absolutely you can treat non-uniform refinement exactly the same
as a standard refined in the way that you would use it.

588
01:25:33.960 --> 01:25:40.650
Ali Punjani: In fact, for many people, if you're not too concerned about run
times, you should pretty much always use it on your horn from it because it

589
01:25:41.280 --> 01:25:48.330
Ali Punjani: We have never seen any cases where it actually makes things
worse. But it does take longer sometimes two or three times as long as a
standard refinements so

590
01:25:49.350 --> 01:25:57.330 Ali Punjani: In many cases, you may be better
off just always going straight to non uniform or five minute from even any
kind of an issue or heterogeneous classification scheme or method that you
have

591



01:25:58.680 --> 01:26:01.200
Ali Punjani: Streets not informed, especially if we're working on a membrane
protein.

592
01:26:02.640 --> 01:26:09.510
Ali Punjani: Probably all of your final findings that you compare from
different classes and so on will be non uniform or five minutes, so you may
as well start with that.

593
01:26:12.030 --> 01:26:19.230
Saara Virani: Related Lee is non uniform refinement more computationally
expensive than a homogeneous refinement, as a rule, yeah.

594
01:26:19.260 --> 01:26:25.140
Ali Punjani: Definitely in the current implementation, it is we actually have
an updated version of non uniform refinement, that's going to be coming out
soon.

595
01:26:25.920 --> 01:26:32.400 Ali Punjani: This paper that we wrote is in
under review and at the time when it's published, we won't be releasing a new
version as well.

596
01:26:32.820 --> 01:26:42.570
Ali Punjani: That should be a lot faster and in some cases also works better.
It also has a fewer parameters that you can sort of change that break things
that's a little more robust in that sense.

597
01:26:45.810 --> 01:26:58.110
Saara Virani: In terms of the size of molecules that we can work with let's
say we're working with a small number in protein approximately 60 kilo
Dalton's where it's completely inside the myself is that impossible to
process.

598
01:27:00.270 --> 01:27:15.510
Ali Punjani: It all comes down to the ice thickness 60 hilltop kill Dalton's
is really at the small end of what anyone's been able to show even for glove
their proteins lon membrane proteins with premium ever at least what standard
hardware.

599
01:27:16.710 --> 01:27:18.420
Ali Punjani: Actually, yeah, pretty much ever so

600 01:27:19.590 --> 01:27:28.590
Ali Punjani: It's going to be difficult, no matter what. But if the ISIS, not
enough a membrane protein that 60 kilo Dalton's is actually substantially
easier to work with.



601
01:27:29.040 --> 01:27:38.610
Ali Punjani: Than a globular protein of 60 Philadelphians. The reason being
that the my cell itself at lower resolutions contributes a huge amount of
signal to being able to align the particle

602
01:27:39.840 --> 01:27:48.510
Ali Punjani: We've had at least one case and it's not published yet, but the
some results partial results that we were allowed to show our in our non
uniform refinement paper.

603
01:27:48.960 --> 01:27:55.890
Ali Punjani: Of someone dealing with the exact same case, it was a three
primary protein that has three fold symmetry.

604
01:27:56.310 --> 01:28:02.790
Ali Punjani: That's fully encased inside the muscle and it's 90 kilo dogs. So
not quite a small 60 but in the ballpark somewhat

605
01:28:03.330 --> 01:28:14.190 Ali Punjani: In that case, not informed. If I'm
going again made a huge difference. But the thickness of the ice was really
the crux of being able to do anything at all. It was only once they were able
to prepare some very thin ice.

606
01:28:15.510 --> 01:28:21.960
Ali Punjani: And then that case. The, the missile helped a lot in aligning
the particle. Overall, I mean, in that case, you have a lot of problems where

607
01:28:22.230 --> 01:28:28.200
Ali Punjani: If you just have my cell and and protein is embedded inside if
the person doesn't have a lot of structural features that are really unique.

608
01:28:28.740 --> 01:28:38.430
Ali Punjani: It's very easy to get the orientation of the whole thing, run by
180 degrees. And you also have the rotation of my cell phone. My cell itself
has any variability that might

609
01:28:39.600 --> 01:28:49.200 Ali Punjani: Create more difficulty and
alignment than the protein has signal that can drive the alignment. So it's a
very difficult scenario but it's, I wouldn't say it's categorically
impossible, just you have to be very, very lucky.

610
01:28:52.500 --> 01:29:05.670
Saara Virani: Let's say that you're working with a protein that has a
flexible region which you think can actually break the symmetry. Overall,



should you then impose see one symmetry in non uniform refinement, rather
than a different form of some are different type of symmetry.

611
01:29:08.160 --> 01:29:23.430
Ali Punjani: This is again a sort of dependent depends on the data set and
the problem the protein itself. If the question is that you you expect that
one of the substance or some part of the protein is going to break the
symmetry. The only way you're going to find it is without enforcing symmetry.

612
01:29:24.660 --> 01:29:27.930
Ali Punjani: With one caveat that will be discussing in the next section
three variability

613
01:29:29.070 --> 01:29:33.960
Ali Punjani: It is possible with so non-uniform refinement doesn't have a lot
of interplay with this issue, it has the same exact

614
01:29:34.440 --> 01:29:44.220
Ali Punjani: characteristics in terms of symmetry as a standard refinement,
which is that if you enforce the symmetry there will definitely be symmetry
in the output. And if you don't, you'll have much less signal to deal with.

615
01:29:45.330 --> 01:29:56.190
Ali Punjani: But I'll just say shortly. What I'll be saying later in more
detail what you can do is refine the structure with symmetry to get the
highest resolution you can and then use

616
01:29:57.240 --> 01:30:08.580
Ali Punjani: 3D variability to separate the symmetric and supersymmetric
confrontational changes and which can be detected with that method that I'll
show a little bit later.

617
01:30:10.500 --> 01:30:10.920
Saara Virani: X.

618
01:30:12.000 --> 01:30:18.750 Saara Virani: Previous to this section we
talked about CTF refinement, can you do CTF refinement and do focus
refinement in non uniform refinement.

619
01:30:19.110 --> 01:30:23.820
Ali Punjani: Great question, know right now, the current implementation of
doesn't have those two baked in.

620
01:30:24.600 --> 01:30:32.250



Ali Punjani: But it does have support for correcting them if the higher order
operations and particle D focus have already been estimated so

621
01:30:32.670 --> 01:30:42.660
Ali Punjani: What you can do in non-uniform environment. The easiest way is
to do a regular, non uniform refinement and then use the standalone local and
global CTF retirement jobs and then repeat non uniform and again

622
01:30:43.410 --> 01:30:50.400
Ali Punjani: So that'll get you one round of refining the structure refining
this ETFs, and then refining the structure. Again, you can repeat that again
if you'd like. I

623
01:30:50.850 --> 01:30:56.610 Ali Punjani: would HIGHLY DOUBT THAT THEY'RE
GOING TO BE major returns from doing so. But you can do that. And that's the
only way to do it right now.

624
01:30:57.180 --> 01:31:08.490
Ali Punjani: You can also do a regular refinement with CTF refinement inside
of it, and then use the output of that for non in from the phone, but in that
case, you'll have again more trouble because you'll be using the

625
01:31:09.270 --> 01:31:17.760
Ali Punjani: outputs are you'll be using the reference structure from regular
refinement, which is definitely not going to be great because of the my cell
and everything. And so we just talked about for during the CTF refinement.

626
01:31:18.360 --> 01:31:28.530
Ali Punjani: Once again, all these things are definitely worth questioning
and wondering, but you should always just try CTF refinement. Same with 1945
minute with no need from refinement. It's we've never seen a case where it
makes things worse.

627
01:31:28.980 --> 01:31:36.840 Ali Punjani: Only that it makes things better,
even on non membrane proteins, lots of examples that we've seen suited for
farmers not like that. So it's something that you just have to try

628
01:31:38.400 --> 01:31:41.610
Saara Virani: Great. Two more questions on non uniform refinement.

629
01:31:42.150 --> 01:31:55.320
Saara Virani: Are there any parameters that we would want to adjust in non
uniform refinement. If we were working with a membrane protein edited in
detergent versus one in a nano disk. Is that something that we can say right
now, or is that also a matter of experimentation.



630
01:31:57.000 --> 01:32:05.640
Ali Punjani: In my experience so far I haven't found anything like that. It's
not a question that I've actively explored, but

631
01:32:06.420 --> 01:32:12.600
Ali Punjani: I don't think you would expect there to be anything, mostly
because the purpose of non-uniform if I'm and actually this makes it kind of
bad for

632
01:32:12.930 --> 01:32:19.050 Ali Punjani: Practical tutorial. The purpose of
it is to remove a necessity to tune any parameters or make any decisions
about

633
01:32:19.680 --> 01:32:24.450
Ali Punjani: The protein or its regularization. So whether you have a nano
discover myself the algorithm itself will

634
01:32:25.050 --> 01:32:37.350
Ali Punjani: Self optimize its regularization scheme against the data to the
cross validation, whether that be used and it will do something different. In
both cases, by itself, not something that you have to manually choose

635
01:32:38.580 --> 01:32:48.540
Saara Virani: Great. Last question that will be able to get to right now. And
I just want to say again as I mentioned yesterday. We're doing our best to
take all the questions. There are many

636
01:32:49.050 --> 01:32:56.130
Saara Virani: But it doesn't have to end today. So if there's something in
particular that we haven't covered or if there's something particular about
the data that you're processing.

637 01:32:56.430 --> 01:33:03.900
Saara Virani: The discussion forum discussed car spark.com is a really good
place to post because other users will also be able to help you out. Aside
from our team.

638
01:33:04.230 --> 01:33:11.580
Saara Virani: And you can always send us an email if it's something more
sensitive at feedback at structure at Ohio. So last question on non uniform
refinement.

639
01:33:12.240 --> 01:33:22.230
Saara Virani: From a theoretical perspective. What's the difference between
the non uniform refinement strategy that you explained versus applying a real



space and not asked to exclude unnecessary background.

640
01:33:22.980 --> 01:33:34.560
Ali Punjani: Great question. So in the case of membrane protein in
particular, there's a huge difference. If we think of what non informative
performance is doing just go back a few slides.

641
01:33:35.670 --> 01:33:36.480
To the figures here.

642
01:33:37.800 --> 01:33:51.540 Ali Punjani: The regularization that we're
applying is specifically looking to correctly regularize different parts of
the structure to account for their specialty varying properties, but it's not
ignoring any part of the structure

643
01:33:52.710 --> 01:33:58.560
Ali Punjani: Masking which is different. First of all, because it's manual
and you have to make the choice of which parts of the structure to

644
01:33:59.760 --> 01:34:02.640
Ali Punjani: include or exclude is doing something very different in that it
is

645
01:34:03.420 --> 01:34:10.590
Ali Punjani: Breaking the model. It's saying that, you know what, there's
something in the structure that I'm just going to pretend it's not there when
I'm aligning particles.

646
01:34:11.040 --> 01:34:17.610
Ali Punjani: And that's a very dangerous thing to do with a membrane protein
because the myself self in terms of electron density mass

647
01:34:18.270 --> 01:34:26.070 Ali Punjani: Is very massive in, for example,
in this in this example myself is a big fraction of the density of the actual
thing that's in the ice.

648
01:34:26.490 --> 01:34:41.820
Ali Punjani: If you mask it out. Now you're aligning a protein structure with
know myself to images that have something totally different in them which is
a protein structure within myself. And so it's very likely that the lines we
totally wrong or get even worse because of that masking

649
01:34:43.860 --> 01:35:05.130
Ali Punjani: So it's critical, not to ignore or exclude something that's



disordered. Unlike noise which we want like solvent which we always want to
ignore because what we're saying about it is that it has no density of
significance and we're trying to resolve density that is above the solvent
density

650
01:35:06.270 --> 01:35:15.180
Ali Punjani: Unlike that disordered density protein density, like if you
think it was individual single particle image of a membrane protein with a
myself.

651 01:35:15.990 --> 01:35:23.610
Ali Punjani: The atoms in the myself just as real as an atoms in the protein
in that single particle image and they diffract electrons, just as much as
the protein.

652
01:35:25.200 --> 01:35:35.820
Ali Punjani: We can't ignore them. So we have to treat them differently
because they're always in a different configuration from image to image. And
that's what regularization is about, but we can't mask them out and just
totally ignore them.

653
01:35:36.810 --> 01:35:41.250
Ali Punjani: Hopefully that answers the question. So in general, you can try
doing masculine myself but

654
01:35:41.730 --> 01:35:53.430
Ali Punjani: It's unlikely, you'll get very good results, especially in a
case where the muscle is actually causing a problem because the density of my
soul will be so high. And when you have more it's going to totally change
what happens in the alignments.

655
01:35:55.470 --> 01:36:02.760 Saara Virani: Great, thank you think this is a
good time for our 10 minute break and perhaps we can resume at 3pm Pacific
time

656
01:36:04.500 --> 01:36:04.950
Excellent.

657
01:36:06.720 --> 01:36:08.460
michael schmid: Okay so 3pm I'll

658
01:36:09.540 --> 01:36:11.250
michael schmid: Thank you. Thanks.

659
01:36:43.110 --> 01:36:46.200



Stephan Arulthasan: Okay, great. So I'm actually going to take over for a
bit.

660
01:36:47.400 --> 01:36:50.730
Stephan Arulthasan: Hopefully it will be interesting as past 12 hours with
Ellie.

661
01:36:51.840 --> 01:36:57.720
Stephan Arulthasan: But I'm Stephanie. I'm also on the Christ Park team and
hopefully everyone can see my screen.

662
01:36:59.340 --> 01:37:00.960
michael schmid: Yes, we can. Awesome.

663
01:37:02.010 --> 01:37:02.640
Stephan Arulthasan: Okay.

664
01:37:03.840 --> 01:37:04.170
Stephan Arulthasan: So,

665
01:37:06.300 --> 01:37:15.030 Stephan Arulthasan: So today I'm going to be
briefly speaking about Christ sparks architecture some hardware
considerations technical troubleshooting and Carlsberg and data management.

666
01:37:18.060 --> 01:37:28.380
Stephan Arulthasan: So Christ work at a high level can be split into two
different modules, the master and the worker, the master is a single module
that is made up of a few different services.

667
01:37:29.010 --> 01:37:38.250
Stephan Arulthasan: First, the Python server. We like to call a man core this
API service schedules jobs and interacts with the MongoDB database which
holds all metadata inquire spark.

668
01:37:39.090 --> 01:37:45.540
Stephan Arulthasan: There's also the web server, which is built in React and
Meteor and is what powers acquire spread user interface suhail presented
yesterday.

669
01:37:46.440 --> 01:37:50.370
Stephan Arulthasan: The services are quite lightweight and they can be
running a very modest workstation.

670 01:37:51.120 --> 01:38:03.720



Stephan Arulthasan: The other half of Christ spark is the worker node module,
which is made up of Python and custom Kudo kernels that power the GPU
accelerated jobs in Christ spark a worker module is installed on each GPU
workstation that is connected to a price for instance.

671
01:38:05.700 --> 01:38:10.110
Stephan Arulthasan: So given this master worker configuration you can install
Christ spark in a few different ways.

672
01:38:11.010 --> 01:38:25.830
Stephan Arulthasan: The simplest is a single workstation, where the master
and work modules are installed on a single machine, the most flexible is of
course the master worker setup where the master is installed on one machine.
And there's an It coordinates multiple GPU workers.

673
01:38:27.540 --> 01:38:33.660
Stephan Arulthasan: For maximum scalability, you can integrate Christ park
with the cluster workload manager like slim PBS SG

674
01:38:35.040 --> 01:38:45.060 Stephan Arulthasan: And here we'll see an
illustration of a single workstation were both mastering worker installed on
a single computer and the only requirement is that there is NVIDIA GPUs on
machine.

675
01:38:48.270 --> 01:38:55.440
Stephan Arulthasan: So the master worker setup is similar. The only
additional requirement being that all nodes have access to a file system that
the status shared

676
01:38:56.070 --> 01:38:59.640
Stephan Arulthasan: The file system is we're raw intermediate and final
results will be written to

677
01:39:00.270 --> 01:39:12.240
Stephan Arulthasan: Having a shared file system is very important as this is
what allows a quiet spark user interface to show results that jobs have
created. Note that the master instance doesn't need to be hosted on a
separate instance, it can be hosted on one of the worker nodes as well.

678
01:39:13.440 --> 01:39:28.770 Stephan Arulthasan: The cluster integration is
very similar to the previous setup where the master node submits jobs to the
cluster workload manager like slim and slim will take care of assigning
resources required to run the jobs, the same bulk storage of for the shared
file system is required.

679



01:39:31.140 --> 01:39:36.930
Stephan Arulthasan: Finally, the three main requirements will all setups. Is
that one all nodes have access to a shared file system.

680
01:39:37.470 --> 01:39:54.690
Stephan Arulthasan: To the master node can SSH into each worker node. This is
actually how the command core module runs jobs on each GPU workstation and
third all worker nodes can access the master node through a few predefined
and configurable TCP ports which enables communication via the RPC API.

681
01:39:56.280 --> 01:39:58.890
Stephan Arulthasan: By default it's 39,000 but you could change it to
whatever you want.

682
01:40:01.290 --> 01:40:10.320 Stephan Arulthasan: Okay, I'm going to talk
about a few hardware considerations, especially for Christ spark and
highlight characteristics that are relevant to chromium data processing
Christ part

683
01:40:11.040 --> 01:40:23.790
Stephan Arulthasan: So the first is the CPU were a lower core counts higher
clock rate is more beneficial than a larger core count at slower clock rates
due to the way that the command core and compute libraries are written in
Python.

684
01:40:25.170 --> 01:40:31.620
Stephan Arulthasan: The next piece of hardware is very important. It's the
SSD, which is used to cash particle images during Reconstruction jobs.

685
01:40:32.100 --> 01:40:43.560
Stephan Arulthasan: These jobs requiring random read access to the images and
having a fast storage medium, preferably at least one terabyte of a PCI e
based envy me SSD will greatly reduce run times

686
01:40:44.850 --> 01:40:56.250 Stephan Arulthasan: The network also has a
similar concern since quietly and produces large amounts of data, you will
most likely be running a raw storage server separately. That is mounted on to
each of your workstations via the network.

687
01:40:56.850 --> 01:41:07.380
Stephan Arulthasan: Having a 10 gigabyte or more connection is very
beneficial, especially during the pre processing stages of processing where
large movies may need to be read from spinning drives and streamed over to
the worker.

688



01:41:09.390 --> 01:41:14.730
Stephan Arulthasan: Finally, the GPU is arguably the most interesting piece
of hardware and chromium data processing.

689
01:41:15.210 --> 01:41:22.650
Stephan Arulthasan: All modern GPUs manufactured by Nvidia will do the job
perfectly fine as long as they have at least 11 gig gigabytes of GPU memory.

690
01:41:23.280 --> 01:41:34.410 Stephan Arulthasan: You may find that for your
purposes 11 gigabytes of GPU memory may not be sufficient for the size of
volume, you're trying to reconstruct in that case and video has 1632 and even
48 gigabyte GPUs available.

691
01:41:35.640 --> 01:41:48.900
Stephan Arulthasan: So for more information check out our guide, which has
all everything that I'm talking about, including system requirements for
Christ spark for both the master and the worker, including recommendations
and even when we use that structure to do benchmarking.

692
01:41:50.130 --> 01:41:51.870
Stephan Arulthasan: It has a lot of useful information.

693
01:41:53.460 --> 01:41:53.940
Stephan Arulthasan: OK.

694
01:41:56.100 --> 01:42:02.730
Stephan Arulthasan: So now I'm going to switch over to technical
troubleshooting and credit spark. And to do this, I'm going to show an
example of a job that has failed.

695
01:42:03.090 --> 01:42:13.650 Stephan Arulthasan: And the general method I
would use to try and troubleshoot the issue. So I'm gonna switch over to our
production instance and right off the bat. See that there is a fail job here
in this project that pulled up

696
01:42:14.190 --> 01:42:18.780
Stephan Arulthasan: Jay 17 so I'm just going to open this up. You can tell
it's failed because it says failed events and red.

697
01:42:20.010 --> 01:42:25.170
Stephan Arulthasan: And I'm going to look for red events in the stream log,
which can be contained the trace back. So the air itself.

698
01:42:25.830 --> 01:42:30.720



Stephan Arulthasan: Note that the most recent calls last so we'd start with
the most recent event and then work our way up.

699
01:42:31.470 --> 01:42:41.490
Stephan Arulthasan: So here I see the job failed because of an assertion
error, not enough patches to constraints blind fit. And I actually
intentionally made that error I put an absurd number for the slang
calculation.

700 01:42:42.240 --> 01:42:51.240
Stephan Arulthasan: But if you like. Obviously, you know what the error is
because I'm telling you it but if you couldn't tell based on these trace
backs. You can then move to the command line and use

701
01:42:51.960 --> 01:43:00.600
Stephan Arulthasan: Log commands. So I'm going to switch over to my terminal
here and the command. I'm going to use is Christ Park M, which is our
management script.

702
01:43:01.200 --> 01:43:10.890
Stephan Arulthasan: Job log and supply the project number and job number. So
if I hit that I'm going to see a bunch of information that came from the
standard out of the job process itself.

703
01:43:11.340 --> 01:43:18.720
Stephan Arulthasan: And I'll have a bunch more information that I can use to
try, figure out what went wrong. I still can't figure out what went wrong
here. I can actually take all this information.

704
01:43:19.080 --> 01:43:24.690 Stephan Arulthasan: And move toward discussion
forum. That's our was talking about search and error and there should there
should be stuff there.

705
01:43:25.470 --> 01:43:35.610
Stephan Arulthasan: If I haven't found anything I can always create a brand
new topic with logs, the job type maybe my system specs everything you could
provide that will make our lives easier to debug the job.

706
01:43:37.200 --> 01:43:39.240
Stephan Arulthasan: Okay, great. So there's also

707
01:43:41.070 --> 01:43:52.980
Stephan Arulthasan: A great resource on guide spark calm that has all the
logs that I've just talked about, well, the Christ Park em job log, as well
as other logs for the core services in Christ part and how to use them.



708
01:43:53.460 --> 01:44:01.230
Stephan Arulthasan: There's also a great troubleshooting guide that covers
many different use cases and common errors in Christ Park and how to deal
with them.

709
01:44:04.980 --> 01:44:14.220 Stephan Arulthasan: OK, now I'm going to go
over some data management aspects and Carter spark so Christ Park has several
critical tools and features for dealing with cleaning up

710
01:44:14.550 --> 01:44:26.910
Stephan Arulthasan: archiving transferring exporting and importing projects
we've also created tools for exporting and importing individual jobs and
individual results of various types like particles exposures volumes and more

711
01:44:27.840 --> 01:44:37.500
Stephan Arulthasan: So all these tools allow you to do things like sharing so
moving a project from one instance to another taking a project home that
started from a centralized facility.

712
01:44:38.040 --> 01:44:43.950
Stephan Arulthasan: uploading your job to empire. You can also save space
with these tools. So we have the

713
01:44:44.880 --> 01:44:52.110 Stephan Arulthasan: tool called clear
intermediate results which allows you to clear intermediate results created
by iterative jobs like 3D classification and refinement.

714
01:44:53.040 --> 01:45:08.310
Stephan Arulthasan: You can also archive projects for later retrieval to also
save space and you can also do some really advanced workflows like adding a
Christ work file programmatically a dot csv file. I mean, and importing it
back for some advanced workflow.

715
01:45:09.360 --> 01:45:16.980
Stephan Arulthasan: So right now I'm going to be mainly speaking about
sharing jobs externally, but if you want to share your projects amongst users
in the same instance

716
01:45:17.310 --> 01:45:24.570
Stephan Arulthasan: You could use to share with users option found in the
project details panel. So, what I mean is, I'm going to move over to a
production instance again.

717
01:45:25.050 --> 01:45:32.640 Stephan Arulthasan: And if you see here. I'm



going to click on a project. And on the right hand side. If I own this
project. I'll see the option share with users.

718
01:45:33.030 --> 01:45:39.030
Stephan Arulthasan: And I'm going to click that and I can actually give read
and write access to every one of these users that exist in my instance

719
01:45:39.990 --> 01:45:50.100
Stephan Arulthasan: And that's only if I own this project. If I don't own
this project. I won't have the option. And I'm also an admin and that allows
me to see all these different projects. So that's if you want to share within
your instance

720
01:45:51.270 --> 01:45:57.630
Stephan Arulthasan: Now let's say if you want to share a project. One thing
to know in Christ spark is that all projects are self contained

721
01:45:58.020 --> 01:46:07.650 Stephan Arulthasan: This means if you want to
share a project, there is no need to press an export button. All you need to
do is copy the project or compress the project folder itself and share it
with the other user

722
01:46:08.490 --> 01:46:17.130
Stephan Arulthasan: The other user can then put the file on or folder onto
their system and go to the projects page and hit this Import button right
here. They see

723
01:46:17.880 --> 01:46:23.730
Stephan Arulthasan: You can then specify the actual directory to the project
folder and it will be important rain to the instance

724
01:46:24.540 --> 01:46:30.690
Stephan Arulthasan: So jobs. On the other hand, are a bit different for jobs
you will actually have to press an export button.

725
01:46:31.230 --> 01:46:37.350
Stephan Arulthasan: And I'm going to just show you how to do that. So let's
say if I want to export this extract from my paragraphs job I would click on
it.

726
01:46:37.710 --> 01:46:42.060 Stephan Arulthasan: And the details panel will
show up on the right, and then I'll have this option to export job.

727
01:46:42.420 --> 01:46:51.570



Stephan Arulthasan: If I hit yes I'll get a notification saying you know this
job is exporting and once it's done, I'll get some text right here saying
writing CSS file and CSV file to a specific folder.

728
01:46:51.930 --> 01:46:59.370
Stephan Arulthasan: So I could take that folder and then compress that folder
or copy that folder to a different user. And that's how I would share their
that

729
01:46:59.790 --> 01:47:09.660
Stephan Arulthasan: Job and why we need to do this is because in Christ Park.
We usually have pastor files. So we don't actually send data from one job to
another. We use CSS file coursework files.

730
01:47:10.110 --> 01:47:17.940
Stephan Arulthasan: That contain metadata about the actual job. So usually
what you'll see in a job folder is siblings to other jobs that contain the
actual data.

731 01:47:18.300 --> 01:47:26.880
Stephan Arulthasan: And when you hit export job. What it does is it
consolidates all that data into a single folder and that just makes it easier
to actually move that folder from one instance to another.

732
01:47:27.330 --> 01:47:35.970
Stephan Arulthasan: So similarly to projects. If you want to import a job,
you would have to go into a workspace. So I'm going to go into the 32 and
then going to go into workspace one

733
01:47:36.270 --> 01:47:47.850
Stephan Arulthasan: And then I'll see at this at the top, similar to import
projects important job. So I can hit import job and then specified the folder
of the job that I've just copied onto my system and then I'll have that job
in my instance

734
01:47:49.230 --> 01:47:57.930
Stephan Arulthasan: So that's important jobs and projects now importing let's
say if I want to export particles or volumes, or a specific result group.

735
01:47:58.950 --> 01:48:05.700 Stephan Arulthasan: We also have utility for
that and what you could do is I'm going to open up this extract from my
graphs job again and you can go to the outputs tab.

736
01:48:06.090 --> 01:48:16.470
Stephan Arulthasan: Now, the outputs tab lists of a couple groups here micro
graphs and particles and on the left side you can see the Export button. So



this export button does the same thing that an export job button does

737
01:48:16.800 --> 01:48:23.970
Stephan Arulthasan: But for the specific results itself. So if I hit export
right now. I'll get a notification and in the same place. I'll get another

738
01:48:24.930 --> 01:48:32.610
Stephan Arulthasan: Event text saying writing CSV file or CSV file to the
specific folder and I can then take that folder and it would only have the
particles.

739
01:48:33.270 --> 01:48:41.820 Stephan Arulthasan: That came out of this job
and I can compress that or copy that and share that to another user. But the
only difference now is that since I'm not importing a job or a project.

740
01:48:42.720 --> 01:48:48.690
Stephan Arulthasan: We're going to use the import result group job to
actually import the result group that is copied.

741
01:48:49.350 --> 01:49:05.790
Stephan Arulthasan: Onto our system and you would present the CSV file so CSV
file would be found in the actual folder and what that is is just the
reference to all the different data inside the actual folder, like the CSV
file and the particles or anything else that has been brought along

742
01:49:08.520 --> 01:49:14.220
Stephan Arulthasan: And so another common use case and we get a lot of
questions is, how do I export particles to use in a different program.

743
01:49:14.760 --> 01:49:19.680
Stephan Arulthasan: And for this case, you could use the pie em package
created by Daniel answer now.

744 01:49:20.070 --> 01:49:27.120
Stephan Arulthasan: So I'm going to show his get GitHub page right now, but
it's a great utility. It's called spark to star. And what it does is it takes
a cross

745
01:49:27.390 --> 01:49:32.220
Stephan Arulthasan: Dot CSS file converts it to adopt star file so that you
can actually use it in a different program.

746
01:49:32.790 --> 01:49:48.450
Stephan Arulthasan: And you can look at his wiki and it has a bunch of
information on how to install it. How do you actually use it. And if you go



on to our discussion forum and you you'll see a lot of support topics that
cover a bunch of different use cases and errors that have come up over time.

747
01:49:49.830 --> 01:49:59.430
Stephan Arulthasan: And again, I'd like to mention that everything that I'm
saying here is available on our website inner docs, including a bunch of
different use cases and you can read all about that on our website.

748
01:50:00.960 --> 01:50:07.410 Stephan Arulthasan: So yeah, this concludes my
presentation. Thank you. So I'll hand it over to Sarah for some questions.

749
01:50:08.160 --> 01:50:21.060
Saara Virani: Awesome. Thanks, Stephen. We do have a few from across the
board. So first off, in terms of actually installing Christ spark you did
touch on this, but the question if we can just recap. Is it possible to
install cryo spark on an HP see node.

750
01:50:22.260 --> 01:50:33.390
Stephan Arulthasan: Yeah, so sorry I'm assuming by HBC know maybe you mean
like a cluster. And so you have this big cluster that university or
institution has and you want to, you know, download Christ for yourself.

751
01:50:34.410 --> 01:50:44.370
Stephan Arulthasan: This may require actually talking to the cluster
assistant men, but if if that's not the case, you can actually usually what
would happen is you install Christ spark.

752
01:50:44.700 --> 01:50:49.560 Stephan Arulthasan: On the ON AN EDGE node that
has access to the command line tools for the actual workload manager.

753
01:50:50.460 --> 01:50:58.560
Stephan Arulthasan: And that what it would do is you just basically supply a
cluster info JSON. So it's a JSON file that basically tells car spark.

754
01:50:58.980 --> 01:51:04.560
Stephan Arulthasan: These are the different commands that we need to execute
in order to run a job deleted job get info about a job.

755
01:51:04.890 --> 01:51:15.510
Stephan Arulthasan: And then once you tell that to Christ Park. You can cue
jobs automate like normally as you normally would. And then that would submit
a job to the actual cluster. I think that's what they meant by HP see

756
01:51:16.200 --> 01:51:17.940



Saara Virani: Yes, but I think okay

757
01:51:19.020 --> 01:51:19.500
Saara Virani: Awesome.

758
01:51:21.060 --> 01:51:23.160
Saara Virani: Speaking of actually being able to

759
01:51:25.290 --> 01:51:33.120 Saara Virani: continue on with an existing
installation is it relatively straightforward to add a worker node to an
existing installation.

760
01:51:33.690 --> 01:51:34.380
Stephan Arulthasan: Now, of course,

761
01:51:34.530 --> 01:51:42.780
Saara Virani: We have Mike we add a microscope and the GPU node specifically
just to do on the fly processing for the microscope. But we already have an
existing kreuzberg installation.

762
01:51:43.380 --> 01:51:50.250
Stephan Arulthasan: Yeah, yeah. So actually this this is sort of what the
single workstation setup is that's where it came from.

763
01:51:51.000 --> 01:52:01.200
Stephan Arulthasan: The simplest setup is obviously just installed Christ
spark master and worker on a node that has a GPU, but you're going to
eventually scale up and once you add a GPU worker, you can

764
01:52:01.710 --> 01:52:12.540 Stephan Arulthasan: You can go ahead and just
connects a worker node, we have a simple utility called Christ Burnham
connect and it will do the work of detecting all the GPU is on the system and
it will create a separate line for you and you can now.

765
01:52:13.170 --> 01:52:15.030
Stephan Arulthasan: Huge jobs to that lane and you can always

766
01:52:15.600 --> 01:52:21.270
Stephan Arulthasan: You can mix and match you can have another single
workstation, like let's say if you keep a workstation and just added up
workstation.

767
01:52:21.540 --> 01:52:32.790



Stephan Arulthasan: Or you can add a cluster integration itself and maybe you
have like a local GPU workstation and you have this huge cluster that you
only use them, you know, very rarely so you could you can mix and match.

768
01:52:33.420 --> 01:52:46.680 Saara Virani: Awesome. Can you speak a little
bit to being able to access cryo spark remotely where it's actually installed
somewhere else and the specific question actually came from one of the
practical participants in this workshop, so they say.

769
01:52:47.220 --> 01:52:56.490
Saara Virani: I've been have I've been processing data on my computer on the
slack. The Stanford sock server or on your Carlsberg server and their access
all of us remotely.

770
01:52:57.300 --> 01:53:06.150
Stephan Arulthasan: Yeah, yeah, for sure. So, so for the practical
participants you've actually been processing data on the slack servers. And
what happens is

771
01:53:06.690 --> 01:53:13.860
Stephan Arulthasan: Essentially, they're running the service on their
machines and their routing that ports that Christ work runs off of

772
01:53:14.610 --> 01:53:23.070
Stephan Arulthasan: Through a service called engine engine X and you just go
to a website and it basically translates you into that server.

773 01:53:23.790 --> 01:53:30.900
Stephan Arulthasan: We have a whole guide for this on our actual website on
our new guide and when you use when you start Christ part, you'll get a
message that says

774
01:53:31.230 --> 01:53:38.040
Stephan Arulthasan: You know, from this machine you can access Christ broke
at local host at 42,000 because Christ Park is hosted at a specific port the
web app.

775
01:53:38.730 --> 01:53:56.940
Stephan Arulthasan: But if you're on the same network and that machine has a
hostname you can actually go to the host name at that port. And like I
mentioned engine X its utility. It's a reverse proxy. But yeah, you can
essentially map an actual hostname to a port and I'll direct traffic to that
port.

776
01:53:57.960 --> 01:54:03.870
Stephan Arulthasan: So yeah, that's how you've been doing it but yeah



everyone on the practical have been working on the slack servers. Awesome.

777
01:54:04.350 --> 01:54:07.920 Saara Virani: Um, can I run Christ work on a
MacBook Pro that has a GPU.

778
01:54:09.210 --> 01:54:27.840
Stephan Arulthasan: Interesting. If you have a MacBook Pro with the GPU that
works with cars pocket. It might be old because we only support NVIDIA GPUs
and lately apples drop support for AMD sorry for NVIDIA GPUs. The only have
AMD GPUs. So if you have a fairly old MacBook. Yes, technically you can

779
01:54:28.860 --> 01:54:40.620
Stephan Arulthasan: Although you might might find with later versions of
Christ markets support is a bit limited because we have developed things that
are specific to Unix or Linux systems. So yeah, might be hard but possible

780
01:54:42.150 --> 01:54:52.530
Saara Virani: So we have a lot of instances where we obviously are not
storing all of our terabytes and terabytes of raw movie data on the same
place where we're actually processing all that data.

781
01:54:52.830 --> 01:55:03.630 Saara Virani: So can you explain more about how
we can read raw image data remotely from the shared file system to our
workstations without actually transferring all of those large files over.
Yeah.

782
01:55:03.660 --> 01:55:15.540
Stephan Arulthasan: Definitely. So like I was saying with the master worker
setup. There's a requirement that there should be a file a shared file
storage that is accessible across all nodes and taking off this

783
01:55:16.380 --> 01:55:30.630
Stephan Arulthasan: What you should do in your case is you should create a
mount point on your local system and use NFL Network file sharing and
essentially what that will do is it will allow you to host that raw storage
server that's probably huge

784
01:55:31.770 --> 01:55:37.650
Stephan Arulthasan: At a folder location on your local system and allow you
to directly access that raw storage folder.

785
01:55:38.430 --> 01:55:44.160 Stephan Arulthasan: There are a lot of tools
like that. And a lot of guides available actually on how to do this. We
actually do is at structure.



786
01:55:45.000 --> 01:55:49.920
Stephan Arulthasan: But that's the most flexible and easiest way to do it
allows you to actually

787
01:55:50.820 --> 01:55:58.320
Stephan Arulthasan: You probably will have to. Well, right now, you're
probably copying data from that raw storage to a specific know that you want
to process on processing, but

788
01:55:58.680 --> 01:56:07.680
Stephan Arulthasan: With this system you can process on any different
workstation, because the actual mount point is available in all instances, so
they'll make it definitely easier and if possible.

789
01:56:09.570 --> 01:56:22.380
Saara Virani: Awesome. Thank you. Um, and, finally, we talked a little bit
about the cluster setup for physical clusters. Can you talk a little bit
about running cars park on AWS.

790
01:56:23.100 --> 01:56:32.820 Stephan Arulthasan: Yeah, actually we have a
lot of instances where AWS has been used specifically parallel cluster. So
parallel cluster is essentially

791
01:56:33.300 --> 01:56:40.950
Stephan Arulthasan: A managed cluster system that will allow you to select
one of their AWS nodes to use as a worker and you select master node and

792
01:56:41.250 --> 01:56:44.730
Stephan Arulthasan: It works the exact same way you would install the master
node on that.

793
01:56:45.060 --> 01:56:52.980
Stephan Arulthasan: On that edge node and then you would basically use learn
PBS, or I think it's learn which would be the most reliable.

794
01:56:53.220 --> 01:57:05.610
Stephan Arulthasan: To use on AWS parallel cluster and you would integrate it
as normal. You would specify the commands to cry spark and then our spark
would go ahead and submit jobs to the slump cluster and all the management is
done on AWS itself.

795
01:57:06.360 --> 01:57:15.000 Stephan Arulthasan: You can even do this
without parallel cluster, you can just do this with easy to notes. And I
guess the single workstation would be the easiest where you just provision a



node.

796
01:57:15.870 --> 01:57:22.290
Stephan Arulthasan: Maybe something that has obviously NVIDIA GPUs install
Christ spark right at both the mastering the worker and you can use it like
normal. So

797
01:57:23.400 --> 01:57:28.230
Saara Virani: Awesome. And actually, last, last question. This has more to do
with hardware specifically GPUs.

798
01:57:28.950 --> 01:57:47.880
Saara Virani: It's often that one bumps into a out of memory error. If you
have a system with two GPUs, each with only eight gigabytes of CPU, memory,
if you do have this kind of setup. What can you do to work around or when
might you encounter and a memory error with eight gigabytes of GPU.

799
01:57:48.840 --> 01:57:57.570 Stephan Arulthasan: So he gigabytes of GPU ram
definitely on the low end, we would recommend 11 gigabytes, for sure. And
that means I guess what it will be the

800
01:58:00.510 --> 01:58:14.850
Stephan Arulthasan: But if you do come into the air. We do have a lot of
developments coming out right now from some scientific developers on our team
Harris, who's been working on optimizing our motion correction job which
previously had run into errors on a bike cards.

801
01:58:15.960 --> 01:58:18.510
Stephan Arulthasan: And so now with the patch actually on

802
01:58:20.070 --> 01:58:24.900
Stephan Arulthasan: There should be no problem using a gigabyte cards for
patch motion jobs.

803
01:58:25.980 --> 01:58:43.050 Stephan Arulthasan: Refinement, on the other
hand should be completely fine. I believe 11 gigabytes. You can process 1024
pixel box size. So it's pretty large, you probably aren't most comments like
around 250 6500. But yeah, so maybe update to the latest version and you
should have a better time

804
01:58:44.100 --> 01:58:47.370
Saara Virani: Awesome. Okay, awesome. Thank you so much, Stephen. That was
really informative.

805



01:58:47.850 --> 01:58:48.900
Stephan Arulthasan: Great, thank you.

806
01:58:49.710 --> 01:58:51.360
Saara Virani: That was great. Thank you, Stephen.

807
01:58:53.610 --> 01:58:54.990
Ali Punjani: Alright, so

808
01:58:55.950 --> 01:58:58.020
Ali Punjani: Thanks, Stephen again for explaining exactly how prosper.

809
01:58:58.050 --> 01:58:59.640
Ali Punjani: works and how people can actually use it.

810
01:59:00.660 --> 01:59:11.280 Ali Punjani: I believe what's going to happen
next is that I will continue in terms of the practical and slides into the
next set of topics. So let me just start sharing my screen.

811
01:59:14.820 --> 01:59:16.230
Make sure the right place.

812
01:59:25.530 --> 01:59:26.070
Just a moment.

813
01:59:31.530 --> 01:59:32.130
Screen.

814
01:59:37.080 --> 01:59:39.060
Ali Punjani: Right. Can everyone see my screen.

815
01:59:42.360 --> 01:59:42.630
Yep.

816
01:59:43.920 --> 01:59:44.160
Stephan Arulthasan: Great.

817
01:59:44.190 --> 01:59:45.660
Ali Punjani: And is the session still recording

818
01:59:47.880 --> 01:59:49.320



Stephan Arulthasan: Yeah, it looks like it. Great.

819
01:59:50.160 --> 01:59:59.490
Ali Punjani: Okay, so where we were last is that we had been working on
talking about 19 from refinement and how it works. We had started processing
GPC our structure.

820
02:00:00.030 --> 02:00:09.810 Ali Punjani: I just want to let everyone know
the practical placements that probably your GP CR refinements are done at
this point and you can go ahead and inspect those just as a reminder

821
02:00:10.830 --> 02:00:13.710
Ali Punjani: I'm not going to take questions right now. But what we're going
to start talking about next.

822
02:00:14.160 --> 02:00:22.740
Ali Punjani: Is an exciting area of new developments in single particle em
methodology, especially on the compute side and projects that we've been
working on for quite some time.

823
02:00:23.520 --> 02:00:35.310
Ali Punjani: To start to look at the problem of continuous heterogeneity and
confrontational landscapes of protein molecules that don't appear in only a
single or multiple discrete confirmations.

824
02:00:36.420 --> 02:00:40.260
Ali Punjani: As an example, we've we've seen this protein. Now a few times
the now 1.7 channel.

825
02:00:41.790 --> 02:00:50.640 Ali Punjani: It is, as we mentioned at
therapeutically relevant interceptor and it has an open and close state has
an ion channel, it has both open and close states which are

826
02:00:51.300 --> 02:01:00.120
Ali Punjani: Easy to distinguish because they are. They come in forms that
are discreet so particles are either in one form or the other and not
somewhere in between. Generally speaking,

827
02:01:00.540 --> 02:01:09.360
Ali Punjani: And they have a clear confirmation of difference the active
state as the poor open and the structure is fully symmetric

828
02:01:10.410 --> 02:01:20.490
Ali Punjani: And this the poor is sort of a square shape made of trans men



wearing heels. These that creative square pattern on the deactivated state.
On the other hand, the pores closed and

829
02:01:21.180 --> 02:01:30.600 Ali Punjani: The membrane protein actually
adopt a different symmetry. Now instead of fourfold symmetry really twofold
symmetry and the poor becomes elongated and rectangular and close

830
02:01:31.110 --> 02:01:40.620
Ali Punjani: So those two discrete states are clearly separate table and from
the image data because the two two different structures are so different from
one another.

831
02:01:42.150 --> 02:01:48.480
Ali Punjani: And they also from a discrete landscape, rather than a
continuous flexibility or a continuous confirmation or sampling

832
02:01:49.290 --> 02:01:58.590
Ali Punjani: So those separate states can be resolved by tools that we've
already discussed, those were ab initio reconstruction heterogeneous
refinements and so on to classify different discrete structures.

833
02:01:59.670 --> 02:02:08.730 Ali Punjani: What we want to think about next.
And this is something that I mentioned earlier is that this protein, along
with many others shows clear signs when we resolve its density that there are
parts of the structure that are flexible.

834
02:02:09.330 --> 02:02:16.410
Ali Punjani: Where the protein itself exists in a multitude of family of
configurations that are not discrete what a protein can take on any

835
02:02:16.740 --> 02:02:22.170
Ali Punjani: Position along a continuous flexibility and may appear in any of
those positions, rather than just one or another.

836
02:02:23.160 --> 02:02:27.210
Ali Punjani: And because of that, the recovery recovery of 3D structural
information is severely

837
02:02:27.570 --> 02:02:33.990
Ali Punjani: Limited in certain parts of the structure because those parts
are flexible and all of our mathematical models, all of our reconstruction
algorithm so far.

838
02:02:34.410 --> 02:02:41.880 Ali Punjani: Have assumed that the structure is



rigid and that every in every single particle image. We're seeing the same
object in the same way in the same

839
02:02:42.270 --> 02:02:53.190
Ali Punjani: Shape from a different direction. So what we need in order to
deal with a scenario is a new way of thinking. We've seen this similar a
similar notion of

840
02:02:53.820 --> 02:03:02.610
Ali Punjani: Sort of confirmation of spaces in the discrete case, for
example, this ATP is molecule that we had earlier saw when we were talking
about multi class heterogeneity.

841
02:03:03.060 --> 02:03:06.450
Ali Punjani: This is a very interesting molecule. And there have been several
follow up studies by

842
02:03:07.320 --> 02:03:16.020
Ali Punjani: Jon Rubinstein group here in Toronto. I was working on a to be
as molecules for quite some time. They've done some amazing, beautiful, very
high resolution structures of all kinds of different pieces.

843
02:03:16.950 --> 02:03:21.630 Ali Punjani: The data that we're actually going
to be using today for the practical comes from 2016 paper.

844
02:03:22.500 --> 02:03:28.710
Ali Punjani: It's 200 k, the data. So a little bit collected on slightly
older hardware. But we're not looking for high resolution structures. Right
now, we're really looking at

845
02:03:29.040 --> 02:03:38.010
Ali Punjani: The dynamics of the molecule, which are fully visible in this
data set. So we already saw that in this case, we were able to with ab initio
reconstruction or heterogeneous refinement.

846
02:03:38.370 --> 02:03:45.960
Ali Punjani: Separates the overall set of particles into three configurations
that are all in different rotary positions of the central stock.

847
02:03:47.220 --> 02:03:52.140
Ali Punjani: And so those different rotary positions are discrete
confirmation will change the central stock.

848
02:03:52.830 --> 02:04:01.710 Ali Punjani: Rotates between them and a



continuous sense but in terms of the energy landscape. We're extremely likely
to find a particle in one of the three positions and not in between.

849
02:04:02.520 --> 02:04:05.700
Ali Punjani: At least one that pertains inactive. It's not actively rotating

850
02:04:06.690 --> 02:04:15.810
Ali Punjani: So because of that, those, those different confirmations are
discrete confirmations. And we can separate them easily. And each one, we can
treat once we have found a particles as a homogeneous rigid

851
02:04:16.530 --> 02:04:27.000
Ali Punjani: Object. There's just three variants of it. That's not the model
that we want to go forward with them. And it turns out, even on this data
set. There's lots of interesting flexibility that happens in the molecule
that we can now resolve.

852
02:04:28.830 --> 02:04:35.970
Ali Punjani: Zooming out a little bit and thinking about confrontational
heterogeneity at at a high level, from a conceptual point of view.

853
02:04:36.510 --> 02:04:46.380
Ali Punjani: What we're trying to do in the case of confirmation or
heterogeneity is considered that the particles that we capture an image in
the microscope. The images that we capture

854
02:04:47.190 --> 02:04:54.180
Ali Punjani: Sample each individual image is a sample so collectively they
together sample the space of different confirmations.

855
02:04:54.570 --> 02:05:06.930
Ali Punjani: That the particle can take on if that's a discrete space, then
we will have clusters of images representing each confirmation. And if it's a
continuous space, like the molecule as flexibility, then we'll see particles
that sample that whole range. Ideally,

856
02:05:07.950 --> 02:05:18.300
Ali Punjani: So if we think in a sort of conceptual sense of the space, the
sort of mathematical notation, have a notion of a space of all the part
possible particle images that could be generated.

857
02:05:19.800 --> 02:05:28.320 Ali Punjani: Classic clustering of those
particles that we observe into different categories in this space is what
amounts to 3D classification when



858
02:05:28.800 --> 02:05:37.140
Ali Punjani: Our model says that we have multiple different discrete objects
in the sample. Each of those discrete objects will give rise to images that
are similar.

859
02:05:37.800 --> 02:05:51.150
Ali Punjani: And cluster together in the space of articles on the other hand,
if we had continuous flexibility, instead of discrete clusters, we might find
a continuous band or what we call manifold of particles in that space of
images.

860
02:05:52.350 --> 02:05:57.360
Ali Punjani: So that's the kind of large overview picture of how we can think
about confirmation of landscapes.

861
02:05:57.960 --> 02:06:09.450 Ali Punjani: The existing algorithms that exist
today three classification or heterogeneous refining it being a good example
can already resolved significant biological insight due to the fact that many
particles do have discrete heterogeneity.

862
02:06:10.650 --> 02:06:15.390
Ali Punjani: But there's some questions that arise discrete hundred and 80
like I said corresponds to clustering finding

863
02:06:16.410 --> 02:06:23.370
Ali Punjani: Bunches of particles that are all the same in terms of the
confirmation. They represent and separating them that's clustering. But there
are some questions that arise.

864
02:06:24.120 --> 02:06:32.190
Ali Punjani: How do you know how many classes. There are in real life, we
can't actually see this space of all particles like mathematically, the space
of all particles is a gigantic

865
02:06:32.910 --> 02:06:40.470 Ali Punjani: Extremely high dimensional space,
the number of dimensions is equal to the number of pixels and every image,
since that's how many different ways and image could be different from one
another.

866
02:06:40.950 --> 02:06:52.260
Ali Punjani: And we can actually visually look at that space and see
clusters, we have to use a clustering algorithm like heterogeneous refinement
or or ab initio reconstruction and then look at the clusters that it finds
and say,



867
02:06:52.830 --> 02:07:00.840
Ali Punjani: Did we find all the clusters, could there have been another
cluster that we missed a could these clusters be split into sub clusters, we
can't actually see that or know that ahead of time so

868
02:07:01.200 --> 02:07:04.890
Ali Punjani: There's a big question of how many classes really are there, how
many clusters. Should we split

869
02:07:05.340 --> 02:07:15.570 Ali Punjani: And the bigger question. How do we
deal with continuous heterogeneity in this framework continuous heterogeneity
won't cause images to form clusters, it'll cause images to lie on a
continuous mental

870
02:07:17.370 --> 02:07:27.720
Ali Punjani: And that's the space in which we're operating and what we've
what we've been working on and what we've done to develop three variability
analysis, which is what we're going to talk about next is to come up with a
new algorithm with a new a different model.

871
02:07:28.380 --> 02:07:36.210
Ali Punjani: In a, in a world that many, many people have been working and
there's lots of literature and lots of work and trying to recover continuous,
manifolds of

872
02:07:36.750 --> 02:07:45.870
Ali Punjani: 3D structures from Creative data. And so it's a dream and a goal
for single particle em as a field to be able to look at an investigate from
an experimental perspective.

873
02:07:46.890 --> 02:07:53.340 Ali Punjani: Protein dynamics and it's totally
conceptually possible computationally very difficult and algorithmically very
difficult

874
02:07:55.170 --> 02:08:02.670
Ali Punjani: And 3D variability analysis is a step forward in that direction.
So before we get going into explaining the algorithm and how it works. I have
a bunch of slides for that.

875
02:08:03.000 --> 02:08:17.250
Ali Punjani: We're going to just jump over to our press work instance and
start a little more practical data processing. So first of all, in our
projects for all the practical participants were now following instructions
for the TPS molecule, if you can please. Create a new workspace.



876
02:08:19.230 --> 02:08:25.440
Ali Punjani: Should be probably second nature. At this point in that
workspace, create a job again important result groups.

877
02:08:26.250 --> 02:08:39.720 Ali Punjani: And specify a path to a CSV file
again looking for inside the scratch training projects folder, your own
project number which is in the top left corner. If you're impressed work. So
in my case project six

878
02:08:41.310 --> 02:08:54.900
Ali Punjani: And inside of that project, you will find the slack workshop
data folder open that and look for data set. Number seven. ATP is there's
also deficit number four ATP is not folders accidentally empty does the
number seven is the one we're using

879
02:08:55.950 --> 02:09:02.490
Ali Punjani: And look inside the particles folder and you will find a CSV
file so select that and that's going to import all of our particles that we
need

880
02:09:05.430 --> 02:09:09.240
Ali Punjani: And at the same time, create another job this time and import

881
02:09:10.320 --> 02:09:13.410
Ali Punjani: Volumes job 3D volumes.

882
02:09:14.730 --> 02:09:24.840 Ali Punjani: And with that job, choose the
volume data path again inside of that same seven underscore HTTPS folder.
It's called mask MRC

883
02:09:26.340 --> 02:09:30.750
Ali Punjani: And that's a volume that contains a mask that we're going to be
using during three variability analysis.

884
02:09:33.930 --> 02:09:40.590
Ali Punjani: And when you're importing that volume to be sure that when to
change the type of volume that you're importing from map to mask.

885
02:09:41.670 --> 02:09:50.610
Ali Punjani: The import volumes job and cross court doesn't know what it is
that you're importing and every type of volume is stored as an MRC file. And
so you have to tell it that this is a mask that we want to import

886



02:09:51.120 --> 02:10:02.700
Ali Punjani: So you can run that job. And then you should have to completed
jobs, one with an imported mask and one with particles. Next we're finally
going to create an import 3D variability analysis job.

887
02:10:05.340 --> 02:10:08.460 Ali Punjani: Which we can find in the builder
3D variability

888
02:10:10.530 --> 02:10:16.980
Ali Punjani: That job is going to take as input. Our imported particles and
our important mass

889
02:10:20.520 --> 02:10:24.690
Ali Punjani: And what you'll notice if you expand the drop down for the
particles that we just connected

890
02:10:25.740 --> 02:10:31.800
Ali Punjani: 3D variability is actually going to be using three different
things. One, or the blobs, which are the raw particle data. One of the CTS

891
02:10:32.250 --> 02:10:39.840
Ali Punjani: And the last one is the alignments. And this is something I'll
come back to. But in 3D variability analysis, we assume that we already have
the particles aligned

892
02:10:40.260 --> 02:10:47.100
Ali Punjani: To a consensus, we're finding it, meaning that in order to use
3D variable liniang says well you should always do is take all of your
particles.

893
02:10:47.610 --> 02:10:57.060 Ali Punjani: Whatever confirmation or class,
they're in, put them all together and do one reconstruction using a
refinement job like homogeneous refinement.

894
02:10:57.570 --> 02:11:04.680
Ali Punjani: That gives us a consensus structure so that might be an average
of all the different classes and alignments for every particle

895
02:11:05.340 --> 02:11:15.420
Ali Punjani: And we know that those alignments might be slightly wrong
because we haven't dealt with a confirmation or differences, but that's not
important three variability will actually help us figure out that problem.

896
02:11:16.890 --> 02:11:25.830



Ali Punjani: So those are the inputs that we need for three view of the
variability analysis. Now I'm going to explain all the parameters mean but
right now we're just going to set the filter resolution to eight extremes.

897
02:11:27.660 --> 02:11:29.700
Ali Punjani: And go ahead and cue that job.

898
02:11:33.120 --> 02:11:41.190 Ali Punjani: I'm not actually going to do that
on this server, since everyone else sees it, but I'll come back to my own
instance where I have already run their 3D variability analysis job.

899
02:11:42.390 --> 02:11:50.940
Ali Punjani: So that's all we need to do right now and I'll just jump back to
the slides and continue. I'll just give another minute for practical expense
to follow the instructions.

900
02:11:59.370 --> 02:12:01.200
Saara Virani: One question on this note.

901
02:12:02.430 --> 02:12:13.950
Saara Virani: How do we actually create a mask for this 3D variability job
the practical participants are working with partially pre processed result
groups. So if you can just mention that

902
02:12:15.300 --> 02:12:16.980
Ali Punjani: Creating a mask is a bit of a

903
02:12:18.420 --> 02:12:24.960
Ali Punjani: I wouldn't say art, but it's a skill that you have to learn
takes a few steps. Because usually if it's a mask that is in any way
interesting in that you've

904 02:12:25.290 --> 02:12:33.780
Ali Punjani: Selected original protein, you have to manually make that
selection. For example, a common way to do it in UCSF camera, which is a very
great program.

905
02:12:34.890 --> 02:12:45.360
Ali Punjani: Is to manually erase parts of the structure and use the
resulting part of the volume to create a mask and firstly we won't have time
to go into the details of exactly how that's done today.

906
02:12:46.080 --> 02:12:51.930
Ali Punjani: But in Christ work. We also have several tools that help you
make mask. Once you've already imported the relevant



907
02:12:53.880 --> 02:13:01.170
Ali Punjani: Density that you maybe have created in Cairo by manually
selecting regions and those tools are called volume tools.

908
02:13:01.950 --> 02:13:15.870 Ali Punjani: Volume tools job allows you to
connect a volume or mask and then do a bunch of operations, whether that's re
sampling cropping low pass filtering flipping. You can take in a in a volume
and output a mask.

909
02:13:16.890 --> 02:13:24.300
Ali Punjani: And when you do that, you have choices to, for example, dilate
the mask threshold of volume pad the mask with the soft edge.

910
02:13:24.600 --> 02:13:33.960
Ali Punjani: invert the mask and so on. So, a lot of those operations are
available, but the actual act of selecting parts of the structure has to be
done in a 3D visualization program right like Connor.

911
02:13:36.300 --> 02:13:44.640
Ali Punjani: And then you can use the import facilities to import volumes or
masks from those sources. OK, so now that the practical participants have
been able to construct that workflow and it's hopefully running

912
02:13:46.650 --> 02:13:49.320
Ali Punjani: I'm going to start talking about 3D variable analysis. This is
another

913 02:13:51.120 --> 02:14:00.120
Ali Punjani: Topic that we've recently had time to write a paper about we
originally released three variable variability in analysis in Christ PARK IN
JUNE I believe last year.

914
02:14:01.080 --> 02:14:11.430
Ali Punjani: And it's been widely used as well. It was also used in a recent
coronavirus spike protein structures to resolve flexibility of the receptor
binding domain which was

915
02:14:12.180 --> 02:14:23.100
Ali Punjani: Really exciting and hopefully will be useful in further studies,
the actual algorithm itself is described in a lot of detail, as well as a lot
of the prior work that has come in this field, lots of different

916
02:14:24.150 --> 02:14:29.490
Ali Punjani: People have been working in the field of continuous flexibility
and it's very much a difficult and open problem still



917
02:14:29.790 --> 02:14:37.080 Ali Punjani: Three variability is on their
first step and it does work very well in practices as far as we know, the
first method that's able to resolve high resolution.

918
02:14:37.590 --> 02:14:42.930
Ali Punjani: Motion in multiple different modes, different types of motion at
the same time.

919
02:14:43.890 --> 02:14:54.570
Ali Punjani: And at higher resolution and sort of the first method that can
work for a smaller proteins, not just very large complex is like resumes and
slices homes. It works. Remembering proteins and small proteins as well.

920
02:14:55.590 --> 02:14:58.830
Ali Punjani: I'm going to talk about exactly how it works and how to
interpret the results. It's something that

921
02:14:59.610 --> 02:15:10.260
Ali Punjani: Takes a little bit of thinking to make sure we understand
collectively what it is that three variability does what of models, what it
doesn't model what its limitations are. But overall, the purpose of it is to
directly determine

922 02:15:11.160 --> 02:15:18.420
Ali Punjani: And resolve 3D motion and continuous or discrete confirmation of
changes from a data set of particles without

923
02:15:19.230 --> 02:15:25.440
Ali Punjani: Some of the pitfalls that we just decided discussed about
clustering methods. The model behind 3D variability analysis is very
different.

924
02:15:25.950 --> 02:15:33.930
Ali Punjani: From what we use in any kind of clustering, whether that's ab
initio reconstruction or heterogeneous refinement, or three classification of
any other kind.

925
02:15:34.500 --> 02:15:45.330
Ali Punjani: 3D variability analysis does something fundamentally different
and models. The 3D structure very differently than we've seen before. And
that's what, that's exactly what gives it power to resolve things that we
couldn't previously resolve.

926
02:15:47.070 --> 02:15:57.390 Ali Punjani: So I'd highly recommend anyone
who's really using it to read the paper we tried to make the paper a little



bit long and go into a lot of conceptual detail and make sure that it's easy
to interpret the results and understand what the outputs mean

927
02:15:59.010 --> 02:16:04.500
Ali Punjani: This page has a little bit of math, but I'm going to slowly go
through it and try to give a sense for

928
02:16:04.890 --> 02:16:10.020
Ali Punjani: What are the concepts and objects that we talked about in 3D
variable analysis, since they are very different from so far, what we've seen

929
02:16:10.710 --> 02:16:17.400
Ali Punjani: We're no longer just dealing with electron density maps and
particles and alignments there. Now some extra objects.

930
02:16:18.390 --> 02:16:27.870 Ali Punjani: So first of all, as I said, the
purpose of 3D variability analysis is to directly determine 3D motion and
confrontational chains. If we think back in. I'm not sure if you remember,
yesterday we presented a sort of

931
02:16:28.470 --> 02:16:38.940
Ali Punjani: Dialogue romantic view of our inference problem from a
computational statistical perspective, what we're trying to do in single
particle em, is that we observe a bunch of images x

932
02:16:39.810 --> 02:16:47.430
Ali Punjani: We get some microscope settings about those that we know and
those can be called data or c for the CTF we can assume that we know those

933
02:16:48.000 --> 02:16:55.410
Ali Punjani: There's a pose that in general is unknown, but for the sake of
three variability analysis, we are going to assume that it is known

934
02:16:55.830 --> 02:17:05.190 Ali Punjani: So like I said, we're going to
start with a consensus refinement and take the poses from that refinement and
fix those. And finally, there's a 3D structure itself which previously.

935
02:17:06.480 --> 02:17:17.250
Ali Punjani: In the models that we've considered is represented by one or
more discreet static 3D electron density maps. So v is literally

936
02:17:18.450 --> 02:17:22.920
Ali Punjani: V is literally in a homogeneous refinement case a single
electron density map.



937
02:17:23.610 --> 02:17:31.080
Ali Punjani: Or and heterogeneous or file manager of initial reconstruction.
It's one of K discrete maybe that's three or five whatever number of classes
was

938
02:17:31.650 --> 02:17:36.210
Ali Punjani: Discrete different 3D electron density maps and they're not
related to each other in any way.

939
02:17:36.840 --> 02:17:43.920 Ali Punjani: Like other than the particle
images. There's nothing that forces heterogeneous refinement to recover
multiple structures that look similar, in any way.

940
02:17:44.700 --> 02:17:54.150
Ali Punjani: It's only the data that says that. So the standard model
thinking of just let's say homogeneous refinement. If we think of the
equation that defines what is an experimental image.

941
02:17:54.750 --> 02:18:04.110
Ali Punjani: We would say that an experimental image can be modeled as taking
the single volume that we may or may not know projecting it with some
projection operator based on the

942
02:18:05.100 --> 02:18:15.810
Ali Punjani: Angle that we're looking at the structure. I'm trying to use
different letters here five represents that angle the pose and then
corrupting it by the CTF for that particular image and then adding noise.

943
02:18:16.920 --> 02:18:26.040 Ali Punjani: That's the standard formation
model for single particle em in three variability analysis. What we do is
extend that model in a different way. Instead of saying that

944
02:18:26.520 --> 02:18:35.850
Ali Punjani: There's just one or more static structures we say instead that
at the fundamental level a single particle image is generated in the
following way.

945
02:18:36.300 --> 02:18:48.870
Ali Punjani: First of all, we have a new object this curse of the that thing
is a it represents a family of different 3D structures electron density maps
that are all related somehow

946
02:18:49.980 --> 02:18:58.800
Ali Punjani: A family of different structures that covers the confirmation of



landscape of the module. So for example, in a simple case, imagine we had a
protein that has to sub units.

947
02:18:59.490 --> 02:19:07.530
Ali Punjani: And overall complex and the different ways in which it can
appear are either both of units or one sub unit or the other so

948 02:19:08.910 --> 02:19:17.850
Ali Punjani: In that case, we could think of that that scenario is three
different classes like be intact complex Sabina, a and sub unit be
separately.

949
02:19:18.510 --> 02:19:28.050
Ali Punjani: Or we could think of them as all being related and they're part
of the same family, and the family is a is a structure that's made of a and b
parts which are independent.

950
02:19:28.530 --> 02:19:32.430
Ali Punjani: And the eight and be composite part which is another member of
the family.

951
02:19:33.090 --> 02:19:39.780
Ali Punjani: But it's not a separate volume. It's actually connected to the
envy parts because it's made of both of them together. Similarly, if we had a
flexible molecule.

952
02:19:40.440 --> 02:19:58.590 Ali Punjani: We could think of every different
FLEX FLEX version of the molecule as a different electron density map that we
have to model. Or we could say no, actually, our model is much simpler than
that. We have one electron density map and some motion and that motion
defines a family.

953
02:19:59.910 --> 02:20:09.330
Ali Punjani: So the notion of a family of structures captures every different
kind of heterogeneity that we want, how we actually in implement and
represent a family is what gives a model.

954
02:20:09.780 --> 02:20:15.870
Ali Punjani: That we're going to use for example in 3D variability analysis.
Certain amount of power and a certain amount of practical usefulness.

955
02:20:17.130 --> 02:20:28.410
Ali Punjani: This. The important thing about a family of volumes is that it's
not a volume, but it can generate a volume, if you provide it with a what we
call a per particle latent coordinate



956
02:20:29.340 --> 02:20:40.740 Ali Punjani: That coordinate is one or more
numbers that describe for a single particle image which member of the family
is in that image. So if it's a flexible molecule.

957
02:20:41.610 --> 02:20:49.980
Ali Punjani: The family is actually composed of the structure and the
emotion, but the PR particle coordinate tells us for a single image.

958
02:20:50.460 --> 02:21:00.180
Ali Punjani: Whether it's on the left by 10 degrees or on the right by five
degrees. That is the particle coordinate that we are going to talk about. And
that's a very important

959
02:21:00.780 --> 02:21:13.710
Ali Punjani: Concept. So the particle coordinates are now a new car, a new
object that we haven't had before. And we don't know those coordinates. We
also don't actually know the family of volumes. That's exactly what we're
trying to find out when we're solving heterogeneous problem.

960
02:21:15.240 --> 02:21:24.000 Ali Punjani: Other than that, the model is more
or less the same. We project, the structure that comes out of the family
after picking the right member based on the coordinate said

961
02:21:24.930 --> 02:21:29.730
Ali Punjani: We project that based on some poses that again we assume we know
corrupted by the CTF

962
02:21:30.210 --> 02:21:35.910
Ali Punjani: And then we can scale that by some unknown scale factor. This is
not too important. So I'm not going to mention it anymore but

963
02:21:36.300 --> 02:21:44.160
Ali Punjani: Alpha is just a contrast level since every particle image may
have a different amount of contrast due to the ice thickness. So that's also
going to be incorporated into the model.

964
02:21:44.850 --> 02:22:00.330 Ali Punjani: So now this is what we're saying a
single particle image is one member of a family indexed by said projected
corrupted by the CTF creating the image with noise to get specific with 3D
variability analysis, we're going to pick a very particular family.

965
02:22:02.130 --> 02:22:08.700
Ali Punjani: Type of family and that's a linear subspace models. The simplest
family. We can think of other than a static static structure.



966
02:22:09.330 --> 02:22:19.800
Ali Punjani: The beauty of it is that with this family. Turns out, and the
main contribution, the main new thing and through the variability analysis is
that we have an algorithm to actually solve for

967
02:22:20.700 --> 02:22:27.270
Ali Punjani: The Member the parameters and the density that makes up this
family because it's so simple it's possible.

968
02:22:28.320 --> 02:22:40.470 Ali Punjani: That family that we're going to
think of is a linear subspace model. And that model is composed of the
following parts. There's the zero, which is a static electron density map the
consensus refinement.

969
02:22:41.490 --> 02:22:49.080
Ali Punjani: So V zero is just the structure that we would have got by
refining all the particles together in a standard model that's what visa is
the basic

970
02:22:49.860 --> 02:23:02.790
Ali Punjani: Regular refinements structure electron density map, but the
family says that we can generate any other member of the family by taking the
basic structure and adding to it.

971
02:23:04.050 --> 02:23:07.080
Ali Punjani: Some amount that's captured by said

972
02:23:08.130 --> 02:23:09.660
Ali Punjani: Of k different

973
02:23:11.010 --> 02:23:24.600 Ali Punjani: Variability components. So each of
these k different V's v1, v2, v3 are now instead of being different classes
are different modifications that were allowed to make to the basic structure.

974
02:23:25.740 --> 02:23:32.760
Ali Punjani: in varying degrees and the degree of modification is is indexed
by said, so is that value is zero means we don't add any of that particular

975
02:23:33.300 --> 02:23:43.740
Ali Punjani: The but if I said value is five then routing five times that
particular v to the basic structure. So the variability components are types
of change.

976



02:23:44.490 --> 02:24:01.080
Ali Punjani: That we're allowed to make to the basic structure and there
could be if k is let's say five then there might be five different types of
modifications, we're allowed to make and the Zed. Tell us, for any given
image particle image, how much of each modification is present in the image.

977
02:24:02.520 --> 02:24:15.450 Ali Punjani: Hopefully that made made some
sense. And what this what we're trying to do here with the families trying to
represent in a simple way is this notion of a continuous manifold of 3D
structures that could be present in the image data.

978
02:24:16.830 --> 02:24:33.450
Ali Punjani: Instead of just a static structure and instead of just a small
number of discrete structures, we can now represent a continuous family. It's
a simple continuous family, but we can take a basic structure and add some
real value some floating point number of times.

979
02:24:35.100 --> 02:24:45.210
Ali Punjani: Variability component to generate a slightly modified or more
modified or slightly less modified version of that structure along five
different if case five five different dimensions.

980
02:24:47.130 --> 02:24:56.880 Ali Punjani: So hopefully that's something a
little bit. I'm not going to talk about the orthogonal, orthogonal the
constraint. But basically we're also assuming that the variability components
are all different from each other.

981
02:24:58.650 --> 02:25:10.740
Ali Punjani: Overall, what this model does is it allows us to model a
continuous family of 3D structures that fit the data. The hard part, of
course, is after we've written down this model, which has been written down
many times before. And it's, it's kind of a straightforward obvious choice.

982
02:25:11.070 --> 02:25:21.930
Ali Punjani: For those who worked in this field. The hard part is how do we
actually estimate and infer what are the V Ks, we know how to infer v zero
because that's just how we do regular refined

983
02:25:22.650 --> 02:25:30.750 Ali Punjani: But now how do we infer what the V
case or how do we figure out what are the different ways in which the
molecule can change at the end of the day, that's what captures
heterogeneity.

984
02:25:32.490 --> 02:25:39.390
Ali Punjani: What. So what we've done in three very good analysis is solve
that problem. Find a way to optimize and fit and infer



985
02:25:39.720 --> 02:25:51.540
Ali Punjani: Those variability components with a high degree of accuracy at
high resolution with lots of particles in a computationally efficient way
using full CTF correction and all the different poses that we could have

986
02:25:52.620 --> 02:26:00.690
Ali Punjani: And what that ends up giving us is a method that can always come
back to that is a method that can resolve continuous heterogeneity and
flexible molecular motion.

987
02:26:01.560 --> 02:26:13.230 Ali Punjani: But just to make the concept of
variability component and this whole subspace model more concrete and try to
understand what can it possibly represent. Let's look at a very, very simple
example on the left side.

988
02:26:14.580 --> 02:26:26.550
Ali Punjani: This is an example of a reconstruction of arrive his own protein
large protein easy to reconstruct if we do a standard homogeneous refinement,
we get a basic 3D density structure.

989
02:26:28.140 --> 02:26:30.540
Ali Punjani: And we've seen these plots and Christ park before there's are

990
02:26:31.770 --> 02:26:49.680
Ali Punjani: Using the 3D variability analysis algorithm on top of this basic
structure. We can announce estimate a variability component. Now what exactly
is the variability component it is literally a 3D volume of values. They're
no longer electron density values there instead

991
02:26:51.150 --> 02:27:02.820 Ali Punjani: Differential electronic density
values. They're telling us how to change the electron density in a basic
structure to form any other version of the racism that exists in the sample.

992
02:27:04.350 --> 02:27:09.870
Ali Punjani: So that's what the variability component is if we take the basic
3D structure. And by the way, the variability component here is colored

993
02:27:10.290 --> 02:27:19.470
Ali Punjani: Red and blue for positive and negative value. So, we can have
negative and positive values, since we may want to remove density from one
place and add density and another place.

994
02:27:20.220 --> 02:27:33.780
Ali Punjani: In the variability component. So if we take the basic 3D density



and add the variability component weighted by some amount we can generate
every other version of the rhizome that this model can model in the data set.

995
02:27:34.860 --> 02:27:44.280 Ali Punjani: And in fact, why don't we do that.
And when we applied through the variability analysis, we not only can solve
the variability components at the same time we solve. And we have to solve.

996
02:27:44.700 --> 02:27:53.940
Ali Punjani: WHAT ARE THE ZAGS for every image, just like with 3D refinement.
We were really solving the 3D structure, but we also ended up estimating the
pose for every image.

997
02:27:54.300 --> 02:28:04.230
Ali Punjani: And we can make those diagrams of pose distribution in the same
way we can make diagrams of distribution over particle Layton coordinates.

998
02:28:05.040 --> 02:28:07.770
Ali Punjani: And if we think of that for this simple ribosome example.

999
02:28:08.340 --> 02:28:16.770
Ali Punjani: There are lots of different values that this lead and coordinate
can take on and we can make a histogram across all the particles of for each
article, where does it fall on that spectrum.

1000
02:28:17.190 --> 02:28:22.710 Ali Punjani: So some particles are on the
negative side of the spectrum, some part of those are on the positive side,
and we'll see shortly that

1001
02:28:23.280 --> 02:28:36.180
Ali Punjani: In many cases, the structure of that distribution over per
particle Layton coordinates actually shows us a whole lot of information
about the heterogeneity header heterogeneity present in the molecule.

1002
02:28:37.590 --> 02:28:37.860
Okay.

1003
02:28:39.120 --> 02:28:46.530
Ali Punjani: So I think that was a lot to take in, but one more important
topic about the three variability model in terms of what it can capture

1004
02:28:48.630 --> 02:28:58.320
Ali Punjani: One of the things we're really after is modeling continuous
flexibility and continuous flexibility means motion parts of the molecule are
going to move from one place to another.



1005
02:28:59.430 --> 02:29:00.090
Ali Punjani: Motion.

1006
02:29:01.110 --> 02:29:07.950 Ali Punjani: Isn't something mathematically
that is exactly that exactly fits into a linear subspace model motion.

1007
02:29:09.000 --> 02:29:11.070
Ali Punjani: Generically, generally speaking, is not linear.

1008
02:29:12.270 --> 02:29:21.960
Ali Punjani: But for certain kinds of motion and in certain contexts, the
linear space model can actually be a very good approximation to molecular
motion.

1009
02:29:22.470 --> 02:29:33.900
Ali Punjani: As a very simple example, we can, we've made some synthetic
examples here. Consider a 2D version of the problem. We're now we're looking
for motion of this black dot

1010
02:29:34.650 --> 02:29:48.870
Ali Punjani: This is some 2D electron density, it moves from one position to
another in the image as we move from left to right. In the first in the top
row this top row are, for example, the experimental images we might observe
the microscope dot moves from one place to another.

1011
02:29:50.460 --> 02:29:56.250 Ali Punjani: If we take those experimental
images, put them into three variability analysis and solve for one through
the variability component

1012
02:29:56.640 --> 02:30:07.260
Ali Punjani: Under this linear model what we end up with is this blue and red
variability component. So it's telling us that in order to generate all of
these

1013
02:30:08.130 --> 02:30:17.100
Ali Punjani: Moved dots at different positions we should start with the
average of all the dots and add some amount of this positive and negative
shape.

1014
02:30:17.700 --> 02:30:28.170
Ali Punjani: And if we do that, what we get is right here on the bottom row
from left to right generated versions of the actual data under the linear
model.



1015
02:30:28.710 --> 02:30:35.370
Ali Punjani: And what we see that is that it's a pretty good representation
of the emotion of the dot, especially if you consider

1016
02:30:35.730 --> 02:30:42.540 Ali Punjani: Threshold in this density at a
certain level. Like, for example, when we visualize molecules in America we
threshold, the density, a certain level.

1017
02:30:43.230 --> 02:30:54.660
Ali Punjani: Then we would definitely see the dot moving exactly the same
ways and the original data. So in this case, we're seeing emotion that is
about the same size as the size of the object.

1018
02:30:55.920 --> 02:31:06.180
Ali Punjani: Or the resolution of the object. I mean this dot maybe has lots
of little tiny details, but maybe we just haven't seen it at that resolution
yet. So this is a fundamental notion

1019
02:31:07.290 --> 02:31:13.680
Ali Punjani: We can resolve motion of objects at a length scale, similar to
the resolution and size of the object.

1020
02:31:14.430 --> 02:31:22.680
Ali Punjani: On the other hand, if we had an object that's very small
compared to the amount of motion that's happening. So now we have this tiny
dot moving the same distance as the large God

1021 02:31:23.220 --> 02:31:33.120
Ali Punjani: And we do the same thing. Now we see that our linear model is
actually much worse. And it doesn't really faithfully capture the motion of
the.it smears at the dot along that motion direction.

1022
02:31:34.560 --> 02:31:41.130
Ali Punjani: So that's a fundamental thing about the three variability
analysis model is that it can perfectly well model motion.

1023
02:31:42.030 --> 02:31:57.690
Ali Punjani: But in a under these constraints that we are, we should be
looking at motion of a length scale, similar to the size of the object that's
moving. What that means in practice is that if we have a protein structure
that has a huge amount of motion.

1024
02:31:58.980 --> 02:32:08.190
Ali Punjani: We can only use 3D variability analysis to model that motion. If
we look at the protein at a very low resolution, because at a lower



resolution, the protein is a big object with no small features.

1025
02:32:08.640 --> 02:32:23.550 Ali Punjani: And we can see it moving by a huge
amount if we want to see high resolution motion, then we can see that for
proteins that we can resolve to high resolution and they have small amounts
of motion at that high resolution mostly this naturally in the results that
we get

1026
02:32:25.110 --> 02:32:30.420
Ali Punjani: But this is what 3D variability analysis does and how it
represents motion and what it can do for us.

1027
02:32:32.070 --> 02:32:34.020
Ali Punjani: Okay, so omni

1028
02:32:35.130 --> 02:32:49.170
michael schmid: Quick question. How is this different from, say, taking an
object which is that the average of all the structures and then treating each
of the individual instances and performing a difference map.

1029
02:32:50.700 --> 02:32:52.080
Ali Punjani: Great question. It's

1030
02:32:53.310 --> 02:32:54.810
Ali Punjani: It is very different because

1031
02:32:54.900 --> 02:33:02.910 Ali Punjani: In this case, I mean in a simple
example that I showed here, there's no noise. There's no CTF and there's no
notion of 2D and 3D projection

1032
02:33:03.450 --> 02:33:07.260
Ali Punjani: So in the simple two dimensional case that I'm showing here.
What you're seeing is right.

1033
02:33:07.650 --> 02:33:12.840
Ali Punjani: Now we could take the average of these structures and we could
also compute for example there variance or difference map or something.

1034
02:33:13.170 --> 02:33:20.820
Ali Punjani: And it would look very similar to this linear model. And in
fact, mathematically, they may even be equivalent, but in the real context of
the 3D reconstruction that we're doing.

1035



02:33:21.390 --> 02:33:31.500
Ali Punjani: Those notions can't work and can't be applied. Although many
have tried to make variants of ideas like that to work in 3D. The reason they
don't work there. There's three reasons. One, that

1036
02:33:32.040 --> 02:33:40.620 Ali Punjani: Every 2D image that we collect in
a microscope and every single particle image is only a partial observation of
the entire 3D structure. And it's also only a partial observation.

1037
02:33:41.010 --> 02:33:49.650
Ali Punjani: Of each variability component. For example, if we have emotion
of a sub units that in a particular single particle image is up and down
along the electron beam.

1038
02:33:50.070 --> 02:33:55.800
Ali Punjani: We won't see any change in the particle image. Whereas, if we're
looking at the same motion of side, we may see a difference in the image.

1039
02:33:56.160 --> 02:34:01.320
Ali Punjani: That's one reason. The second reason is that every single image
is corrupt by a contrast transfer function. So,

1040
02:34:01.710 --> 02:34:10.590
Ali Punjani: Unlike in this example, we don't ever actually see the object
moving, we see the refraction pattern of electrons moving through the object
as the object is moving or

1041
02:34:11.310 --> 02:34:23.820 Ali Punjani: With the object in different
positions on its motion because of that CTF we can't actually treat the
observations in a single particle images as direct observations of the
density or of the variability components we have to actually

1042
02:34:24.690 --> 02:34:37.020
Ali Punjani: Count for the CTF when we're performing inference of the
variability components. And that's not in this twin model. And lastly, the
dimensionality of the problem is very different in this toy model, we may
have

1043
02:34:38.370 --> 02:34:49.500
Ali Punjani: 1000 pixels or something and totally image in 3D structures we
may have millions of boxes in our representation of the density. And so the
size and computational

1044
02:34:50.340 --> 02:34:59.670
Ali Punjani: Ability to represent these objects or other statistics about



them becomes impossible in very large dimensional spaces. Hopefully that
answers the question. All that what I just said is

1045
02:35:00.270 --> 02:35:05.250 Ali Punjani: In very much a lot of detail in
the paper. So if anybody wants to read it. It's a hopefully a good
explanation.

1046
02:35:05.610 --> 02:35:16.080
Ali Punjani: So what I'll do next is I'll go into the results, some of the
results so that we can get an idea of what these three variability components
are what the model and what kind of motion. They can resolve unless

1047
02:35:17.010 --> 02:35:24.270
Saara Virani: We have a few kind of more theory questions that might be
better to address now just so we have a fundamental understanding

1048
02:35:25.800 --> 02:35:27.660
Saara Virani: So first of all,

1049
02:35:30.300 --> 02:35:42.480
Saara Virani: I'm not going to be able to go in a very particular order here,
because there are a lot of questions, but specifically with respect to the
Zed term the particle coordinates. What number or values are we actually
using for those

1050
02:35:43.500 --> 02:35:55.590 Ali Punjani: That's a good question. They are
the values do actually have significance. But they're not as easily as easily
interpretive as, for example, of pose angle or something like that. They
correspond to the

1051
02:35:57.300 --> 02:36:03.690
Ali Punjani: The amount of each variability component that we need to add to
the basic density to generate a particular member of the family.

1052
02:36:04.650 --> 02:36:20.370
Ali Punjani: The way that their units are created is that we actually enforce
that the variability components themselves have a unit norm, meaning that
each of the variability components has a certain

1053
02:36:20.880 --> 02:36:30.090
Ali Punjani: Amount of difference to the basic density encoded in it. And
then if you multiply that by one or 10 or five, you get a different amount of

1054
02:36:31.080 --> 02:36:37.410 Ali Punjani: Change to the basic object. Now,



the actual units depend on the data set depend on the signal to noise ratios
and the contrast and the overall

1055
02:36:38.190 --> 02:36:49.740
Ali Punjani: Units of like how many electrons are were and so on. So they're
not something that you can interpret from one data to the, to the next. Not
yet anyway. Although theoretically that as possible and something that we can
derive the math for right now though you have to think of them as

1056
02:36:51.030 --> 02:37:07.470
Ali Punjani: More or less unit lists relative values between particles in the
same data set. So a particle that has a minus 100 on ones that value and
another particle that has a plus 100 are as different from each other as two
particles that have zero and 200 in their variability components.

1057
02:37:10.290 --> 02:37:27.060 Saara Virani: I'm just to orient ourselves a
little bit within the actual data processing workflow. You mentioned that we
do need a consensus refinement before we can do 3D variability analysis is
there also any minimum number of particles for us to know that our 3D
variability analysis is reliable.

1058
02:37:27.930 --> 02:37:28.710
Ali Punjani: That's a great question.

1059
02:37:30.090 --> 02:37:36.090
Ali Punjani: As a rule of thumb through the variability analysis does require
a lot of particles, more than you would need for well

1060
02:37:36.690 --> 02:37:43.080
Ali Punjani: To get good results or three variable analysis, you have to have
a great sampling of the confirmation of space. So naturally, it takes more
more particles.

1061
02:37:43.410 --> 02:37:57.570 Ali Punjani: And if you want to estimate more
variability components like with higher numbers of k, then you also need more
particles for exactly how many particles you need. I can't exactly say
depends on many, many factors, but it seems to be that

1062
02:37:59.010 --> 02:38:09.030
Ali Punjani: You can have particle sets that are sufficient to generate a
single static structure, even at a moderate resolution, but not sufficient to
be able to resolve 3D variability components.

1063
02:38:10.260 --> 02:38:13.290
Ali Punjani: Typically, I'm thinking like you need hundreds of thousands or



more particles.

1064
02:38:13.710 --> 02:38:21.840
Ali Punjani: Most of the time to get good results. Although the example is
that we're going to work with today has about 40,000 particles and it's good
for resolving three variability components.

1065
02:38:22.470 --> 02:38:27.210
Ali Punjani: That's something that we need to explore a little more,
including the validation of 3D variability components and

1066
02:38:27.720 --> 02:38:38.280
Ali Punjani: Well validation is actually. I mean, really, if we read the
paper. There's some information about that there but knowing which variable,
the components are significant relative to each other is something that we
need to investigate a little more

1067
02:38:39.810 --> 02:38:48.750
Saara Virani: And in the interest of keeping as many particles as we can. Is
it therefore better not to run heterogeneous refinement before 3D variability
and I guess intuitively

1068
02:38:48.960 --> 02:38:56.970
Saara Virani: In a sentence if we separate out our particles into different
classes we sort of defeat the objective of doing this confrontational
exploration

1069
02:38:57.300 --> 02:39:07.320
Ali Punjani: Yes and no. Yes. If the purpose of running through the variable
analysis is to resolve confrontational differences that we could already
resolve using heterogeneous or fine. If that's the case, then

1070
02:39:07.860 --> 02:39:14.850 Ali Punjani: If we're double checking for
example, we should take all the particles that we have in total, put them
into a three variability analysis and we'll find

1071
02:39:15.450 --> 02:39:19.860
Ali Punjani: Variability components that show us the difference between
different confrontational states and I'll show examples of that.

1072
02:39:20.820 --> 02:39:27.180
Ali Punjani: But the more interesting version of the problem is where we've
already separated the data set into as many confirmation a distinct

1073



02:39:27.510 --> 02:39:39.120
Ali Punjani: discrete states as we can. And now within each of those
clusters. We want to see what is the continuous flexible variability that is
remaining after we've separated the data set into discrete clusters.

1074
02:39:40.890 --> 02:39:48.750
Saara Virani: And when we're actually setting up the job is the number of
variability components, something that's determined without any input from
the user.

1075
02:39:49.230 --> 02:39:58.830 Ali Punjani: That's something that user chooses
and you know people you'll see there's some interesting math behind why 3D
variability analysis has a special property, which is that

1076
02:40:00.180 --> 02:40:10.770
Ali Punjani: It always solves variability components in the order of
importance. So for example, if you solve three variability components, those
three will be the three most important

1077
02:40:11.640 --> 02:40:20.880
Ali Punjani: In terms of how much variability in the data set. They explain
and if you solve it with six variability components will get the same first
three and three more in their order of importance.

1078
02:40:21.570 --> 02:40:31.650
Ali Punjani: That's really, that's an important property and that's helpful
because it makes it easier that you don't really have to guess how many there
are. You can just solve in many as possible and you'll always get the most
important ones present

1079
02:40:32.490 --> 02:40:39.300 Ali Punjani: The other mathematical property
that's very interesting is that three variability analysis. Unlike I've been
assured reconstruction refinement and so on.

1080
02:40:39.780 --> 02:40:47.400
Ali Punjani: Doesn't have a problem of initial model bias. In fact, you can
prove that it will converge and under some conditions.

1081
02:40:48.120 --> 02:40:55.710
Ali Punjani: No matter how you initialize it. And so, in practice, we
actually initialize three variability totally randomly and each time you run
it, you will you will find

1082
02:40:56.310 --> 02:41:03.270
Ali Punjani: Within numerical accuracy and other randomness. The same



variability components over and over, so you don't have to worry about. It's
not like choosing the number of classes where

1083
02:41:03.960 --> 02:41:10.830
Ali Punjani: You may be missing some or not, you can always just solve more
variability components until you start to find that they are no longer
capturing significant

1084 02:41:11.370 --> 02:41:17.910
Ali Punjani: Motion or variability or anything that you can interpret
obviously there's a there's a limit in terms of like the signal to noise
ratio on the data.

1085
02:41:18.210 --> 02:41:24.570
Ali Punjani: And how many variability components, you can actually get but
you won't lose the first few if you just ask for more

1086
02:41:27.240 --> 02:41:36.030
Saara Virani: And now just to understand how 3D variability differs a little
bit from other refinement and similar confrontational heterogeneity.

1087
02:41:36.810 --> 02:41:50.010
Saara Virani: Exploratory approaches. So the first is with the continuous 3D
variability algorithm produce similar results as a multi body refine and
other software's like rely on. For example,

1088
02:41:50.370 --> 02:41:52.470
Ali Punjani: It's a great question. Yes and no.

1089
02:41:53.730 --> 02:42:01.140 Ali Punjani: The multi body refinement method
is an extension of local refinements, we'll talk about a little bit later.
And both of those methods.

1090
02:42:01.800 --> 02:42:08.220
Ali Punjani: Revolve around a model that is very different from this one that
model says that we are going to say that our protein is made up of

1091
02:42:08.910 --> 02:42:19.710
Ali Punjani: A small number, basically two or three, maybe four individually
rigid components and the only flexibility, we're allowed is rotation.

1092
02:42:20.430 --> 02:42:26.850
Ali Punjani: And translation in a rigid body sense between the different
rigid components that we manually.



1093
02:42:27.600 --> 02:42:35.400
Ali Punjani: Enforced. So in multiple you're finding. For example, you create
masks to cut out regions of your protein and say, okay, now my model says

1094
02:42:35.700 --> 02:42:44.940 Ali Punjani: Instead of one object. I have
three pieces that can rotate with respect to each other, but each of those
pieces is still seem to be perfectly region. So it's not really continuous

1095
02:42:45.630 --> 02:42:54.690
Ali Punjani: Flexibility that's being modeled in multiparty refinement. It's
a different version of different simplification of the real continuous
iteration at problem just like to do variability is a different kind of

1096
02:42:55.290 --> 02:43:02.250
Ali Punjani: Model for modeling out of course, like I said three variability
is a first step in this direction and the linear, linear subspace model is

1097
02:43:03.270 --> 02:43:09.060
Ali Punjani: A simple one that. But it turns out that in practice, it can
capture much more than even more complicated models that have been attempted

1098
02:43:10.200 --> 02:43:17.070 Ali Punjani: But it is very different from
multi butterfly. What you will tend to find if you do run three variability
analysis and multivariate found on the same data is that

1099
02:43:18.570 --> 02:43:33.840
Ali Punjani: 3D variable analysis will show you without the user having to
say anything about what kind of flexibility or emotion. There might be, it
will directly show you how the proteins from that information. You can create
manually create masks around regions that you think are rigid

1100
02:43:35.070 --> 02:43:39.240
Ali Punjani: Based on the 3D variability results which were totally unbiased
and only data driven

1101
02:43:39.690 --> 02:43:47.340
Ali Punjani: And then those masks will help you get higher resolution
structures of parts that are in fact somewhat rigid, of course in real
proteins.

1102
02:43:47.820 --> 02:43:54.540
Ali Punjani: Motion is never fully rigid no part of the protein. The protein
is bending. It's not bending around a perfect hinge joint and so
 1103



02:43:55.200 --> 02:44:05.490
Ali Punjani: The notion that we're dealing with rigid objects is false, but
it's still a worthwhile approximation. But in order to figure out which parts
of the movie which parts of the protein move together.

1104
02:44:05.970 --> 02:44:11.310
Ali Punjani: And which port move separately 3D variable analysis gives you
all the information without knowing that ahead of time.

1105
02:44:12.600 --> 02:44:23.310
Saara Virani: Last question. I think before we can move on to examining the
results of our experiment. How does the 3D variability algorithm or analysis
compare with cryo dragon.

1106
02:44:24.480 --> 02:44:28.710
Ali Punjani: That's a great question. So cry dragons. A recent attempt. Also
in this direction.

1107
02:44:29.580 --> 02:44:45.030 Ali Punjani: That is using a very similar
notion to 3D variable analysis, but a different model where this linear
subspace is actually modeled with a much more complicated deep generative
model from a type of model that can be that has been explored widely in deep
learning literature.

1108
02:44:46.050 --> 02:44:50.310
Ali Punjani: It's a very interesting idea in terms of a sort of experimental
or

1109
02:44:53.310 --> 02:44:59.850
Ali Punjani: Yeah, it's an interesting idea in terms of something that could
lead to something useful at the end of the day, the model that's used here.

1110
02:45:00.300 --> 02:45:10.590
Ali Punjani: Gives two things. One is express expressiveness. So a more
complicated model can potentially capture more kinds of heterogeneity.

1111
02:45:11.100 --> 02:45:18.690
Ali Punjani: On the other hand, the model also determines whether or not it's
possible to actually computationally infer the parameters of that model so

1112
02:45:19.350 --> 02:45:26.940 Ali Punjani: In 3D variable analysis. What
we're able to show is that because the model is simple enough. And we've come
up with this algorithm that works for this model. Very well.

1113



02:45:27.330 --> 02:45:40.800
Ali Punjani: We can actually resolve high resolution detailed motion of
individual alpha heels. He's moving by a few instruments even large subunits
of big, complex is moving in a very stable way that's doesn't require any
tuning or any changing the parameters or any

1114
02:45:42.690 --> 02:45:49.350
Ali Punjani: Sort of hand holding and it results fundamentally more
information about emotion and about heterogeneity than

1115
02:45:49.710 --> 02:45:55.410
Ali Punjani: For example, a much more complicated model where this part is
replaced with a deep generative structure as impressive dragon.

1116
02:45:55.920 --> 02:46:00.420
Ali Punjani: Which can only resolve very large course motion of big things
like Rob isms and schisms

1117
02:46:01.170 --> 02:46:05.520 Ali Punjani: It's hopeful that as these models
all evolve and as everyone continues working in this space.

1118
02:46:05.970 --> 02:46:12.810
Ali Punjani: Will be able to come up with models that are better and better
at actually modeling motion, while still allowing us to infer

1119
02:46:13.230 --> 02:46:21.030
Ali Punjani: What that motion is and structures at higher resolution. So I'd
say in terms of practice, it's definitely worthwhile for everyone to try all
the methods available.

1120
02:46:21.570 --> 02:46:32.460
Ali Punjani: 3D variable analysis definitely works out of the box in a lot of
cases where I don't believe other methods are able to operate regimes where
other methods are not able to provide results at all.

1121
02:46:34.230 --> 02:46:34.650
Thanks.

1122
02:46:38.400 --> 02:46:38.760
Saara Virani: Great.

1123
02:46:40.590 --> 02:46:49.020 Ali Punjani: Okay, so the first result. I'm
going to show is a structure and variability analysis of a Plasmodium
postpartum PDs ribosome structure.



1124
02:46:50.160 --> 02:47:03.360
Ali Punjani: And this is a protein. This is a rhizome that has been studied
as a benchmark data set that many people use and usually it's it's refined
under a homogeneous requirement, where we assume the entire structure is
rigid

1125
02:47:06.120 --> 02:47:15.510
Ali Punjani: In three with 3D variability analysis by starting with a
consensus refinement of the ribosome were able to find actually multiple in
this case for different kinds of

1126
02:47:15.870 --> 02:47:22.590
Ali Punjani: Confirmation or heterogeneity. This figure that I'm showing is
actually directly from the paper and I suggest anyone who's really interested
in this data set to look at that.

1127
02:47:23.280 --> 02:47:31.080 Ali Punjani: First of all, what I want to show
is that once we run through variability analysis. What we find at the end, at
the end of it is that we get

1128
02:47:32.070 --> 02:47:42.930
Ali Punjani: Multiple variability components. I'm showing the first two here
in a 2D scatter plot. Each dot represents one particle image. So we're
actually now with this method able to get

1129
02:47:43.800 --> 02:47:51.330
Ali Punjani: Sort of quantitatively or qualitatively an image that looks kind
of like that conceptual diagram that I had before, we're thinking of the
space of particle images.

1130
02:47:51.660 --> 02:48:00.750
Ali Punjani: And now we can see the distribution of particles in that space
forming these two kind of largest clusters. And one of the clusters has lots
of spread in it.

1131
02:48:02.220 --> 02:48:11.640
Ali Punjani: Variability component. Number one, it turns out, represents a
type of heterogeneity were part of the head subunits of the rhizome goes
missing.

1132 02:48:12.030 --> 02:48:16.410
Ali Punjani: And variability component to is a different kind of rotation
that we're going to see what I'm actually going to show you next

1133
02:48:16.800 --> 02:48:24.390



Ali Punjani: After we've looked at this figure is what the variability
components actually look like in terms of motion. And the easiest way to
resolve that is in video form.

1134
02:48:25.410 --> 02:48:36.780
Ali Punjani: So this is the first variability component. And what we're
seeing in this video is a change in the electron density of the basic
structure where part of the head region is appearing and disappearing.

1135
02:48:38.220 --> 02:48:38.940
Ali Punjani: Just play that again.

1136
02:48:47.940 --> 02:48:58.950
Ali Punjani: This is the second component. Now this time, we're looking at a
type of motion where the small sub unit of the rhizome is rotating ratcheting
I'll play this one again to

1137
02:49:02.130 --> 02:49:07.740 Ali Punjani: What's important to recall here is
that all of these different kinds of motion are being solved at the same
time.

1138
02:49:08.370 --> 02:49:23.220
Ali Punjani: By 3D variability analysis from the same set of particles, what
we've done is we've asked for a key was for variability components. And so as
we solve more and more components. Each one resolves a different kind of
motion that might be president.

1139
02:49:25.920 --> 02:49:33.630
Ali Punjani: Just play this one again. So you can see that ratcheting motion
in order to generate these movies, what we've done is take the basic electron
density structure.

1140
02:49:34.200 --> 02:49:53.790
Ali Punjani: And add let's say our variability comments. If I go up a couple
of steps along variability component one we have values that range from minus
402 plus 400, let's say, so what we've done is we take the basic electron
density structure and add minus 400 times the first variability component

1141
02:49:54.840 --> 02:50:06.330
Ali Punjani: And then generate volumes along this dimension, all the way to
plus 400 that gives us a sampling of volumes in the family that we're
describing with three variability analysis.

1142
02:50:08.010 --> 02:50:09.360
Ali Punjani: Now the third component



1143
02:50:10.470 --> 02:50:16.470
Ali Punjani: If we look very closely is a different kind of motion of the
small subunit, the small sub unit is moving left and right.

1144
02:50:18.270 --> 02:50:27.420
Ali Punjani: Say that again. This is a smaller motion now a smaller kind of
change. But you can see that this most of unit is overall shifting left and
right.

1145
02:50:29.130 --> 02:50:34.170
Ali Punjani: And the fourth sub unit is rotation of the head. Part of the
small stuff.

1146
02:50:36.030 --> 02:50:45.810
Ali Punjani: Around this transverse axis. So, these four different motions
are all present at the same time, and the overall molecule has many different
kinds of motion ability

1147
02:50:49.380 --> 02:50:57.630
Ali Punjani: OK, the next example we're going to look at is of data set that
we also already saw earlier. The nab and filling some channel and in that
case were able, this is now like the ribosome.

1148
02:50:58.050 --> 02:51:05.100
Ali Punjani: Is an example where many people who have attempted to work in
the space of confrontational change, including some of the most recent
techniques that have been developed.

1149
02:51:05.700 --> 02:51:13.590
Ali Punjani: Dr isms are often a great choice for an example, data set,
because they're very large lots and lots of signal and a few different kinds
of motion.

1150
02:51:14.400 --> 02:51:20.130
Ali Punjani: And very easy to work with. In real life, of course, smaller
proteins and memory merchants and all kinds of others.

1151
02:51:20.520 --> 02:51:34.230 Ali Punjani: Give them any challenges but 3D
variability is, like I said, the only method as far as we know, is able to
resolve molecular motion or electron density motion for these kinds of
proteins. So in the case of the ion channel now 1.7

1152
02:51:35.370 --> 02:51:49.380
Ali Punjani: Sorry, just go at the first component, which again we saw



earlier today is a component that shows flexibility of the two fabs that are
bound to the structure as well as bending of the overall membrane domain of
approaching

1153
02:51:51.210 --> 02:51:58.200
Ali Punjani: This. The next component which is we actually solve six
components and I skipped a bunch of them just because these ones were more
interesting to look at and video

1154
02:51:58.800 --> 02:52:08.190
Ali Punjani: Is one where we're seeing the motion of both of the other sub
units that are not attached to the fabs and we're seeing that there's a huge
amount of motion in the these trends membrane Ulysses.

1155
02:52:09.150 --> 02:52:18.480 Ali Punjani: On the peripheral ends of the
protein. And that's actually what limits their resolution when we're doing a
refinements. Now, this is exactly the kind of result that on a larger protein
would

1156
02:52:19.110 --> 02:52:28.680
Ali Punjani: Have us would suggest to us that we should actually start trying
to do local refinement by creating a mask that includes only part of the
structure that's moving

1157
02:52:29.220 --> 02:52:33.450
Ali Punjani: The trouble with that of course is that local refinements and
multiple your findings that we can talk about

1158
02:52:34.170 --> 02:52:43.140
Ali Punjani: Can only work when the amount of electron density. The amount of
matter inside each of each of the masks is very large, like 150 kilowatts, or
more

1159
02:52:43.560 --> 02:52:55.320 Ali Punjani: So something up fragments of
approaching so tiny. We can potentially independently align with other
techniques to be variability is the first method that can show us the motion
of these very small detailed parts of projects.

1160
02:52:57.690 --> 02:53:09.480
Ali Punjani: These are three components from the Navajo and seven channel.
The we've seen the first and the last one already. The middle component
actually shows shifting of the four helix bundle from one side to the other.

1161
02:53:16.770 --> 02:53:26.370
Ali Punjani: The next person. We're going to look at is another one that



we've already looked at today as part of the art practical study and this is
AG PCR complex be cannabinoid receptor.

1162
02:53:27.480 --> 02:53:31.980
Ali Punjani: And the first point I want to make here is that with membrane
proteins, there's an important

1163
02:53:33.390 --> 02:53:42.540 Ali Punjani: Detail about three variability
analysis that's very important to keep in mind, which is that the my cell
itself generally presents a huge amount of variability

1164
02:53:44.160 --> 02:53:55.800
Ali Punjani: And that variability is stronger than the variability of the
protein. So if we use 3D variability not evenly on the entire data set with
all the particles and nothing else changed.

1165
02:53:56.280 --> 02:53:59.940
Ali Punjani: What we end up with our results that are shown here in part B of
the figure.

1166
02:54:00.780 --> 02:54:08.100
Ali Punjani: So if you look at these two images there from one side of the
other side of variability component one solve just directly

1167
02:54:08.580 --> 02:54:19.710
Ali Punjani: And this circle is in the same place in both cases. And what you
see is that it's actually all the variability is actually in the shape of the
myself changing along that access of the family and seeing with variability
component to

1168 02:54:20.970 --> 02:54:30.810
Ali Punjani: And change the myself in different directions. So this in this
way very three variability shows us that the muscle itself is actually has a
huge amount of variability

1169
02:54:31.110 --> 02:54:37.050
Ali Punjani: Which is great to know, but not what we're most interested in
what we're most interested in is the flexibility variability of the protein
itself.

1170
02:54:37.590 --> 02:54:48.510
Ali Punjani: Luckily, with 3D variability analysis, we are able to provide it
a mass, so that we can control that it only looks for variability inside of
some region of boxes.

1171



02:54:53.310 --> 02:55:00.960
Ali Punjani: Right. So using this mask is very important and it's what allows
us along three variability to solve for continuous flexibility of

1172
02:55:01.470 --> 02:55:06.030
Ali Punjani: interior parts of this memory project. So the next video is I'm
going to show our what happens when we do that.

1173
02:55:06.990 --> 02:55:16.980 Ali Punjani: And once again, this isn't a
striking result for two reasons, one because we're looking at the
experimental motion dynamics of this molecule. This is not stimulated by
molecular dynamics or some other kind of

1174
02:55:18.300 --> 02:55:23.910
Ali Punjani: Model or normal modes or anything like that. This is actually
what's happening in the electron microscope images.

1175
02:55:24.960 --> 02:55:32.760
Ali Punjani: But the parts of the protein that are moving are very small. So
this trans membrane domain now is less than 50 kilo Dalton's less than even
40 foot ultimate thing.

1176
02:55:33.570 --> 02:55:49.680
Ali Punjani: And so we're seeing its motion right now in one direction where
it's moving toward and away from the rest of the complex in component to we
see a different kind of motion where that transmitted into mean is now moving
in the opposite direction.

1177
02:55:50.700 --> 02:55:54.840
Ali Punjani: Relative to the main part of the structure and this to helix.
 1178
02:55:56.100 --> 02:56:01.260
Ali Punjani: Bundle at the bottom is also moving closer and away from the
rest of the structure

1179
02:56:02.730 --> 02:56:15.510
Ali Punjani: So that's an interesting kind of motion. And this is exactly
what I meant when when I was saying that rigid body models for example
multiparty refinement can't capture this kind of motion because no part of
this protein is moving in original sense

1180
02:56:17.190 --> 02:56:27.750
Ali Punjani: And finally component three shows us even more interestingly
full twisting of the trends membrane domain of the three variables of the GPC
are complex.



1181
02:56:28.920 --> 02:56:43.800
Ali Punjani: So this time we're able to see motion. Again, I'm just a very
small part of the protein, but we didn't actually tell the algorithm that we
want to see motion in the transmission domain or any part of it, we just
asked for the first three most important types of variability in the data.

1182
02:56:45.570 --> 02:56:47.520 Ali Punjani: So this is just showing all three
of those again together.

1183
02:56:57.420 --> 02:57:06.150
Ali Punjani: OK, the next. The last example I'm going to show before we get
back to our own practical processing that we were doing is arrive ism
assembly, this time is an example of

1184
02:57:07.230 --> 02:57:19.590
Ali Punjani: Not continuous flexibility but to speed heterogeneity that three
variability analysis can also be very useful in detecting beyond including
and beyond what things like heterogeneous refinement and

1185
02:57:21.300 --> 02:57:24.600
Ali Punjani: Having a show reconstruction can do so for this data set. I'm
actually just going to show you

1186
02:57:25.710 --> 02:57:26.850
Ali Punjani: What the

1187
02:57:28.110 --> 02:57:30.270
Ali Punjani: Protein looks like I have it open here in

1188
02:57:32.130 --> 02:57:44.880 Ali Punjani: This is a consensus refinement of
all the particles in this riders on Sunday. This is a large rivals on the sub
unit and it in the same in the data set of some several hundred thousand
particles. It comes in many, many forms with different sub units attached or
detached.

1189
02:57:54.690 --> 02:58:01.530
Ali Punjani: So when we're looking at this right zone. Suddenly, we can see
that as we change this threshold slider. We can see parts of the

1190
02:58:02.250 --> 02:58:07.620
Ali Punjani: Protein appear at very low density meaning, meaning that they
were present in very low occupancy

1191



02:58:08.370 --> 02:58:15.600
Ali Punjani: And as we increase the slider. We can see other parts of the
protein disappearing appear so it's clear just from this that

1192
02:58:16.500 --> 02:58:19.590
Ali Punjani: There's some substantial amount of heterogeneity in the steps
now.

1193
02:58:20.280 --> 02:58:25.800 Ali Punjani: Heterogeneous refinements, and I'm
an issue reconstruction and so on. We can sort of manual confirmation. So we
can also do sub classification

1194
02:58:26.190 --> 02:58:30.060
Ali Punjani: Every time we find it from confirmation. We can do heterogeneous
provided within those

1195
02:58:30.540 --> 02:58:38.850
Ali Punjani: And it's a similar strategy to that, that the original authors
used a few years ago when they process this data to find some 15 or 20
different confrontational states.

1196
02:58:39.810 --> 02:58:47.490
Ali Punjani: Including many finally distinct substrates, we can actually do
something interesting with three variable analysis on the same kind of data
set.

1197
02:58:48.270 --> 02:58:56.550
Ali Punjani: And what that looks like is putting all those images into three
variable analysis and instead of the variability components now encoding for
emotion.

1198
02:58:57.000 --> 02:59:06.660 Ali Punjani: Because the variability in the
data set is to do with appearance and disappearance of subunits that is
actually equally well captured in the linear subspace model.

1199
02:59:08.340 --> 02:59:19.470
Ali Punjani: And so what we can see there is actually I'll just switch back
to the results. If we think of the space of variability components. In this
case, we solved it with for variability components.

1200
02:59:20.100 --> 02:59:26.460
Ali Punjani: We can see that in that space. The particles form these very
clear clusters. And this is almost exactly like that.

1201



02:59:27.390 --> 02:59:36.480
Ali Punjani: Diagram matic figure that we had before, conceptually, thinking
of how particles are arranged in a space of particle images with three
variability, we can actually look at that.

1202
02:59:37.080 --> 02:59:44.460 Ali Punjani: In a few dimensions and see how
the particles are different from each other and how the cluster. Again, this
is without actually doing any classification

1203
02:59:45.030 --> 02:59:50.400
Ali Punjani: Prior to this, we just did one homogeneous refinement of the
entire data set and then fed into 3D variable universes.

1204
02:59:51.060 --> 02:59:59.910
Ali Punjani: So we can take those particle points and then actually do
clustering via any clustering method that you like in Christ spark we've
implemented a simple question weeks from motor club.

1205
03:00:00.450 --> 03:00:07.410
Ali Punjani: Gaussian Mixture Model clustering in this low dimensional
variability space and we can separate this into eight different clusters.

1206
03:00:08.880 --> 03:00:13.860
Ali Punjani: And then I'm showing at the bottom here a few other different
ways of doing clustering with some more.

1207
03:00:14.460 --> 03:00:17.940 Ali Punjani: Advanced machine learning
techniques. But even the simple simple clustering.

1208
03:00:18.390 --> 03:00:25.590
Ali Punjani: Can give us eight different confrontational states, we can take
the particles separate them literally by their variability component values
like

1209
03:00:25.890 --> 03:00:30.180
Ali Punjani: Take all the particles in the great cluster all the particles in
the green cluster and reconstruct them.

1210
03:00:30.720 --> 03:00:38.850
Ali Punjani: And end up with eight different reconstructions seven plus one
special case all have different confrontational states.

1211
03:00:39.300 --> 03:00:44.550
Ali Punjani: Of that rivals on assemble their states that have only. I don't



know what the different names of the sub units are

1212
03:00:45.000 --> 03:00:51.780
Ali Punjani: But each different sub unit, whether it's the sort of head or
foot region that disappears or the two arms on either side.

1213
03:00:52.290 --> 03:01:03.180 Ali Punjani: They come and go in different
configurations of the molecule which we can clearly separate as different
clusters in our variability space just making that more concrete and in
practice. We can also actually inspect that

1214
03:01:04.230 --> 03:01:23.850
Ali Punjani: Distribution and will show how to do this and in the practical
as we go, you can inspect that distribution of particle points in the 3D
variability components right inside of Christ park to be able to see those
different clusters and their positions in the three variability space.

1215
03:01:26.370 --> 03:01:30.060
Ali Punjani: Okay, so that's another use case for which 30 variability. It
can be useful.

1216
03:01:32.550 --> 03:01:40.110
Ali Punjani: Next thing we're going to do is go back to our practical session
and actually start looking at the three variability results, which I believe

1217
03:01:40.470 --> 03:01:54.030 Ali Punjani: For most people may be complete or
may not be complete by now. I'm not sure how long we've been talking, since
we started them, but I'll show how to interpret those results and various
other detailed parameters and so on, of 3D variability analysis. Now that
we're talking about.

1218
03:01:56.070 --> 03:01:58.350
Ali Punjani: So just digging into this job a little bit

1219
03:01:59.970 --> 03:02:08.040
Ali Punjani: Three variability analysis starts with a mask which for in this
case we provided a mastering includes the entire protein. We didn't want to
ignore any part of it.

1220
03:02:08.970 --> 03:02:14.400
Ali Punjani: But for the GPC our structure. For example, as I mentioned, and
for all the other membrane proteins that we show results on

1221
03:02:15.090 --> 03:02:28.080 Ali Punjani: You do have to exclude the myself



in order to be able to see the variability of the protein itself once we do
that three variable analysis loads up all the particles creates the V zero
consensus with refining and structure and that comes from the

1222
03:02:29.160 --> 03:02:32.190
Ali Punjani: Particle pose alignments that we already have as input.

1223
03:02:33.270 --> 03:02:35.130
Ali Punjani: And then it

1224
03:02:36.240 --> 03:02:39.510
Ali Punjani: starts by randomly initializing itself.

1225
03:02:41.220 --> 03:02:41.730
Ali Punjani: And

1226
03:02:43.110 --> 03:02:48.540
Ali Punjani: Starting to go through iterations of the optimization procedure
that allows us to solve for the variability components.

1227
03:02:48.960 --> 03:03:00.750 Ali Punjani: At the end, it results in the
actual variability components, which you can see here as central slices.
They're all three volumes of positive and negative values, we can see them as
central slices with red and blue values.

1228
03:03:01.980 --> 03:03:17.040
Ali Punjani: encoding the positive and negative parts and we also see the
distributions over those latent particle coordinates for all the particles
now three variability, the job itself is not meant to be something that you
can

1229
03:03:18.330 --> 03:03:26.130
Ali Punjani: Directly get results out of in order to be able to display them
or make those videos. So the next thing we're going to do as the with the
output of three variability

1230
03:03:26.520 --> 03:03:32.370
Ali Punjani: Particles and volumes, which includes the variability components
is using 3D variability display job.

1231
03:03:32.970 --> 03:03:44.160 Ali Punjani: And I'll just clone that job so
everyone can see how to build it. What you'll need to do is go to the job
builder created three variability display job and to it. Just go to the job
builder, create a 3D variability display job.



1232
03:03:46.440 --> 03:03:54.120
Ali Punjani: And to it. Connect the particles and volume outputs of your
three variability analysis job.

1233
03:03:56.700 --> 03:04:07.230
Ali Punjani: And then in the parameters for the display job we have different
modes for creating different kinds of outputs simple mode creates the movies
that I showed for all those different data sets.

1234
03:04:08.010 --> 03:04:23.940
Ali Punjani: There, there's also cluster mode, which does the clustering that
I showed for the rhizome data set the assembly of different rhizome states
and intermediate mode. I won't go into but it allows you to reconstruct
structures from different subsets of the particles.

1235
03:04:25.890 --> 03:04:34.650 Ali Punjani: So we'll stay in simple mode right
now and leave all the other parameters. The same. We want to create 20
volumes along each of the dimensions and

1236
03:04:35.430 --> 03:04:41.640
Ali Punjani: The only other parameters. We're going to change or two down
sample the output. So in this case, you put in a parameter of 128

1237
03:04:42.060 --> 03:04:45.960
Ali Punjani: And crop the output also to a size of 100. The reason we're
doing this is because

1238
03:04:46.410 --> 03:04:52.050
Ali Punjani: This job is going to create a series of volumes and the space
required for those can be very large. If you leave the box size really big.

1239
03:04:52.500 --> 03:04:58.290
Ali Punjani: But we know that we're all looking at the structure better than
eight extremes ish since that's a parameter that we apply before

1240
03:04:58.740 --> 03:05:13.020 Ali Punjani: So we don't need the full
resolution of the data, nor do we need to keep all the extra white space
around. So if we crop the protein crop the box down to a size of 100 will
save a lot of space in our final results. So you can go ahead and cue that
job.

1241
03:05:14.580 --> 03:05:24.510
Ali Punjani: Now, I've already done that. So I have this 3D variability
display job present here when you open up 3D variability display job it again



reports the images of the consensus structure and

1242
03:05:25.080 --> 03:05:38.520
Ali Punjani: The three variability components that were solved and an
interactive plot that allows you to browse through the actual said values.
Those latent coordinates to see if there are any patterns or anything
president that you might want to investigate.

1243
03:05:39.750 --> 03:05:47.190 Ali Punjani: In this case, we can see there
isn't really any clustering, and maybe what we're looking at is actually just
continuous flexibility and we'll find out exactly what we're looking at in a
minute.

1244
03:05:47.670 --> 03:05:56.970
Ali Punjani: The rest of the job is just creating outputs and those outputs
are the form of what we call follow your series. There are three of them. So
the first one we can just download

1245
03:05:57.990 --> 03:05:58.440
Series.

1246
03:06:02.580 --> 03:06:16.410
Ali Punjani: And that should take a few seconds. And that's going to be
downloaded as a zip file Of all the volumes that we that make up a series
that show us that moon and i'll i'll show you exactly how to visualize that
right now in UCSF.

1247
03:06:23.070 --> 03:06:41.430 Ali Punjani: So I unzipped that directory. And
inside that directory. I'll just show you are a series of frame volumes. Each
one is one position along the flexible motion that we wanted to resolve so
frame zero until frame and 19

1248
03:06:42.570 --> 03:06:46.740
Ali Punjani: Now to visualize those what we're going to do is open up UCSF
time area or favorite

1249
03:06:47.790 --> 03:06:51.720
Ali Punjani: Tool for this close all the other blogs that we had and then
choose the volume.

1250
03:06:52.920 --> 03:06:54.720
Ali Punjani: Volume series option.

1251
03:06:56.820 --> 03:07:03.000



Ali Punjani: By the way, everything I'm showing you here is also President
our tutorials online, which I'll show you in just a minute and

1252
03:07:04.260 --> 03:07:08.490
Ali Punjani: In that volume series tool we're going to open up our volume
series.

1253
03:07:10.020 --> 03:07:10.830
So I'm just going to do

1254
03:07:16.890 --> 03:07:31.980 Ali Punjani: Verify the name project 34 job
6034

1255
03:07:34.020 --> 03:07:34.830
Ali Punjani: J 60

1256
03:07:36.090 --> 03:07:40.530
Ali Punjani: And select all of the MRC files by holding shift there.

1257
03:07:41.850 --> 03:07:43.650
Ali Punjani: That opens up our volume series.

1258
03:07:46.560 --> 03:07:51.330
Ali Punjani: So now I'm going to adjust the threshold at which we're looking
at this volume.

1259
03:07:52.080 --> 03:08:09.960
Ali Punjani: And then in the volume series tab I can start playing the movie
by hitting play. I also want to oscillate. The movie I missed that a maximum
playback speed of 20 frames per second and cash. The renderings just to make
it a little in here and then maybe 20 frames per second. This is good.

1260
03:08:11.490 --> 03:08:14.700
Ali Punjani: So what I'm seeing. Now, in this first

1261
03:08:15.930 --> 03:08:25.650 Ali Punjani: Variability component is an
interesting kind of flexibility on molecule, you can see the peripheral
stops, both of them moving closer and further away.

1262
03:08:26.580 --> 03:08:33.270
Ali Punjani: From the body of the protein, and I should have said when we
started here that the set of particles that we're using is actually a subset
of the whole data set.



1263
03:08:34.020 --> 03:08:43.080
Ali Punjani: And it contains only a particles that went into one of the three
rotary states. So I already used heterogeneous refinements to separate the
three rotary states.

1264
03:08:43.410 --> 03:08:49.470
Ali Punjani: And I took the particles from just one of them. And we did a
three variability analysis. And that's what all the practical students should
be doing right now.

1265
03:08:50.430 --> 03:09:02.850
Ali Punjani: And so our first variability component is this interesting
motion of a peripheral arms away from and closer to the body of the structure

1266 03:09:08.310 --> 03:09:14.400
Ali Punjani: We can see that from different directions. We can also change
the thresholds and see it in more or less detail.

1267
03:09:16.710 --> 03:09:18.030
As you wish.

1268
03:09:20.700 --> 03:09:24.120
Ali Punjani: All the instructions for how to do this visualization are all
available.

1269
03:09:25.500 --> 03:09:32.040
Ali Punjani: First of all, if you go to 3D variability analysis three VA
Christ pr.com

1270
03:09:33.330 --> 03:09:41.520
Ali Punjani: You will come to our three variability analysis landing page for
anyone's interested in reading, reading it. You can read the prepayment and
you can also go to our tutorial series.

1271
03:09:42.030 --> 03:09:50.310
Ali Punjani: Which are online, there's two parts. The first part explains how
to run through the veil that analysis. The other one explains more advanced
concepts masking clustering.

1272
03:09:50.730 --> 03:10:01.470 Ali Punjani: Everything that I've talked about
and how to make these movies. So there's all those tutorials are all online,
so I won't go into too much more detail about that and this page also has the
videos and everything else from the paper.

1273



03:10:05.220 --> 03:10:18.960
Ali Punjani: There is one other result that I want to show and for the VA TPS
we can start looking at the other variability components by downloading
those. So I will just do that I might display job. I'll download the series
one now.

1274
03:10:21.360 --> 03:10:23.610
Ali Punjani: And then I'll just do that here in a moment.

1275
03:10:26.370 --> 03:10:42.030
Ali Punjani: In the meantime, I will show you a video from a result of three
variability analysis running on a larger data set of 20 s proteasome
particles, the same data set the scene particle. And in fact, the same data
set, but the entire set of images that we used yesterday.

1276
03:10:44.970 --> 03:10:50.880 Ali Punjani: Actually I'll come back to that
since now my variability analysis is finished. So what I can do is

1277
03:10:54.720 --> 03:10:57.660
Ali Punjani: Close this first volume series.

1278
03:11:07.980 --> 03:11:13.440
Ali Punjani: Series and then open the next series, which is component one

1279
03:11:18.210 --> 03:11:20.910
Ali Punjani: And this time, you should see a different kind of motion present

1280
03:11:22.320 --> 03:11:23.640
Ali Punjani: So interesting the thresholds.

1281
03:11:35.280 --> 03:11:44.280
Ali Punjani: And what we see here now is instead of the peripheral arms
moving towards and away from the central stock. We see them bending, you
know, sort of sharing direction.

1282
03:11:47.220 --> 03:11:50.610
Ali Punjani: So this is another kind of flexible motion that are molecule
under those

1283
03:12:01.500 --> 03:12:07.680
Saara Virani: Questions question here. Is there a way to actually record that
movie, or rather series of frames in camera.
 1284
03:12:07.920 --> 03:12:15.150



Ali Punjani: Yes, actually we cover all that in our tutorials. So if you go
to the first part of the tutorial. There's a section on exactly how to
generate these movies.

1285
03:12:16.170 --> 03:12:23.700
Ali Punjani: At the bottom visualization that does all the things that I just
said, and has commands for recording a movie of them in the camera.

1286
03:12:24.870 --> 03:12:25.710
Ali Punjani: Perfect, thanks.

1287
03:12:27.390 --> 03:12:28.830
Ali Punjani: So that is

1288
03:12:31.890 --> 03:12:33.360
Ali Punjani: We're going to stop there. With this data set.

1289
03:12:35.250 --> 03:12:38.340
Ali Punjani: But I do want to show one last results with three variability
analysis on

1290
03:12:39.000 --> 03:12:50.190 Ali Punjani: A symmetric protein. And this is a
very interesting example of something that we've been talking about a few
times when you have a symmetric molecule. How can you detect things that
break that symmetry. If you use the symmetry journey to find

1291
03:12:51.690 --> 03:13:00.000
Ali Punjani: So this is an example of running through the variability
analysis on 20 s previous on particles that when we used when we did
refinement.

1292
03:13:00.750 --> 03:13:17.520
Ali Punjani: We used all the particles and we enforce the symmetry and
therefore our consensus refinement is symmetric. But what's really
interesting is that with 3D variability analysis, we can actually resolve
symmetry breaking, flexible confrontational changes amongst these particles.

1293
03:13:19.110 --> 03:13:22.200
Ali Punjani: And so to do that. Actually, I think I have a video loaded here.

1294
03:13:23.610 --> 03:13:25.680
Ali Punjani: To do that, I will just play this video.

1295 03:13:31.320 --> 03:13:39.750



Ali Punjani: What we see in this video or five different confrontational
variability components for the 20th parties and we're going to see them all
in detail in a second. So I won't stop here.

1296
03:13:44.220 --> 03:13:45.120
Ali Punjani: But the movie plays

1297
03:13:46.710 --> 03:13:51.510
Ali Punjani: The first component shows us extension of the barrel.

1298
03:13:52.950 --> 03:13:59.160
Ali Punjani: So this is a symmetric type of motion. We're all the sub units
are doing the same thing and the whole barrel is kind of extending a little
bit

1299
03:14:00.750 --> 03:14:08.280
Ali Punjani: The second most shows us rotation of the end caps of the barrel.
And again, this is a symmetric motion. We're all the civilians are doing the
same thing.

1300
03:14:09.600 --> 03:14:14.370
Ali Punjani: Although we didn't ask for your ability for symmetric solution.
I just found these as the most important kinds of variability

1301 03:14:14.790 --> 03:14:25.320
Ali Punjani: Now the third mode or the third video here actually component
five is showing us an asymmetric bending and I hope everyone was able to
actually see that what what happens here is that

1302
03:14:26.610 --> 03:14:27.330
Ali Punjani: The protein.

1303
03:14:30.930 --> 03:14:32.580
Ali Punjani: The protein bends.

1304
03:14:34.800 --> 03:14:37.320
Ali Punjani: Across its axis.

1305
03:14:39.690 --> 03:14:44.040
Ali Punjani: And that's not a symmetric motion of different sub units are
doing different things in this kind of motion.

1306
03:14:44.760 --> 03:14:48.960
Ali Punjani: subsume unit some some units are coming closer together, and



some are moving further apart at the same time.

1307
03:14:49.680 --> 03:14:56.940
Ali Punjani: So that's an interesting result because it means that we can
start to resolve symmetry breaking confrontational changes, even with

1308
03:14:57.390 --> 03:15:04.650 Ali Punjani: Particles that we would assume so
far to be symmetric. Now, in order to get this kind of result, you need to
use symmetry expansion, which is another job typing prosper.

1309
03:15:05.010 --> 03:15:17.670
Ali Punjani: I won't get into the details of how to do that. I believe that's
in our tutorials as well. So with that modification and using all the
particles from every different symmetry related position 3D variable analysis
can resolve these kinds of flexibility.

1310
03:15:19.980 --> 03:15:21.060
Ali Punjani: And I believe

1311
03:15:22.110 --> 03:15:29.760
Ali Punjani: That is everything you wanted to talk about on this topic, so we
can jump over to any questions.

1312
03:15:31.620 --> 03:15:36.870
Saara Virani: Great. Our next set of questions are all about how to actually
use three variability

1313
03:15:38.280 --> 03:15:44.610
Saara Virani: First of all, is there a way to use three variability on a
specific region of the protein instead of the entire structure.

1314
03:15:45.090 --> 03:15:53.100
Ali Punjani: Yes. And that is definitely what we did today by or what we
explained by using a mask and I'll just

1315
03:15:54.330 --> 03:15:55.290
Ali Punjani: Come back to those slides.

1316
03:15:56.940 --> 03:15:58.890
Ali Punjani: So with the GP star example, for example.

1317
03:15:59.970 --> 03:16:13.560
Ali Punjani: We only wanted to look at confirmation of changes in the protein



region, not the myself. So we created a mask that only X exclude everything
except for the protein and use that mask and 3D variable analysis in order to
actually do

1318
03:16:13.560 --> 03:16:14.640
Ali Punjani: That you can simply

1319
03:16:15.030 --> 03:16:27.300
Ali Punjani: When you're creating the three variability and analysis job, you
will see that one of its inputs is a mask slot and you can connect any mass
to that, including one that you've generated outside and imported into CRISPR

1320
03:16:29.550 --> 03:16:34.950 Saara Virani: About mask specifically what
actually makes a volume a mask.

1321
03:16:36.630 --> 03:16:45.810
Ali Punjani: Nothing in particular, I mean masks are also stored in MRC files
on disk main thing is that a mask only contains values between zero and one.
Typically, and

1322
03:16:46.470 --> 03:16:52.800
Ali Punjani: Is kind of treated differently when we're actually doing
processing. You wouldn't use an electron density as a mask or vice versa.

1323
03:16:53.220 --> 03:17:02.790
Ali Punjani: And so, Chrysler thinks of them as different types of objects
under the hood are actually the same when you're importing MRC falls volumes,
you need to tell the import job, whether you're importing a mask or volume.

1324
03:17:04.950 --> 03:17:09.690
Saara Virani: And you had mentioned that in order to be able to resolve
motion of a certain

1325
03:17:10.560 --> 03:17:27.330 Saara Virani: Amount you actually need to have
all of your data at a certain resolution to be able to see see that motion.
So, can you please explain why eight extremes was chosen in this case or
other in the in our specific tutorial case as the filter resolution
parameter. Great.

1326
03:17:27.450 --> 03:17:31.590
Ali Punjani: Great question. So to clarify again this filter resolution
parameter

1327
03:17:32.880 --> 03:17:38.790



Ali Punjani: Is a very important grammar that should be set for three
variable analysis. And in fact, you have to set it to something to run the
job.

1328
03:17:39.780 --> 03:17:49.410
Ali Punjani: And what it does is that it enforces that the three variability
components that we solve are limited in their resolution and

1329
03:17:50.190 --> 03:17:59.700
Ali Punjani: What that effectively means is equivalent to saying that we're
looking only at the structure up to an extreme around eight extras. It's not
a sharp cut off. It's kind of a smooth fall off.

1330 03:18:00.450 --> 03:18:10.020
Ali Punjani: So we're looking at the structure in the region of around eight
extremes, so we're able to detect emotions around that magnitude, maybe up to
1015 X rooms is fine of motion.

1331
03:18:10.560 --> 03:18:15.810
Ali Punjani: If we knew that we can already resolve the structure down to
three extremes, like with the G PCR.

1332
03:18:16.590 --> 03:18:21.210
Ali Punjani: Then we would set this filter resolution to a much higher
resolution, like for instance.

1333
03:18:21.690 --> 03:18:28.590
Ali Punjani: So we know that we're looking, we are able to look at higher
resolution details and therefore resolve smaller more detail emotions.

1334
03:18:29.160 --> 03:18:42.570 Ali Punjani: So this is a choice. This is a
filter parameter that you should really experiment with and you can run
through the variability analysis multiple times with different sorts of
resolutions, they should always be below the overall resolution to what you
resolve the structure so far.

1335
03:18:43.740 --> 03:18:45.720
Ali Punjani: Since you can't really trust information beyond that, anyway.

1336
03:18:46.740 --> 03:18:52.440
Ali Punjani: And different resolution limits will resolve different scales of
motion to

1337
03:18:54.210 --> 03:19:02.580
Saara Virani: Um, when it comes to our consensus refinement. Is there a



resolution at which it makes more sense to perform 3D variability analysis.

1338
03:19:04.500 --> 03:19:05.610
Ali Punjani: Sorry, can you say that again.

1339
03:19:07.200 --> 03:19:13.260
Saara Virani: Is there a resolution at which it makes more sense to run or
try 3D variability

1340
03:19:13.260 --> 03:19:18.540 Ali Punjani: Analysis, not really. The nice
thing about 3D variable that analysis is that it's kind of agnostic to the
resolution, I mean,

1341
03:19:19.050 --> 03:19:25.440
Ali Punjani: Other than the fact that the emotion you can resolve is of
different sizes. When you look at objects at lower resolutions.

1342
03:19:25.860 --> 03:19:33.900
Ali Punjani: Other than that, the methods of around the same and
heterogeneity and particle can occur in so many different ways. Even if you
have a five or eight or 10 x from reconstruction.

1343
03:19:34.320 --> 03:19:40.260
Ali Punjani: You could still find confirmation heterogeneity. And in fact,
that may explain to you what is the reason that your resolution is limited.

1344
03:19:40.710 --> 03:19:48.240
Ali Punjani: Is because you have a huge degree of confirmation or
variability. So I'd say she tried it any resolution, but if you can already
resolve your structure to higher resolution that tells you

1345
03:19:48.720 --> 03:19:53.010 Ali Punjani: That the amount of flexibility in
the structure must be less than

1346
03:19:53.730 --> 03:19:57.960
Ali Punjani: What would ruin a structure of that resolution. So if you can
see the structure for extremes.

1347
03:19:58.290 --> 03:20:12.180
Ali Punjani: You know that overall the structure is kind of rigid up until
that point there may still be motion finer than that which is exactly what
three variable analysis can show you but around that resolution, you probably
have relatively concert structure.



1348
03:20:14.490 --> 03:20:19.410
Saara Virani: Okay. And in terms of actually assessing the quality of the
result.

1349
03:20:20.010 --> 03:20:35.580
Saara Virani: Is, is it possible that we can be seeing or introducing
artifacts into 3D variability, and if so, how can we identify them and, more
generally, what are the approaches for actually performing validation of a 3D
variability analysis output.

1350
03:20:36.480 --> 03:20:42.030 Ali Punjani: That's a great question. Um, some
of these things are still evolving topics and I think

1351
03:20:45.780 --> 03:20:53.610
Ali Punjani: We don't have, for example, something like for a show
correlation for three variability results. It's in principle may be possible
to do something like that but

1352
03:20:55.830 --> 03:21:00.390
Ali Punjani: The most important. So some of the mathematical properties of
the 3D variability analysis algorithm.

1353
03:21:01.560 --> 03:21:03.150
Ali Punjani: Tell us that there are

1354
03:21:04.620 --> 03:21:12.120
Ali Punjani: There aren't too many ways for the algorithm to give an
incorrect results if there actually is variability present in the data.

1355
03:21:13.140 --> 03:21:18.540
Ali Punjani: So right now, the answer is if you see a variability results
that

1356
03:21:20.190 --> 03:21:31.440 Ali Punjani: can clearly be visually explained
as either emotion or association or dissociation of substance or other kinds
of heterogeneity are plausible to occur, then that's a very strong signal
that that's what's happening in the sample.

1357
03:21:32.760 --> 03:21:41.430
Ali Punjani: If you don't see something like that. It may mean that either.
There isn't enough signal or enough particles to resolve any struck real
heterogeneity or variability at all.

1358



03:21:42.330 --> 03:21:52.770
Ali Punjani: Or that pretty much that's what the answer will be. So in those
cases, you shouldn't trust the results, mostly because the results won't have
anything meaningful or interesting to draw from it insightfully anyway.

1359
03:21:53.730 --> 03:22:01.200
Ali Punjani: But if you do have that kind of result that you can trust it.
Thanks to the mathematical properties of these algorithm, first of all, that
it doesn't depend on initialization so

1360
03:22:01.980 --> 03:22:14.100 Ali Punjani: You can't get an incorrect
incorrect results just because the algorithm was initialized incorrectly. In
contrast to, for example, 3D classification or even refinement and so on.

1361
03:22:15.150 --> 03:22:28.680
Ali Punjani: Secondly, it can't miss anything that actually is present,
because it will always solve these variability components in order of
importance. So the first one, it solves is always guaranteed to be
mathematically, the largest

1362
03:22:29.490 --> 03:22:40.290
Ali Punjani: Source of variability in the particle images. And if that turns
out to be something that is unintelligible. Then you can be sure that none of
the other variability components that could have come after that you may not
have even solved.

1363
03:22:41.340 --> 03:22:50.640
Ali Punjani: Are anything very useful. But if you do see something important
than the properties of the algorithm. And this is something, of course, that
may be contentious depending on who's

1364 03:22:51.150 --> 03:22:56.940
Ali Punjani: Asking the properties of the algorithm do provide those
guarantees that we're looking at something that's actually in the data.

1365
03:22:59.160 --> 03:22:59.670
Thanks.

1366
03:23:01.860 --> 03:23:10.410
Saara Virani: Is the 3D variability job very memory consuming and
approximately how long would it take to run on a standard size does get

1367
03:23:10.950 --> 03:23:20.010
Ali Punjani: Tiring real. It's actually surprisingly fast, it probably takes
about the same amount of time, maybe twice as long as doing for example a
heterogeneous refinement or something like a



1368
03:23:20.730 --> 03:23:32.250
Ali Punjani: memory intensive Ness wise, it's usually not because the we
don't usually use it at the full resolution of the images, depending on how
fine emotion, you're looking for.

1369
03:23:32.700 --> 03:23:47.220 Ali Punjani: And it's totally plausible to to
be able to resolve three or five or 10 I think I've done even 20 variability
components. It's really limited by the GPU memory. But that doesn't seem to
be a big bottleneck right now memory usage.

1370
03:23:48.840 --> 03:24:02.850
Saara Virani: Perfect. And you kind of touched on this a little bit before
but in terms of strategy. What's the best approach to utilize 3D variability
in a sample that has both confirmation of variation and compositional
variation

1371
03:24:03.840 --> 03:24:17.400
Ali Punjani: Great question. So the optimal strategy, I would say, is to do
two things in parallel one take all of your particles without trying to
classify them at all, put them into three variables and analysis and see what
you get.

1372
03:24:18.420 --> 03:24:21.930
Ali Punjani: That track will show you an unbiased on

1373
03:24:24.540 --> 03:24:30.030 Ali Punjani: unmodified view of what kind of
heterogeneity. There isn't a sample, whether it's discrete or continuous or
any kind

1374
03:24:31.380 --> 03:24:38.610
Ali Punjani: If there is continuous heterogeneity and if there's both kinds
of heterogeneity. What I'm imagining in the scenario is that you have a
particle that exists in multiple

1375
03:24:38.880 --> 03:24:47.130
Ali Punjani: Discrete confrontational states and each one of those states
also has within it continuous flexibility and that is very common sense,
that's probably how those particles work.

1376
03:24:48.480 --> 03:24:57.120
Ali Punjani: In that scenario. The first time you run through a variable
analysis with all the particles, you're likely to only resolve the fact that
there are multiple confirmation of states.

1377



03:24:58.620 --> 03:25:14.850 Ali Punjani: Once you've done that, and you can
see that that's the case. It's a good idea to use heterogeneous refinement,
or the clustering version of 3D variability display which you can read the
tutorial for just like I showed with the ribosome data to separate the
particles into sub classes.

1378
03:25:16.020 --> 03:25:23.940
Ali Punjani: Each one representing one more or less discreet cluster in the
data now within that cluster there may still be continuous flexibility.

1379
03:25:24.300 --> 03:25:30.750
Ali Punjani: And you should apply through the variability again to that sub
cluster of data and see what kind of continuous heterogeneity, you find

1380
03:25:31.230 --> 03:25:40.350
Ali Punjani: That you probably the best strategy in almost all cases, try to
resolve all the degree heterogeneity, you can and then apply 3D variability
to each subclass separately.

1381
03:25:40.860 --> 03:25:51.690 Ali Punjani: To get at all the flexible
flexible emotion on on the other side use three variability analysis with all
the all the particles to verify that you found all the discrete clusters in
the first place.

1382
03:25:53.040 --> 03:26:07.110
Saara Virani: Great. And today, our examples for 3D variability didn't
include very small proteins for protein components. Can we use three to 30
variability on very small protein components like in the 40 kilo Dalton
range.

1383
03:26:07.800 --> 03:26:10.350
Ali Punjani: So if the overall proteins, for he killed alton's

1384
03:26:11.940 --> 03:26:27.750
Ali Punjani: It's amazing that you have got a structure and all that you
could use three variables for everything he ever small protein, maybe in 100
hundred 50,000 range that has a small subunits that is for children's are so
that is what the GPC our example that we looked at today was about

1385
03:26:28.980 --> 03:26:38.280 Ali Punjani: This trans membrane domain is only
about 40 or 50 Cal Dalton's and we can see all kinds of continuous non rigid
flexible emotion in that small sub unit. So definitely

1386
03:26:38.670 --> 03:26:49.680
Ali Punjani: And in fact we can even see motion of this GI tale of the G



protein. I'm not sure of all the names of the components of veggie protein
complex, but this little to helix bundle.

1387
03:26:50.700 --> 03:26:54.810
Ali Punjani: We actually see that moving as well in one of the variability
components. I'll just find that one.

1388
03:26:59.790 --> 03:27:00.150
Just one.

1389
03:27:01.680 --> 03:27:06.180
Ali Punjani: In this component we actually see no, sorry.

1390
03:27:10.170 --> 03:27:14.280
Ali Punjani: In this component we actually see that tiny part of the protein
moving

1391
03:27:15.900 --> 03:27:26.400 Ali Punjani: You can see this to helix bundle
moving closer and further. So even tiny pieces of that small size, their
emotion can be resolved. So I would say try and find out what happens

1392
03:27:27.210 --> 03:27:33.060
Saara Virani: Perfect. And last question. Um, can you clarify if we need to
impose symmetry in three variability

1393
03:27:34.080 --> 03:27:39.780
Ali Punjani: You can't actually enforce symmetry in three variability. So if
we look at the three very good job. It does have a symmetry.

1394
03:27:40.200 --> 03:27:54.360
Ali Punjani: Input. But if you put anything here other than see one the job
will fail and give you an error message saying you shouldn't use symmetry in
3D variability analysis and to use symmetry expansion stem and the idea with
symmetry is that you should take your refined particles.

1395
03:27:55.500 --> 03:27:55.920
Ali Punjani: And

1396
03:27:57.030 --> 03:28:05.490 Ali Punjani: break the symmetry. By doing
symmetry expansion which creates copies of the particles for each symmetry
related rotation around a structure.

1397
03:28:06.150 --> 03:28:14.640



Ali Punjani: And then each of the particle images treated as independent in
each of those positions after symmetry, especially 3D variability can then
resolve both symmetric and

1398
03:28:16.050 --> 03:28:21.390
Ali Punjani: Cemetery breaking versions of flexibility but you can also do in
that scenario is create a

1399
03:28:21.390 --> 03:28:21.900
Ali Punjani: Mask.

1400
03:28:22.320 --> 03:28:30.450
Ali Punjani: If you're only interested in symmetric flexibility, create a
mask that only includes one sub unit of your symmetric molecule.

1401
03:28:31.470 --> 03:28:34.650
Ali Punjani: Then you'll be forcing 3D variability to only find

1402
03:28:36.120 --> 03:28:48.600 Ali Punjani: motions of that sub units that all
the sub units have within them, but not coordinated motion of the entire
molecule across the symmetry, if that makes sense.

1403
03:28:50.670 --> 03:28:54.420
Saara Virani: Thank you. Those are all the questions we have on 3D
variability work.

1404
03:28:54.810 --> 03:29:06.630
michael schmid: I do have one question also about just regarding that fact on
on cooperation and coordination between these should we think of these of
each of these components of

1405
03:29:07.950 --> 03:29:26.460
michael schmid: Variability as being uncoupled and discreet from each other.
Because if they were coupled, then they would be a different kind of
flexibility, it would show up as the combination of all those are they are
they really kind of to be thought of as as uncoupled and uncorrelated.

1406
03:29:26.820 --> 03:29:37.140 Ali Punjani: That's a great, great question.
And the answer is definitely no we can't in general. I'm just going to switch
to a slide where I have an image that might help with this.

1407
03:29:38.370 --> 03:29:58.260
Ali Punjani: We can't. In general, assume that just because two variability
components were found, and are the clearly capture different motion that



those motions are not physically connected. The reason is that the
variability components are only encompassing or capturing

1408
03:29:59.340 --> 03:30:07.410
Ali Punjani: Essentially what our eigenvectors or subspace directions in the
linear subspace model, but it's perfectly possible for a particle image.

1409
03:30:07.830 --> 03:30:18.600
Ali Punjani: To have some amount of each of the variability components. And
so the emotion, the emotion that you see in each variability component. You
can't say that it definitely happens by itself.

1410
03:30:18.990 --> 03:30:32.070 Ali Punjani: And the other emotion and the
second variability component happens by itself. It could very much be true
that many particles have both kinds of motion together and many particles
have the opposite motion together or they're somehow one way or another.

1411
03:30:33.420 --> 03:30:51.990
Ali Punjani: Correlated or rather dependent on each other, we can say that
the two types of motion, both happen and the two types of motion are
orthogonal. In the sense that they're describing different kinds of change in
the density, but across the particle data. And when we look at the
distribution

1412
03:30:53.040 --> 03:31:00.720
Ali Punjani: Of particles across the variability confirmation space this
scatter plot can will often just like this one have

1413
03:31:01.770 --> 03:31:12.630
Ali Punjani: Structure that shows us that these variability components are
not independent. They may be orthogonal. And they may explain different
motions or different changes but particles.

1414 03:31:13.230 --> 03:31:22.470
Ali Punjani: It may be true that if a particle is on one end of one of the
variability components. It's more likely to be on one end or the other of the
second variability component and therefore they're not independent.

1415
03:31:23.790 --> 03:31:36.030
Ali Punjani: Hopefully, that is making sense. It's if if some if someone is
looking it up. It's a difference between independence in a probabilistic or
statistical sense versus uncorrelated uncorrelated just means that

1416
03:31:37.290 --> 03:31:47.550
Ali Punjani: You've, you've taken out the linear correlation between two
things independent means that knowing. One of the things, doesn't tell you



anything about the second thing.

1417
03:31:48.210 --> 03:31:56.910
Ali Punjani: So we can in in three variability analysis, we know that the
variability components are uncorrelated but they're not independent
necessarily

1418
03:31:57.930 --> 03:31:58.260
Thank you.

1419
03:32:01.830 --> 03:32:02.100
Great.

1420
03:32:07.980 --> 03:32:13.320
Ali Punjani: Any other questions or anything but i think that's that's
actually the end of all the practical and

1421
03:32:14.040 --> 03:32:20.700
Ali Punjani: Slides that we want to show, I have one slide left about local
and focus refinement, just to indicate that her Spark has these capabilities.
If

1422
03:32:21.030 --> 03:32:27.060
Ali Punjani: Once you do three variable analysis you find out that okay
really looks like I have multiple parts of my protein that are rigidly moving

1423
03:32:27.780 --> 03:32:40.560
Ali Punjani: And then you can separate your structure into multiple
components of rigid parts and do local refinements of each one. We also have
a tutorial online that goes through this in a lot of detail. So I want to
cover any further.

1424
03:32:41.760 --> 03:32:43.140
And that's the end.

1425
03:32:44.460 --> 03:32:53.310 Saara Virani: Awesome. We did have a few
questions that have been kind of hanging that I wanted to address if we have
time, taking us back a little bit back to the beginning.

1426
03:32:55.080 --> 03:33:00.600
Saara Virani: When we're looking at particle picking in a crowded micro graph
scenario.

1427



03:33:02.220 --> 03:33:10.500
Saara Virani: And then we did the example with the triple A plus unfold days
where we actually did windowing to make sure that we can actually see
individual particles in each of our classes.

1428
03:33:11.790 --> 03:33:19.770
Saara Virani: Those are just masked, don't we need to read pick from the data
set with a smaller box size or rather re extract with a smaller box eyes.

1429
03:33:21.210 --> 03:33:27.240
Ali Punjani: That's a good question. And the answer is no. We don't need to
what, let me see if I can find that in

1430
03:33:29.700 --> 03:33:34.890
Ali Punjani: Place. So when we did to declassification without the windowing.
What we found was that

1431
03:33:36.630 --> 03:33:45.960
Ali Punjani: We got lots of classes, sorry got lots of classes that have
multiple particles in them. What that means is that our original particle
images, which you can see in this import job.

1432
03:33:46.860 --> 03:33:59.580
Ali Punjani: Have many particles in the box that's actually not a problem,
even though it seems like we would want one box only contain one particle, it
actually doesn't hurt us to have particles in the periphery.

1433
03:34:00.930 --> 03:34:09.270
Ali Punjani: They are present in the images. But when we do 3D
reconstructions, the signal anywhere in the image that is far enough away.

1434
03:34:09.750 --> 03:34:16.950
Ali Punjani: I mean to very tight crowding like in this example theoretically
does have an impact. Not that there's anything we can do about it because the
sample is already frozen.

1435
03:34:17.640 --> 03:34:27.270 Ali Punjani: But the particles that are far
away. They contribute in a 3D structure to density that's outside of the main
internal first part of

1436
03:34:28.050 --> 03:34:34.710
Ali Punjani: And all that density gets a mass scale during a refinement and
so we don't actually care that there are other particles floating around.

1437



03:34:35.070 --> 03:34:43.290
Ali Punjani: They won't ruin the structure of the central particle that we
are solving as long as we're able to align that central particle repeatedly
across all the images.

1438
03:34:44.340 --> 03:34:57.150
Ali Punjani: So we don't need to re extract Once we do to the classification
with the windowing. We can be sure that we are able to align the central
particle across lots of images and that's what's allowed allows us to do
reconstructions. Very well. Great.

1439
03:34:57.420 --> 03:35:05.910
Saara Virani: Taking it back one step further to CTF estimation. If we can
pull up a plot again of the CTF

1440 03:35:06.990 --> 03:35:09.000
Saara Virani: specifically looking at the tone rings.

1441
03:35:10.020 --> 03:35:16.830
Saara Virani: We'd like a reminder on what exactly the right half, and the
and the left half of the image correspond to Sure thing.

1442
03:35:20.040 --> 03:35:23.400
Ali Punjani: Sure thing. Let me just find a good example. This is a moment so

1443
03:35:23.940 --> 03:35:32.760
Ali Punjani: First of all, when we're looking at these tone rings. We have to
recall that we have the real space image, which is the actual image capturing
the microscope. That's this image where we can see the particles.

1444
03:35:33.330 --> 03:35:40.830
Ali Punjani: And we have its corresponding for a transform and the free
transform the mathematical operation of free taking a Fourier transform.

1445
03:35:41.340 --> 03:35:50.070 Ali Punjani: Converts our image that was in
real space into a different representation. It's still captures all the same
information content, but it's a totally different representation where each

1446
03:35:52.260 --> 03:35:59.910
Ali Punjani: Pixel here in this image. Each dot corresponds to one spatial
frequency component in the real space image.

1447
03:36:02.430 --> 03:36:11.370
Ali Punjani: What we're looking at in this picture of the Free Transform is
on the right hand side, the experimental for a transform of this image.



1448
03:36:11.940 --> 03:36:22.950
Ali Punjani: Now normally when if you stay very transparent or something, you
will see that when you take a free transform of a 2D image, you get a square
2D, 3D transform that has that has circles, they go all the way around.

1449
03:36:23.970 --> 03:36:35.880 Ali Punjani: That is true, but a free transform
have a real space object is actually redundant in the sense that it's left
and right half, or top and bottom half or whichever way you cut it in half.

1450
03:36:36.450 --> 03:36:40.410
Ali Punjani: They're identical just mirror symmetric, so we don't need to see
the whole thing. The only half of it.

1451
03:36:40.920 --> 03:36:48.690
Ali Punjani: And so the right half is exactly the free transform of this raw
image what we should be seeing that for a transform are these rings the tone
rings.

1452
03:36:49.440 --> 03:36:59.670
Ali Punjani: Those are the experimental tone rings that show us where there's
signal coming from the sample and this white band is like we kept discussing
the ice signal.

1453
03:37:01.230 --> 03:37:08.820
Ali Punjani: On the left side now is in free space the representation of the
simulated contrast transfer function.

1454
03:37:09.360 --> 03:37:19.830 Ali Punjani: If this was a perfect image with
no noise and no ice background and a perfect sample, we would actually see
what we see on the left side in the experimental image perfect tone rings
that go infinitely far out.

1455
03:37:22.020 --> 03:37:26.040
Ali Punjani: Within some reason in real life. We don't see the tolerance go
that far out.

1456
03:37:26.640 --> 03:37:35.130
Ali Punjani: But the simulated CTF which doesn't have any experimental data
in it shows us what those tones could look like if they didn't go very far
out. And what we want to see here is just that.

1457
03:37:35.490 --> 03:37:52.650
Ali Punjani: Between the experimental and simulated data, the rings all
matchup that's just a sanity check that our CTF estimation is right on. And



we, in our, in our simulated CTF we've just about matched the tone rings that
we can see in the example that the actual experiment of that.

1458
03:37:55.020 --> 03:37:55.830
Saara Virani: Great, thank you.

1459 03:37:59.430 --> 03:38:02.310
wah chiu: Okay, I think we probably

1460
03:38:03.450 --> 03:38:07.230
wah chiu: have exhausted all the

1461
03:38:08.430 --> 03:38:26.490
wah chiu: Energy for today and I suggest we would agenda for today's meeting
and I like to share the announcements for tomorrow and we will have two
speakers in the morning. And can you see my slide.

1462
03:38:28.650 --> 03:38:29.400
michael schmid: Yes, we can.

1463
03:38:29.550 --> 03:38:32.400
wah chiu: Okay. So, we will start at night crop.

1464
03:38:34.230 --> 03:38:50.040
wah chiu: Schedule and through the consensus of all the instructors. They are
happy to have an over an hour and have general discussion with the entire
participants.

1465
03:38:50.700 --> 03:39:09.720
wah chiu: So we have a lunch break at 1145 and we will reconvene at 1245 and
so for those who still have questions in the last couple days tutorial you
you're free to to raise the question again through Q AMP a

1466 03:39:10.950 --> 03:39:15.810
wah chiu: Box and Sarah is kind enough to lead the discussion tomorrow.

1467
03:39:17.370 --> 03:39:25.230
wah chiu: And then after that we will officially adjourn for the general
audience. And then we would have in

1468
03:39:26.160 --> 03:39:36.030
wah chiu: A small group of the practical participants and some of them will
present their own experience, and we'll go in in in depth in some of the

1469



03:39:36.840 --> 03:39:45.930
wah chiu: Steps that we have gone through. And so that's what I want to
encourage you to reschedule. Your, your time for tomorrow. I think

1470
03:39:46.560 --> 03:40:11.460
wah chiu: In my experience in last couple days. The question and answers
period is is outstanding. I can probably learn a lot of full racing the
questions, or just listening to the question in the answers. And again, I
like to Fang RA and Sarah and Estefan for their outstanding presentations and

1471
03:40:12.120 --> 03:40:15.090 wah chiu: This has been wonderful day. Thank
you very much.

1472
03:40:15.390 --> 03:40:17.970
wah chiu: And have a good evening and I will see you tomorrow.

1473
03:40:21.420 --> 03:40:21.990
Ali Punjani: Thank you.

1474
03:40:22.320 --> 03:40:26.490
Ali Punjani: And thank you all for listening and and paying attention for so
long.

1475
03:40:27.030 --> 03:40:27.870
Saara Virani: And organizing

1476
03:40:28.950 --> 03:40:31.740
wah chiu: This has been wonderful day. Thank you.

1477
03:40:32.070 --> 03:40:32.610
Saara Virani: Thank you.

1478
03:40:32.880 --> 03:40:33.810
wah chiu: Okay, good. See you.


